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Denis, Alexandra ENV:EX

From: Paterson, Kellie ENV:EX

Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 11:12 AM

To: Gilmour, Lori ENV:EX; Lee, Bonnie ENV:EX

Subject: Answer: DM Request: Land Based Spill response

Yes, definitely.  Bonnie can you please send a meeting invite. 

 

Thanks. 

 

Kellie Paterson 

Environmental Emergencies and Land Remediation Branch 

Environmental Protection Division 

Ministry of Environment 

Tel:  250-387-9971 

 

From: Gilmour, Lori ENV:EX  

Sent: March-12-14 11:08 AM 
To: Paterson, Kellie ENV:EX 

Cc: Standen, Jim ENV:EX; Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX 

Subject: QUESTION: DM Request: Land Based Spill response 

 

Hi Kellie, 

Please let me know if Jim H is available to attend this call with Wes. Jim S is available. See details below. 

Thanks, 

Brett for Lori 

 

From: Lee, Bonnie ENV:EX  

Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 9:29 AM 
To: Gilmour, Lori ENV:EX 

Subject: DM Request: Land Based Spill response 

 

Morning Kellie (sorry if it’s not Kellie today ☺): 

 

Wes has a phone meeting on Friday with the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association regarding land based spill response 

(see below for more detail).   This is in addition to the meeting he has with Brenda Kenny the following week.  

 

Can you let me know if Jim Standen or Jim Hofweber  are available to participate in this call with him?  The call is 

scheduled for 10:30-11:30am March 14.  

 

Thanks, 

Bonnie  

 

Bonnie Lee | Senior Executive Assistant | Deputy Minister's Office | Ministry of Environment | Phone 250.387.5429 

  

From: Amanda Affonso [mailto:aaffonso@cepa.com]  

Sent: Monday, March 3, 2014 3:59 PM 

To: Shoemaker, Wes ENV:EX 
Cc: Lee, Bonnie ENV:EX; Philippe Reicher; Katie Shaw 
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Subject: URGENT Meeting Request  

Importance: High 

  

Dear Mr. Shoemaker,  

  

The Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA) would like to request an urgent phone meeting this week regarding 

the Land Based Spill Response with myself and our Vice-President of External Relations, Philippe Reicher.  As you may 

know, CEPA has been engaged in this initiative since the release of the first intentions paper and an active participant as 

an advisory committee member, a member of the governance and funding discussions and participated in all three 

working groups.  With the announcement of the upcoming release of the second intentions paper there are some 

pressing issues that CEPA needs to speak with you about as soon as possible.  

  

CEPA represents Canada’s transmission pipeline companies who operate more than 115,000 kilometers of pipeline in 

Canada. CEPA’s mission is to enhance the operating excellence, business environment and recognized responsibility of 

the Canadian energy transmission pipeline industry through leadership, and credible engagement between member 

companies, government, the public and stakeholders. The province’s Land Based Spill Response initiative affects many 

of our companies and it is critical at this juncture that we speak with you directly about some specific elements of the 

proposed regime and process.  

  

Katie Shaw, our colleague in Victoria, will be contacting your office in follow up to this request. We hope that we are 

able to speak with you shortly. 

  

Regards, 

  

Amanda Affonso 
Director, Regulatory & Financial 
  
Canadian Energy Pipeline Association 
Suite 200, 505–3rd St. SW 
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3E6 
  
Phone 403.221.8756 
Cell 403.585.6933 
Fax 403.221.8760 
  
aaffonso@cepa.com 
aboutpipelines.com 
  
The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. 

Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the 

intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete.  
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Subject Stakeholder comments

From Poss, Angie ENV:EX

To Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX; Knox, Graham G ENV:EX; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX; Denis, Alexandra ENV:EX

Sent Wednesday, February 26, 2014 11:20 AM

Hi team,

I had an interesting conversation today with one of the major industry stakeholders. Here’s a 
summary of their current position on the components we are proposing for the second intentions 
paper.

While the association is supportive of the principles being advanced but has concerns about the 
mechanisms for delivering on those principles. 

PRO – The association is supportive in principle and sees the PRO as consistent with their sector’s 
strengths in preparedness, appropriate capacity and timely implementation. They see opportunities 
for efficiencies and a more collaborative approach. The preferred funding scheme is based on 
performance, where members with poor performance records pay higher premiums than those with 
low spill rates and sound response performance records. 

Contingency Fund – Concerns about a large contingency fund echo those we’ve heard from other 
stakeholders: potential for duplication with federal funds, availability of other financial assurance 
mechanisms for addressing the cost of large spills, perception of good actors paying for less 
responsible or less solvent companies. Emphasis on the ability of large, well-capitalized companies 
to adequately fund spill response and comply with the Ministry’s cost recovery mechanisms. The 
association is more receptive to a smaller fund in the tens of thousands of dollars to offset funds in 
the immediate aftermath of a spill, however is not convinced this is necessary based on the 
following concerns: perception that government can address short-term cash flow issues through an 
internal government allocation of emergency funds, or by extending government’s credit to cover 
the costs; and, concern about responsible companies paying for bad actors. When discussing local 
government and First Nations concerns about the costs they incur in responding to spills, the 
association expressed that this is to a certain degree asking industry to cover the cost of local 
governments doing business – that first responders and local emergency officials are doing their job 
in responding to spills and those costs should be covered through taxation if necessary. 

Expanded Program Capacity – the association perceives this as industry funding of government 
administration and is not supportive.

Compensation for loss of use – While supportive of formula-based options for quantifying damage 
and determining restoration, the industry perceives loss of use compensation as punitive and 
questions the ability to fairly implement this element. 

Stakeholder comments
Monday, May 26, 2014
12:00 PM

   General Page 533    
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Be Pulp and Paper Environmental Forum Overview of Proposed Spill 
Preparedness Policy 

Introduction 

The Be Pulp and Paper Environmental Forum (BCPPEF) is an industry co-operative made up of 

representatives of all the pulp and paper mills located in Be As a group, the BCPPEF works to ensure 

that forest and related provincial policy is created and implemented in a way that foste rs growth and 

increased competitiveness for our sector and for the Province as a whole. We are committed to our 

industry and believe that it will be a significant contributor to the provincial economy for years to come. 

The following overview is provided to the Be Ministry of Environment on behalf of the BCPPEF to 

provide summary of existing requirements. It is our intention that this document supports the exclusion 

of our sector during the changes made to the BC Spill Preparedness Policy. 

As an industrial sector, pulp and paper mills in BC are strictly regulated and have many existing 

requirements both federa lly and provincially to ensure that facilities are prepared and trained to 

respond to spills to the environment. All facilities have spill response plans, equipment to aid in the 

response and facility storage containment require ments. Be pulp and paper mills in this province audit 

and test their spill response plans regularly. The majority of the Be pulp a nd paper mills carry out third 

party auditing for ISO Environmental and Safety Management standards, environmental management 

systems, insurance needs and other corporate requirements. 

Pulp mills undergo inspections from the Ministry of Environment and the Environment Canada with 

respect to their documentation for spill preparedness and response. 

Chemical pulp mills use large quantit ies of chemicals in the process to pulp wood. Most of these 

chemicals are brought into the mi ll via rail, truck, freighter or barge. Other chemicals are generated and 

recycled on site. Standards require these chemicals, whose natures vary from highly acidic to highly 

alkaline, to be stored in tanks t hat are placed within berms capable ofretaining 110% to 150% ofthe 

largest tank within the berm. Further, tanks and pipeline infrastructure are subjected to integrity 

inspections, such as pressure and vessel inspection programs. 

Minor losses of chemicals that occur on mi ll sites are generally collected and contained within the onsite 

sewer systems and are either reclaimed or treated on site. Some pulp and paper mills have addi t ional 

spill containment prior to their t reatment systems. Treatment systems ensure regulatory requirements 

for water qua lity are met. 

There are costs associated with maintaining the existing spill containment, control standards and 

ongoing environmental monitoring (t hat is, effluent, air and groundwater) at the Be pulp and paper 

mills. Addi t ional cost to fund a new coordinated spill response centre is a burden most mills may not be 

able to accommodate. It is recommended that the Ministry of Environment reconsider this overlap in 

spill response requirements as it applies to the Pulp and Paper Sector, given that there will be no 

perceived ad ditional environmental benefit. 
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Be Pulp and Paper Environmental Forum Overview of Proposed Spill 
Preparedness Policy 

Spill Response Plans and Training 

All Be pulp mills nave a spill response plan as mandated by various federal and provincial legislative 

requirements. All plans contain, as a minimum, a list of chemicals, quantities on site, spill equipment 

available for emergencies and emergency phone numbers for responding personnel, chemical suppliers' 

emergency information as well as other resources. Not all plans are identical; differences with respect to 

what is included within the mill-specific plans often reflect access to emergency equipment, 

considerations of geographical limitations and waterways as well as mill-specific chemicals. 

Training requirements are either specified in the spill plan or are incorporated into other portions of the 

mill's training curriculum . All mills maintain a record of training, which is often subject to auditing. 

Emergency Response Teams (ERT) or Hazmat teams are made up of mill employees that provide 

coverage across all shifts. ERT are trained for hazardous chemical and fire response, rescue and other 

emergencies eit her through internal training or by organizations such as the BC Justice Institute and BC 

Hazmat Management ltd . The majority of the mills have these trained individuals t hat are familiar with 

the nature, location and quantity of chemicals on the pulp mill site. Furthermore, their training extends 

to the interaction of chemicals and risk assessments for safe response. 

Testing of Plans 

Requirements of the Environmental Emergencies Regulation include t he annual test ing of spill response 

plans. Plans are tested through mock exercises, tabletop exercises and full mill evacuation drills which 

include high hazard chemical scena rios. Gaps wi thin the current plans are addressed through these 

types of exercises, which are conducted annually or, in some mills, quarterly. 

Mutual Aid and Contractor Agreements 

Mutual aid agreements include, at most facilities, municipal emergency responders, fire departments, 

other indust r ial operations, private contractors and cooperatives. Integrated training is conducted in 

order for the responding mutual aid to understand the nature and quant it ies of the chemicals onsite. 

Some coastal mills bring in chemicals and fuels directly to the mill via the barge or freighter and this 

activity is subject to the legislative requirements of the federal Canada Shipping Act, 2001, including t he 

requirement to belong to an environmental response organizat ion. Several mills part icipate in the 

Western Canada Marine Response Cooperation, whose mandate is to ensure a state of preparedness is 

in place and to mitigate the impact in the event of an oil spill. 

The Canadian Transport Emergency Centre (Canutec), is operated by the Transportation of Dangerous 

Goods (TOG) Directorate of Transport Canada. Among other mandates, Canutec is available to assist 

w ith emergencies, such as spills that occur in the transportation of chemicals via rail or truck carriers. 
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Be Pulp and Paper Environmental Forum Overview of Proposed Spill 
Preparedness Policy 

Some BC mills and mill suppliers utilize the services of Chemtrec for emergency incidents involving the 

transportation of hazardous materials or ot her dangerous goods. 

Emergency numbers for mutual aid and contracted services are included in pulp mi ll spill response 

plans. 

Internal and External Auditing 

In addition to mills scrutinizing and continuously improving their spill responses and associated plans on 

an annual ba sis through onsite exercises and training, the majority of the mills will have plans audited by 

a third party as per ISO 14000 and 18000 standards and other due diligence auditing criteria and internal 

environmental management systems required as part of corporate compliance aUditing. 

Provisions within the EER include annual reviews of spill response plans. 

Corporate insurers require t he facility to have extensive emergency response and disaster minimization 

plans. Not only do these plans have to cover off regulatory requirements, but they include additional 

emergencies, such as flooding events. Health and safety standards also require compliance with OSHA, 

29CFR1910 for management of chemicals, fire prevention and protection. 

Existing and Other Regulatory Requirements 

All mi lls are required to report spills to the province under the BC Environmental Management Act 

(EMA) and the Spill Reporting Regulations as well as the federal Fisheries Act and the Pulp and Paper 

Effluent Regulation (PPER) and the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) and the 

Environmental Emergencies Regulation (EER). The requirements to maintain a spill plan of a specified 

standard is included in federal regulations such as the PPER as well as discharge permits under EMA. 

Other criteria that require facilities to report spills and/or maintain updated spill plans include : 

• Both the provincial Transport a/Dangerous Goods Act and the federal Transportation 0/ 
Dangerous Goods Act include requirements for reporting if spills of dangerous goods. 

• Canadian Shipping Act includes regulations that protect navigable water against spills. 

• EMA's Hazardous Waste Regulation - emergency procedures as they apply to storage and 

containment are specified in this regulation. 

• WorkSafe BC: BC Safety Authority requires facilities to maintain emergency procedures for 

incidents involving nuclear devices, elevating equipment and electrical shocks. 

• BC Fire Marshal Act, BC Fire Safety Plan, BC Fire Code all require the planning for emergencies. 

• Federal PCB regulations require emergency procedures and fi re protection in t he operation of a 

PCB storage site. Although most BC mills are not subject to this regulation, emergency 

procedures are in place for handling PCB waste. 

Spills to the Environment 
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Be Pulp and Paper Environmental Forum Overview of Proposed Spill 
Preparedness Policy 

Reportable spills nave occurred at most mills over the last 10 years. Significant spills to the receiving 

environment at pulp mills are rare, but they have occurred over the past 10 years. There has been no 

associated environmental damage from any spills. 

Other Considerations 

Regulations are in place that require follow-up on reportable spills to the environment. Near misses, 

that is, spills that are contained and treated internally, undergo review as part of each mill's 

environmental management systems and continuous improvement efforts. 

Notifications and commu nications to the public is a requirement of the EER. If the public could be 

adversely affected by an environmental emergency, measures are taken to notify the community. 

The BC Pulp and Paper Sector is already financially burdened with the administrative costs in 

maintaining and testing existing spill response plans as well as contributes to supplier spill response 

through the cost of chemicals brought into the mill, mills are financially responsibility for the fate and 

effect of any spills into t he receiving environment. 

Funding and Governance of the New Spill Response Regime 

For all the reasons mentioned previously, the BC Pulp and Paper Sector should not be subject to the new 

proposed legislation as its activities are already subject to numerous legislative requirements in this 
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Subject RE: January meeting with Forest Sector re: spill response?

From Mauch, Anne

To Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

Cc Poss, Angie ENV:EX; White, Ted T ENV:EX

Sent Monday, January 13, 2014 11:30 AM

Attachments

Position
Paper re S...

Hi Ben and Angie. Here’s the Pulp and Paper Environmental Forum document on 
land based spill response for tomorrow’s meeting. See you then. Anne

From: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX 
[mailto:Benjamin.VanderSteen@gov.bc.ca] 

Sent: January-09-14 2:39 PM
To: Mauch, Anne
Cc: Poss, Angie ENV:EX; White, Ted T ENV:EX
Subject: RE: January meeting with Forest Sector re: spill response?

Much appreciated, thank you kindly Anne.

From: Mauch, Anne [mailto:Mauch@cofi.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 9, 2014 2:38 PM
To: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX
Cc: Poss, Angie ENV:EX; White, Ted T ENV:EX
Subject: RE: January meeting with Forest Sector re: spill response?

If we have a document ready, we will share. We’re not quite there yet. I’ll let you 
know tomorrow. Anne

From: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX 
[mailto:Benjamin.VanderSteen@gov.bc.ca] 

Sent: January-08-14 4:28 PM
To: Mauch, Anne
Cc: Poss, Angie ENV:EX; White, Ted T ENV:EX
Subject: RE: January meeting with Forest Sector re: spill response?

Thanks Anne, Happy new year to you as well. The break was welcome, but it’s 
always nice to get back to a bit of a routine. 

We will absolutely have call in capability for anyone who wishes to attend that 
way. For those attending in person, I’ll meet you in the lobby prior to the start 
time.

For the land spill response portion of the agenda –
Are you still planning to have some written comments you want to review with 
us. If so, any chance we could have them in advance to prepare?

How does this look:
9:00 – Moe Introduce the topic, discuss process;
9:15 – Summarize working groups, advisory groups, funding and governance
9:30 – COFI comments and discussion
10:15 – Next steps and actions

From: Mauch, Anne [mailto:Mauch@cofi.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 2:34 PM

RE: January meeting with Forest Sector re: spill response?
Friday, May 23, 2014
3:36 PM
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Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 2:34 PM
To: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX
Cc: Poss, Angie ENV:EX; White, Ted T ENV:EX
Subject: RE: January meeting with Forest Sector re: spill response?

Hi Ben, Angie and Ted and Happy New Year.

So far I’ve got the following attendees:

In person: Cindy Macdonald, West Fraser, Fiona Mackay, Celgar, Vanessa 
Benwood, Celgar; Kristin Dangelmaier, Domtar; Graham Kissack, Catalyst; Anne 
Mauch, COFI

I’ve also got a bunch hoping to call in if that can be arranged: Brian Gilliland, 
Weyco Alberta; Darren Guliov, Canfor; Martin Meyer, Carrier Lumber; Eric 
Beaubien, Cariboo Pulp and Paper; Dave Messier, LP; Brian Stevenson, 
Skookumchuck Pulp Inc

Anne
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Subject RE: BC's land-based spill response work

From Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

To 'Dennis Joseph'

Cc 'Krissy Jacobs'; 'Byron Joseph'

Sent Wednesday, January 29, 2014 2:32 PM

Thanks for your reply Dennis and thank you for the introduction to your Co-chairs, Krissy and Byron.

My apologies for the delay in response.

I’m typically available any time to discuss our policy with you – let me know a time that works for 
you over the next week or so and I’ll make it happen.

Thank you kindly,

Ben

From: Dennis Joseph [mailto:dennis_joseph@squamish.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:51 PM
To: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX
Cc: Krissy Jacobs; Byron Joseph
Subject: Re: BC's land-based spill response work

Good evening Benjamin

As a returning member of Squamish Nation Chiefs and Council (December 2013)
I will in a timely manner provide you requested contact
Included in response by way of email introduction are Co-Chairs Krissy Jacobs and Byron Joseph
You mention an opportunity to discuss via telephone what you are doing from your end and look 
forward to hearing your mandate. And can email you back soon on a mutual available time

Regards
Dennis Joseph

Sent from my iPhone

Good day Mr. Joseph –

I’m hoping to be in touch with a representative from the Squamish First Nation regarding the 
BC Ministry of Environment’s plans for enhanced land-based spill preparedness and response. 
Your name is included as our primary contact.

I work on the Ministry’s project team for this file, and we’re currently reaching out to share 
what we are currently doing and see how you may wish to provide input into the process (or 
simply continue to receive updates as the process unfolds).

Please let me know a time that would work for you to discuss this by phone.

On Jan 15, 2014, at 1:59 PM, "Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX" <Benjamin.VanderSteen@gov.bc.ca> 
wrote:

RE: BC's land-based spill response work
Monday, May 26, 2014
11:55 AM
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Please let me know a time that would work for you to discuss this by phone.

Kind regards,
_____________________________________________
Ben Vander Steen
Senior Policy Advisor, Strategic Policy Branch
Ministry of Environment | Government of British Columbia
Landline: 250 387-3929 | Mobile: 250 812-9341
benjamin.vandersteen@gov.bc.ca

This mail was scanned by PineApp Mail-SeCure System.
= 

Confidentiality Warning: This message and any attachments are intended only for the 

use of the intended recipient(s), are confidential, and may be privileged. If you are not 

the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, retransmission, 

conversion to hard copy, copying, circulation or other use of this message and any 

attachments is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the 

sender immediately by return e-mail, and delete this message and any attachments 

from your system. Thank you. 

This mail was scanned by PineApp Mail-SeCure System.
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Subject RAC Response to BC MOE LBSPERP

From Mike Lowenger

To Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX

Cc Michael Gullo

Sent Monday, January 20, 2014 9:46 AM

Jim, Ben and Angie: Please note that we have prepared a draft summary position paper on the 
proposed BC MOE Spill prevention and ER program which we trust you will integrate into your 
planned 2nd Intentions Paper. We expect to send it to you later this week. Sorry for the delay, but we 
had many railway stakeholders to consult with.

Best / Mike

Mike Lowenger P. Eng.
Vice-President
Operations and Regulatory Affairs

Direct:   +1 613 564 8088
Mobile: +1 613 294 1341
Email:   mikel@railcan.ca

Railway Association of Canada
Voice:    +1 613 567 8591
Web:      http://www.railcan.ca

......................................................

RAC Response to BC MOE LBSPERP
Friday, May 23, 2014
3:35 PM
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Subject RE: BC's land-based spill preparedness and response policy work

From Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

To 'Tom Swann'

Sent Thursday, January 23, 2014 3:06 PM

Thanks for the update Tom. Glad your meeting went well and I will certainly keep in touch.

Cheers,
Ben

From: Tom Swann [mailto:Tom.Swann@natureconservancy.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 4:47 PM
To: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX
Subject: RE: BC's land-based spill preparedness and response policy work

Hi Ben,

Just finished a very productive meeting with Jennifer Psyllakis, Alec Dale and 
Jocelyn Campbell at MoE.

It would 
seem that there is a potential role for NCC in this work and our specific interest 
would be achieving large scale and permanent conservation outcomes.

Based on the ideas you and I spoke of yesterday there is some obvious 
crossover with the policy work you are doing.

Thanks for reaching out and please keep in touch.

Best regards,

Tom

T.K. Swann, AACI, P.App., RI(BC)
Associate Regional Vice President BC Region
Director of Land Securement

tom.swann@natureconservancy.ca
Cell: 778-838-4435

Nature Conservancy of Canada
1310 - 409 Granville Street
Vancouver, BC V6C 1T2
Office - 604-331-0722

RE: BC's land-based spill preparedness and response policy work
Monday, May 26, 2014
11:50 AM
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Main BC Office
200 - 825 Broughton Street
Victoria, BC V8W 1E5
Office - 250-479-3191 
Direct - 250-413-8014

Website: http://www.natureconservancy.ca

From: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX [mailto:Benjamin.VanderSteen@gov.bc.ca] 
Sent: January-15-14 1:06 PM
To: Tom Swann
Subject: RE: BC's land-based spill preparedness and response policy work

Hi Tom,

I just tried your voice mail. When might be a good time to have a brief phone conversation this 
week?

Cheers, Ben

_____________________________________________
Ben Vander Steen
Senior Policy Advisor, Strategic Policy Branch
Ministry of Environment | Government of British Columbia
Landline: 250 387-3929 | Mobile: 250 812-9341
benjamin.vandersteen@gov.bc.ca

From: Tom Swann [mailto:Tom.Swann@natureconservancy.ca]
Sent: Friday, January 3, 2014 11:43 AM
To: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX
Subject: RE: BC's land-based spill preparedness and response policy work

Hello,

I will be back in the office Jan. 6th and would be available for a call then.

Regards,

Tom

T.K. Swann, AACI, P.App., RI(BC)
Associate Regional Vice President BC Region
Director of Land Securement

tom.swann@natureconservancy.ca
Cell: 778-838-4435
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Cell: 778-838-4435

Nature Conservancy of Canada
1310 - 409 Granville Street
Vancouver, BC V6C 1T2
Office - 604-331-0722

Website: http://www.natureconservancy.ca

From: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX [mailto:Benjamin.VanderSteen@gov.bc.ca] 
Sent: January-03-14 9:31 AM
To: Tom Swann
Subject: RE: BC's land-based spill preparedness and response policy work

Good day Mr. Swann, are you available for a chat sometime in the near future? Cheers, 
Ben

From: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX 
Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2013 1:37 PM
To: 'tom.swann@natureconservancy.ca'
Subject: BC's land-based spill preparedness and response policy work

Good day Mr. Swann,

I am contacting you on behalf of BC Ministry of Environment in regards to our BC land-
based spill preparedness and response policy work.

As you may know the BC Ministry of Environment is currently undergoing a review of its 
policy for land-based spill preparedness and response in order to make 
recommendations on how to improve it. We’re currently in the midst of efforts to reach 
out to potential stakeholders who have not been involved thus far, but from which we’d 
be very pleased to hear input.

I attempted to telephone you, but was unable to reach you. If possible, can you please 
give me a call at the mobile number below before 3:00 PM today, otherwise is there a 
time we could connect early next week so I can provide you with an update?

Kind regards,
_____________________________________________
Ben Vander Steen
Senior Policy Advisor, Strategic Policy Branch
Ministry of Environment | Government of British Columbia
Landline: 250 387-3929 | Mobile: 250 812-9341
benjamin.vandersteen@gov.bc.ca
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Subject FW: BC MOE Spills Initiative - RAC Position 

From Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

To c.rankin@telus.com

Sent Saturday, January 25, 2014 10:20 AM

Attachments

image001

image002

Response to
BC MOE L...

I haven't reviewed in detail yet, but you may want to read to get a flavour of 
how rail views our work thus far...
________________________________________
From: Mike Lowenger [MikeL@railcan.ca]
Sent: January 24, 2014 6:32 PM
To: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX; Poss, Angie 
ENV:EX
Cc: Chris Bunce; Jim_Kozey@cpr.ca; Kevin Houle; Normand Pellerin; Jean 
Ouellette; Lee Nelson (lee.nelson@cn.ca); Singh Biln; Michael Bourque; Gérald 
Gauthier; Michael Gullo; Robert Taylor (robert_taylor@cpr.ca); 
David.Miller@cn.ca; Glen Wilson; 'michael.farkouh@cn.ca'
Subject: BC MOE Spills Initiative - RAC Position

Jim, Ben and Angie: Please find attached a summary of our views and positions 
on the 2013 consultations on the BC MOE Spill Prevention and Emergency 
Response initiative. These comments come from an extensive core of RAC 
member railways and reflect on the work done to date by the MOE, the 
various working groups, the symposium, the Advisory Group and other 
information sharing sessions. We hope that our views will be fully considered 
and appropriately integrated into the upcoming 2nd Intentions paper.

We look forward to further dialogue with you on these issues.

Best / Mike

Mike Lowenger P. Eng.
Vice-President
Operations and Regulatory Affairs

Direct: +1 613 564 8088
Mobile: +1 613 294 1341
Email: mikel@railcan.ca<mailto:mikel@railcan.ca>

Railway Association of Canada
Voice: +1 613 567 8591
Web: http://www.railcan.ca<http://www.railcan.ca/>

......................................................

[cid:image002.jpg@01CF1947.34D5E840]

FW: BC MOE Spills Initiative - RAC Position 
Monday, May 26, 2014
11:50 AM
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From: Chris Bunce [mailto:Chris_Bunce@cpr.ca]
Sent: January-24-14 6:45 PM
To: Michael Gullo
Cc: Mike Lowenger
Subject: RE: BC MOE - FINAL DRAFT

Michael

Michael
Thanks for soliciting BNSF input. It definitely adds to our voice. Overall the 
comments are very helpful but I have included some suggested changes and 
comments on the BNSF input.

1. The GRP would have to worked with the Government not the PRO for the 
reasons I have identified in my comment.

2. I strongly recommend not using “strongly”. The use of adjectives in this way 
is not advised in formal documents.

The CEPA did agree to share their submission with us and I suggest we do 
likewise with them. I will re-contact them next week. Can you resend me the 
truckers comments. I have miss placed them.

Thanks

Chris Bunce | 403 801-5162
Canadian Pacific

From: Michael Gullo [mailto:MichaelG@railcan.ca]
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 11:19 AM
To: Chris Bunce
Cc: Mike Lowenger
Subject: FW: BC MOE - FINAL DRAFT
Importance: High

Chris – hope all is well. Quick question: did CEPA agree to share their 
submission with us? We haven’t seen anything from the other groups who sit 
on the Advisory Committee, aside from trucking.

We’re reconsidering whether to share the submission with the broader group. 
The dialogue on the federal insurance regime is maturing and the Minister has 
released a discussion paper to a select audience. We may want to keep are 
position close to us for now. In this case, we would submit to BC MOE staff 
only.

MG

From: Michael Gullo
Sent: January-23-14 5:09 PM
To: chris_bunce@cpr.ca<mailto:chris_bunce@cpr.ca>; 
normand.pellerin@cn.ca<mailto:normand.pellerin@cn.ca>; Kevin Houle 
(Kevin_Houle@cpr.ca<mailto:Kevin_Houle@cpr.ca>); 
Lee.Nelson@cn.ca<mailto:Lee.Nelson@cn.ca>; 
jean.ouellette@cn.ca<mailto:jean.ouellette@cn.ca>; 
Jim_Kozey@cpr.ca<mailto:Jim_Kozey@cpr.ca>
Cc: Mike Lowenger; Robert Taylor; 
david.miller@cn.ca<mailto:david.miller@cn.ca>
Subject: BC MOE - FINAL DRAFT
Importance: High

Colleagues,
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Attached is the final draft letter for your review. We’ve addressed the majority 
of comments provided to us by BNSF, but not all of them. Attached is a 
marked up version of the letter that illustrates changes in the respective draft.

As discussed, we will file with Jim and Co. tomorrow and will cc the respective 
members of the Advisory Committee and the Funding and Governance 
Committee.

Thanks again for your contributions and let me know if there’s anything else.

Regards,

Michael Gullo
Director, Policy, Economic and Environmental Affairs

Direct: +1 613 564 8103
Email: mgullo@railcan.ca<mailto:mgullo@railcan.ca>

Railway Association of Canada
Voice: +1 613 567 8591
Web: http://www.railcan.ca

[cid:image001.jpg@01CF1923.3D8E00E0]

------------------------------ IMPORTANT NOTICE - AVIS 
IMPORTANT ------------------------------ Computer viruses can be transmitted via 
email. Recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence 
of viruses. Sender and sender company accept no liability for any damage 
caused by any virus transmitted by this email. This email transmission and any 
accompanying attachments contain confidential information intended only for 
the use of the individual or entity named above. Any dissemination, 
distribution, copying or action taken in reliance on the contents of this email 
by anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this email in error please immediately delete it and notify sender at 
the above email address. Le courrier electronique peut etre porteur de virus 
informatiques. Le destinataire doit donc passer le present courriel et les pieces 
qui y sont jointes au detecteur de virus. L' expediteur et son employeur 
declinent toute responsabilite pour les dommages causes par un virus contenu 
dans le courriel. Le present message et les pieces qui y sont jointes 
contiennent des renseignements confidentiels destines uniquement a la 
personne ou a l' organisme nomme ci-dessus. Toute diffusion, distribution, 
reproduction ou utilisation comme reference du contenu du message par une 
autre personne que le destinataire est formellement interdite. Si vous avez 
recu ce courriel par erreur, veuillez le detruire immediatement et en informer 
l' expediteur a l' adresse ci-dessus. ------------------------------ IMPORTANT 
NOTICE - AVIS IMPORTANT ------------------------------
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January 24, 2014 

Jim Hofweber 
Executive Director 
EnvironmentaL Emergency Branch 
PO Box 9342 Stn Prov Govt 
Victoria, BC, V8W 9Ml 
Jim.hofweber@gov.bc .ca 

Railway Association 
of Canada 

Association des chemins 
de fer du Canada 

RE : Response to the proposed Land Based Spill Preparedness and Emerl ency Response Plan 
f or Bri tish Columbia 

Dear Mr. Hofweber, 

The Railway Association of Canada (RAe) and its members operating in British Columbia (BC) 

continue to support the Ministry of Environment's efforts to strengthen the province's emergency 
preparedness and response regime. Rail safety is a major priority for the rail industry and we are 
committed to identifying new approaches and opportunities to enhance rail safety in Canada. 

Canada's rai l safety regime has benefits from a strong partnership between raiLways and aLL LeveLs 
of government, one that includes a robust series of programs and outreach initiatives to ensure 
that communiti es are welL-infonned and prepared to react quickly in the event of an incident1• 

Under this modern and enviable safety regime, Canadian railways and their regulators have been 
collaboratively delivering industry- leading safety performance for many years: the Canadian 
Pacific Railway and CN are consistently the safest CLass 1 freight railways in North America; 
approximately 99.997 per cent of all dangerous goods shipments are inCident-free; and in 2012 
there were fewer than 2 accidents per million train miles in Canada. 

Railways operating in BC have invested a considerable amount of time and energy to review the 
province's Land Based Spill Preparedness and Emergency Response regime and would like to put 
forward a series of comments to the Ministry before it releases its second Intentions Paper in 
2014. 

The comments below are summarized into four thematic groupings: Spill Preparedness and 
Prevention; Environmental and Natural Resources Recovery; Spill Response Standards; and 
Environmental Emergency Program Funding and Governance. 

, Appendix A Includes tl\{> RAC"S r~poo~ to the fil"lt diloCussion paper aocl its presentat ion from t l\{> symposium ho>ld 00 Ma rch 26"' . 
2013. 

January 24, 2014 

Jim Hofweber 
Executive Director 
EnvironmentaL Emergency Branch 
PO Box 9342 Stn Prov Govt 

Victoria, BC , vaw 9M1 
Jim.hofweber@gov.bc .ca 

Railway Association 
of Canada 

Association des chemins 
de fer du Canada 

RE : Response to the proposed land Based Spill Preparedness and Emergency Response Plan 
for British Columbia 

Dear Mr. Hofweber, 

The Railway Association of Canada (RAC) and its members operating in British Columbia (BC) 
continue to support the Ministry of Environment's efforts to strengthen the province's emergency 
preparedness and response regime. RaiL safety is a major priority for the rail industry and we are 
committed to identifying new approaches and opportunities to enhance raiL safety in Canada. 

Canada's raiL safety regime has benefi ts from a strong partnership between raiLways and aLI LeveLs 
of government, one that includes a robust series of programs and outreach initiatives to ensure 
that communities are well-informed and prepared to react quickly in the event of an incident1• 

Under this modern and enviable safety regime, Canadian railways and their regulators have been 
coLLaboratively deLivering industry- leading safety performance for many years: the Canadian 
Pacific Railway and CN are consistently the safest Class 1 freight railways in North America; 
approximately 99 .997 per cent of all dangerous goods shipments are incident-free; and in 2012 
there were fewer than 2 accidents per million train miles in Canada. 

Railways operating in BC have invested a considerable amount of time and energy to review the 
province's land Based Spill Preparedness and Emergency Response regime and would like to put 
forward a series of comments to the Ministry before it reLeases its second Intentions Paper in 
2014. 

The comments below are summarized into four thematic groupings: Spill Preparedness and 
Prevention; EnvironmentaL and Natural Resources Recovery; Spill Response Standards; and 

Environmental Emergency Program Funding and Governance. 
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Spill Preparedness and Prevention 
Canadian railways own, operate, and maintain their railway network, including the railway right 
of way where the vast majority of main- track incidents occur. Our contribution to the province's 
tax base is substantial with over $95 million paid in provincial fuel, property, and other taxes in 
2012, with additional contributions flowing to the province from the federal fuel excise tax on 
locomotive diesel fuel. Also, as outlined in our initial submission and discussed at great length at 
the symposium held in March 2013, and at Working Group and Advisory Committee meetings, 
railways have a long and credible history of working directly with the fi rst responder community 

to strengthen emergency preparedness and response efforts through TRANSCAER® and other 
industry and corporate initiativesl

. The federal Minister of Transport's recent release of 
Protective Direct ion 32 is another step forward to enhancing the emergency preparedness and 
response capacity of communities across Canada' . 

With this in mind, Canadian rai lways are supportive of the government's efforts to enhance spill 
preparedness capacity and coordination within BC by developing a value·added, self·sustaining 
and industry-driven Preparedness and Response Organization (PRO) group similar to the Western 
Canada Marine Response Corporation. In the event that there is a demonstrable risk to the 
public, railways will continue to work with and support the efforts of Emergency Management 
British Columbia (EMBC) . We do not support a Ministry-led or directed initiative . 

Under this framework, the creation of a new Strategic Oversight Body (SOR) is not required. 

Incident response, including the management of resources to address incidents, should continue 
to remain firmly with rai lways and not with the PRO or other entity. A voluntary subscription 
and self-sustaining model that is commensurate to a carrier's level of risk and the programs and 
initiatives it has in place to address risk would need to be negotiated between the parties 
subscribing to the PRO. 

Railways also support the Ministry's proposal to develop a series of Geographic Response Plans 
(GRP) that reflect input from local communities , First Nations and relevant stakeholders . The 
railways have already compiled GRPs for some areas and are willing to provide the Ministry with 
the relevant data to ensure that there is commonality and mutual understanding of industrial 
operations and response capacities throughout the province. Data requirements would need to 
be developed by industry stakeholders and the Ministry. However, the following elements need 
to be embraced before moving forward: 

, In 2011 the RAC. In cooperation with 11 railways. de\lvere<ll13 TRANSCAER ' events with mOfe than 2.1))) partlclpants across 
Ca""w. Ral1w~ys also deliver TRANSCAER*evenu without RAe l-Uppo:xt . 
' Prote<ti'Je Dlr~tloo 32 was Issued 00 November 20"'. 2013. Available at : http://www.tc.iK.calroglmtdlaroomlbackqrMden· 
protectlve·direction·oo32· 7~211. html 
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• New GRPs should be prioritized and assets allocated based on an agreed· upon formula of 
exposure and risk; 

• GRPs need to be practical and drive value to emergency response efforts, therefore a 
reasonable standard for these plans needs to be established and mutually-agreed terms 
between the Ministry and the railways need to be negotiated; 

• GRPs need to recognize that railways maintain the authority to control their right of way, 
including the ability to restrict access to property and maintain safety and security 
protocols at all times; and 

• Community engagement efforts should focus on collecting accurate and useful data for 
emergency response planning and not resource allocation, response capacity, or funding 
for local response activities. 

We are also supportive of Ministry efforts to formalize requirements to confirm that carriers have 
the capacity and capability to respond to Tier II spills~ . The Ministry should assess whether a 
carrier has: identified qualified contractors; provided staff with the appropriate credentials for 
completing remediation activities; and the sufficient capacity to respond to incidents (e.g. 
equipment in proximity to rai lway infrastructure) . At this time, it is expected that the Minister 
of the Environment (or a representative on their behalf) would certify that a railway has fulfilled 
provincial requirements. 

In principle, railways support the development of a guideline or similar resource that outlines: 
the general conditions for implementing non-conventional response techniques; advanced 
permitting for specific methodologies or remediation techniques; and the type and level of 
subject matter expertise required to assist with remediation efforts_ 

And lastly, railways report their incident data directly to a suite of federal organizations such as 
the Transportation Safety Board (TSB) and the Canadian Transport Emergency Centre. 
Collectively this data provides an exceptional level of detail for determining what has happened 
in Be. Introducing an additional reporting requirement to the Ministry will create an unnecessary 
and redundant administrative burden on railways and would add little value to enhancing 
preparedness or remediation activities . 

Environme ntal and Natura l Resources Recove ry 
Ministry efforts to clarify the parameters for remediation, restoration, and recovery activities 
could be a step forward in comparison to the current approach which is largely ad hoc. However, 
we strongly encourage the Ministry to recognize that there is a need to develop separate 
different requirements for spills involving hydrocarbons and spills involving other dangerous 
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goods. In comparison to most dangerous goods carried by rail , hydrocarbons behave differently 
when interacting with the environment. Therefore , a unique series of parameters shouLd be 
developed to clarify remediation , restoration , and recovery goals for this commodity. 

The railways reaffirm their commitment to work with the Ministry to identify the best approach 
for determining remediat ion and restoration efforts, either through a generic formulaic model for 
spill incidents or an Environmental Damages Assessment model. 

Regardless of the approach, remediation efforts should be driven by the potential risk that a spill 
poses to the environment and its vaLued ecosystem components, including Native and non-Native 
communities. Railways will continue to compensate for financial loss as a result of a spill , but 
they are opposed to any requirement to compensate for loss of use and or enjoyment. 

Spill Response Standards 
The railways are supportive of the Ministry's intentions to deveLop a guideline to clarify spilt 
response standards. However, raiLways express their concern that federal and provincial 
requirements may differ, therefore we strongly encourage the Ministry to refer to Transport 
Canada's requirements for Emergency Response Assistance Plans so that there is alignment and 
consistency across the country. 

SimilarLy, railways support the government's intentions to formalize the Incident Command 
System approach for Tier II spills through regulation (or guidance) as well as its intentions to 
identify qualifications and competencies for spilL responders. We recommend the Ministry to 

adopt internationally recognized and best practices standards (e. g. National Fire Protect ion 
Association Standards) rather than develop standards that are unique to Be. 

Introducing a schedule for reporting and data-sharing over the course of the remediation project, 
including a requirement to submit a project close out report, i s also supported. Similarly, 
introducing a voluntary debrief process could add value providing that it is based on 
confidentiali ty, and the sharing of information and best practices, and not a politicized forum for 
determining liability or fault . 

Although we respect the Ministry 's desire to better understand how a responsible party will 
implement spill response and monitoring work within a specified t imeframe, we are opposed to a 
regulatory requirement that presents a "one size f its alL" approach to addressing this issue. As 
an alternative, we encourage the Ministry to consider developing or adopting a planning standard 
that is based on reasonableness and is cognizant of BC's vast geography, terrain, population 
density and inclement weather conditions. 

Simi larly railways are opposed to the government's intentions to have a government or external 
organization address inquiries related to loss by individuaLs , companies or wi ldlife. 
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However, developing a reporting system to communicate relevant information to the public 

wouLd be a positive step forward and the raiLways are wiLling to work with the Ministry to 
determine in what situation this wilL be a funct ion of the Ministry, the railway or the PRO. 

Environmental Emergency Program Funding and Governance 
As previousLy discussed, railways operating in BC pay a considerabLe sum of taxes and that the 
government also receives revenue through the federal excise tax on locomotive fuel. 
Furthermore, the existing reguLatory framework and risk mitigation programs impLemented by 
railways ensure that the risk associated with moving dangerous goods in BC by rail is minimal. 

With this in mind, railways do not support the government's proposaL to receive additional 
funding for the Environment Emergency Program or for a government · led PRO. Rather, funding 
to increase the Environment Emergency Program's level of involvement should come from 
government revenue with industry stakehoLders working together to strengthen the existing 
public and private preparedness and response organizations. 

At this time, the raiLway industry is not convinced that a contingency fund for quickly atLocating 
monies to impLement spilL response and recovery actions is required. Canadian railways continue 
to be responsibLe corporate citizens, utiLi zing their reLationships with LocaL first responders, 
municipalities (including First Nations), contractors and government agencies to ensure that spills 
are addressed as soon as possible and that affected areas are restored to their previous 
condition. As previousLy mentioned, the raiLways support the government's efforts to deveLop a 
coordinated inter-industry self-sustaining PRO program based on a voluntary registration fee or 
modeL that considers a sector's risks and the programs and strategies i t has in place to mitigate 
them. 

It is important to note that the insurance regime for dangerous goods movements in Canada is 
currently under review by the federaL government. In the 2013 Speech from the Throne, the 
Governor General stated that railway companies must be able to bear the cost of their actions, 
and that his government would require shippers and railways to carry additional insurance so they 
are held accountables. The Minister of Transport is expected to lead this review and initiate a 

process that addresses risks and liabilities posed by the movement of dangerous goods in the 
imminent future. Furthermore, the Canadian Transportation Agency is in the process of 
completing a review to determine the adequacy of raiLway third-party LiabiLity insurance. 

Railways firmly believe that the development of any funding regime to support emergency 
response needs to be national in scope, and inclusive of relevant stakeholders, including shippers 
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and carriers. It must also recognize that a coordinated regulatory framework is required to 
effectively address the risk and liability associated with moving dangerous goods in Canada. 
Transportation law , taxation , safety standards , environmental protection, and municipal planning 
are only some of the key elements to be reviewed to ensure that a comprehensive solution is put 
forward. 

Conclusion 
RaiLways operating in British Columbia are supportive of the Ministry's efforts to improve the 
coordinated response to land based spills, and coLLectively the Working Groups have identified 
several means of achieving this outcome. These include: increased coordination of emergency 
response capacity and the development of Geographic Response Plans for locations along 
transportation corridors, especiaLLy in corridors with multiple modes of transportation. 

The railways do not support deveLoping organizations and or funding regimes that increase the 
provincial government's invoLvement in spill preparedness and response. Industry has developed 
a strong reputation and record of addressing environmental incidents and mitigating losses 
incurred by the public. 

We look forward to working with you on this initiative over the course of this year. 

PLease do not hesitate to contact me if you have any immediate questions or comments. 

Regards, 

Mike Lowenger, P. Eng . 
Vice· President Operations and Regulatory Affairs 
Railway Association of Canada 
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Subject FW: WCMRC Overview for Intentions Paper

From Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

To 'Colin Rankin'

Cc Day, Kristin ENV:EX; Knox, Graham G ENV:EX

Sent Friday, January 31, 2014 9:49 AM

Attachments

WCMRC
Text Box

Hi Colin, use this text box!
Thanks Kristin – looks like your work passed WCMRC’s test 

From: Knox, Graham G ENV:EX 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 9:48 AM
To: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX
Subject: FW: WCMRC Overview for Intentions Paper

Here is the reviewed text box and some bonus insight into industry thinking on the PRO!

Thanks,

Graham

From: Kevin Gardner [mailto:keving@wcmrc.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 9:45 AM
To: Knox, Graham G ENV:EX
Cc: Kevin Gardner
Subject: FW: WCMRC Overview for Intentions Paper

Graham – minor changes but looks fine please feel free to use. 

Good luck with the next steps. We have been consulting with the pipeline companies, 
railways and trucking association over the past few months. You can expect a paper from 
them shortly outlining their position and willingness to work with the government to 
ensure environmental protection. At this time it is my understanding that they are not 
looking at forming a formal co-op response (like WCMRC to co ordinate 
resources/response) but instead have a steering committee manage interface between 
businesses and a pool of resources. 

If we can be of any further assistance please feel free to call. 

Thanks 

   Kevin 

Kevin J Gardner 
President / General Manager 
Western Canada Marine Response Corporation
www.wcmrc.com
Keving@wcmrc.com
604 294 6001 ext 204 

  

From: Knox, Graham G ENV:EX [mailto:Graham.Knox@gov.bc.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 5:00 PM
To: Kevin Gardner
Cc: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX
Subject: WCMRC Overview for Intentions Paper

FW: WCMRC Overview for Intentions Paper
Thursday, May 22, 2014
1:35 PM
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Subject: WCMRC Overview for Intentions Paper

Hi Kevin,

We are in the process of finalizing our next Intentions Paper as part of the review of our 
land based spill regime. Staff developed the attached text box providing an overview of 
WCMRC that were planning to include as an example of an existing Preparedness and 
Response Organization (as we are process this concept for the land base). We wanted to 
ensure we have captured everything correctly and ensure you had no concerns with this 
content. I would appreciate it if you get back to me with any concerns or required changes 
you may have?

Thank you,

Graham Knox
Director, Environmental Emergency Program
BC Ministry of Environment
P.O. Box 9342, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC V8W 9M1
Phone: (250) 356-8383
Fax: (250) 953-3856
Email: Graham.Knox@gov.bc.ca
Website: http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/eemp
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Subject BC's land-based spill response work-UPDATE

From Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

To 'wwss@telus.net'

Sent Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:45 PM

Good day –

I’m hoping to be in touch with a representative from the Watershed Watch Salmon Society 
regarding the BC Ministry of Environment’s plans for enhanced land-based spill preparedness and 
response.

I work on the Ministry’s project team for this file, and we’re currently reaching out to the 
Environmental non-governmental organization community to engage them on what we’re doing and 
see how we can help them provide input.

Please let me know a time that would work for you to discuss this by phone.

Kind regards,
_____________________________________________
Ben Vander Steen
Senior Policy Advisor, Strategic Policy Branch
Ministry of Environment | Government of British Columbia
Landline: 250 387-3929 | Mobile: 250 812-9341
benjamin.vandersteen@gov.bc.ca

BC's land-based spill response work-UPDATE
Monday, May 26, 2014
11:48 AM
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Subject March 18/19 meetings

From Denis, Alexandra ENV:EX

To Poss, Angie ENV:EX

Sent Wednesday, February 26, 2014 3:03 PM

Hi Angie,

Some details on our March 18/19 meetings:

March 18th

2:00-4:00pm: Tsleil-Waututh Nation

March 19th:

Morning:
10am-12pm: BC Assembly of First Nations, First Nations Summit (UBCIC is yet to commit). Some 
names Colin Braker at the summit mentioned would be in attendance –
Don Baive (Spell-check!!)
Maureen Grant
Courtney Daws, Director of Operations, BC Assembly First Nations
Howard Grant, Executive Director, First Nations Summit
Stacey Fox

Afternoon:
2:00-4:00pm: Georgia Strait Alliance (and other potential ENGO groups).

My plan is to confirm names of those who will be in attendance when we decide what sort of 
agenda/presentation we would like to do with each meeting.

Let me know if you have any questions.
_____________________________________________________
Alex Denis
Aboriginal Intern | Land-Based Spill Preparedness and Response
Environmental Protection Division | Ministry of Environment
P: 250 356-0334
Alexandra.Denis@gov.bc.ca

March 18/19 meetings
Thursday, May 22, 2014
4:27 PM
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Subject RE: Meeting summary notes - Dec 16 Conference call

From Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

To Denis, Alexandra ENV:EX; Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX; Knox, Graham G ENV:EX; Murray, Kyle ENV:EX; Poss, Angie 
ENV:EX

Sent Thursday, January 9, 2014 2:29 PM

My view – good response by NEB/NRCan... hopefully we get the same detail from others. With 
responses like that it really does show that the difference we’re looking for is greater prescription in 
what’s required, because the NEB material is quite vague.

From: Denis, Alexandra ENV:EX 
Sent: Thursday, January 9, 2014 1:36 PM
To: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX; Knox, Graham G ENV:EX; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX; Murray, 
Kyle ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX

Subject: RE: Meeting summary notes - Dec 16 Conference call

Hi all,

As these responses come in, I can correlate them into our master copy.

Alex

From: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX 
Sent: Thursday, January 9, 2014 12:18 PM
To: Knox, Graham G ENV:EX; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX; Denis, Alexandra ENV:EX; Murray, 
Kyle ENV:EX

Subject: Fw: Meeting summary notes - Dec 16 Conference call

From: Hawley, Stephen [mailto:Stephen.Hawley@NRCan-RNCan.gc.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 11:48 AM Pacific Standard Time
To: Poss, Angie ENV:EX; Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX; 'Amar Bokhari' <Amar.Bokhari@gov.ab.ca>; 
Burzek, Mike C OGC:IN; Ollenberger, Lance J OGC:IN; Hanna, Abla <Abla.Hanna@NRCan-

RNCan.gc.ca>; Eldridge, David A: TC <david.eldridge@tc.gc.ca>; Mattu, Gevan: EC 
<Gevan.Mattu@ec.gc.ca>; Babstock, Peter: TC <peter.babstock@tc.gc.ca>; Crook, Carolyn: TC 

<carolyn.crook@tc.gc.ca>; Gardiner, Tim <Timothy.Gardiner@NRCan-RNCan.gc.ca> 

Subject: RE: Meeting summary notes - Dec 16 Conference call 

Hi everyone,

Happy New Year! Please find NEB / NRCan input attached. 

Thanks,

Stephen

Stephen Hawley
NRCan / RNCan
(613) 947-0307

From: Sundquist, Lance ENV:EX [mailto:Lance.Sundquist@gov.bc.ca] 

RE: Meeting summary notes - Dec 16 Conference call
Monday, May 26, 2014
11:47 AM
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Subject Land-bases Spill Response Feedback

From Maria Stanborough

To Poss, Angie ENV:EX; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

Sent Monday, January 6, 2014 1:27 PM

Hi Angie and Ben,

• an industry-funded contingency fund to address spills response in a timely manner 
• response plans for high-risk areas 
• a collaborative approach to spill response 
• a regional planning authority to oversee spill response 
• wildlife system and ecosystem restoration funded by industry 

UBCM membership has supported resolutions related to spill response with specific concern for:

Given the direction that industry has provided you with, we feel that a stronger support for these 
issues from a local government perspective is warranted. 

UBCM’s Environment Committee is meeting on January 23rd and will discuss the terms of a letter of 
support for these, and potentially other aspects of a land-based spill response. If supported by the 
Committee, a letter will be submitted to the MoE regarding local government concerns and 
interests. We would hope this letter would inform the creation of your 2nd Intentions Paper. 

Please let me know if this timing works with your office and how we can best present our members’ 
concerns to you.

Best regards,
Maria 

Maria Stanborough MCIP, RPP
Senior Policy Analyst
Union of BC Municipalities 
mstanborough@ubcm.ca
604.270.8226 ext.113

Land-bases Spill Response Feedback
Friday, May 23, 2014
3:37 PM
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Subject Fw: Spill IP vis a vis LNG

From Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX

To Knox, Graham G ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

Sent Wednesday, March 12, 2014 12:07 PM

From: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 09:11 AM Pacific Standard Time
To: Mihlar, Fazil MNGD:EX; Standen, Jim ENV:EX 
Subject: RE: Spill IP vis a vis LNG 

Thanks Fazil. I think we are in good shape with a pass for natural gas with our wording selected 
below in my email.   As far as defining a toxicity threshold to evaluate other candidate materials, that 
will take work and consultation later on. I suspect most GTL products would not make the grade on 
both toxicity and persistence. The persistence test is basically about “no recovery necessary”. As far 
as taking the spill contingency fund off the table for discussion in the intentions paper, there is no 
way to justify that with stakeholders at this time. Even those who might oppose it need the 
opportunity to comment on why and what might serve in its place. This is my take on it anyway. Jim 
S, any thoughts?

From: Mihlar, Fazil MNGD:EX 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 6:04 PM
To: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX; Standen, Jim ENV:EX
Subject: RE: Spill IP vis a vis LNG

Gentlemen: A question: Will GTL products and value added chemical products like methanol, 
ethanol or urea still come under the definition of “high toxicity?” or could we just go with the 
definition of Petroleum under Petroleum Act? Could we define petroleum as “crude petroleum that 
are or can be recovered from oil sand or oil shale .” 

I am not having much luck with coming up with any other language that will clearly protect the 
natural gas sector and the value added activities that the government is contemplating. Would you 
both be amenable to holding off on the contingency fund in this intentions paper? I ask again 
because of what the feds are coming down with on marine, rail and pipelines on absolute liability 
and minimum financial capacity. If we talk about how we will work to have the right “triggers” so 
that we can access fed/firm $ easily in the event of a spill, would that work for you? 

Let me think through this overnight; will get back to you tomor. Have a good evening ... Fazil 

From: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 2:55 PM
To: Mihlar, Fazil MNGD:EX; Standen, Jim ENV:EX
Subject: Spill IP vis a vis LNG
Importance: High

I believe we have a solution to our challenge (thanks to Graham). We are doing a redraft to suggest 
that contributing to the spill contingency fund and membership in the response organization would 
only be required for materials that are of high toxicity and persistence. This takes NG off the table 
for these elements (and possibly coal – need some work on coal). Other general requirements 
around response and reporting that would cover all sectors would not change anything for NG 
pipelines or compressor facilities. As an aside, this would look better to Alberta (it makes sense) and 
doesn’t look like we are favoring our players over theirs.
Thoughts?

Fw: Spill IP vis a vis LNG
Monday, May 26, 2014
12:04 PM
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Thoughts?

Jim Hofweber
Executive Director
Environmental Emergencies and Land Remediation Branch
Environmental Protection Division
Ministry of Environment
Tel: 250-387-9971
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Denis, Alexandra ENV:EX

From: Lee, Bonnie ENV:EX

Sent: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 2:57 PM

To: 'geoff.morrison@capp.ca'

Cc: Lee, Bonnie ENV:EX; Gilmour, Lori ENV:EX

Subject: Response: Do you have time for a short call? 

Hi Geoff 

I can schedule a meeting from 4:15 on March 14?  Jim Standen will join you and Wes for this meeting.   

If this works for you I will set up a conference call. 

 

Please advise. 

 

Thank you  

 

 

Coleen for   

Bonnie Lee | Senior Executive Assistant | Deputy Minister's Office | Ministry of Environment | Phone 250.387.5429 

 

From: Shoemaker, Wes ENV:EX  

Sent: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 10:23 AM 
To: Lee, Bonnie ENV:EX; Jackson, Vickie ENV:EX; Standen, Jim ENV:EX 

Subject: Fwd: Do you have time for a short call?  

 

Coleen/Vickie, 

 

Can you arrange a 1 hour meeting with Jim, Jeff and I for Friday March 14 when I am back? 

Wes 

 

W.H. (Wes) Shoemaker, MBA 

Deputy Minister 

Ministry of Environment 

5th Floor, 2975 Jutland Road 

Victoria, BC 

Tel: 250.387.5429 | Fax: 250.387.6003 

E-mail: wes.shoemaker@gov.bc.ca 

 

**Please note:  This email is intended for the addressee(s) only and may contain legally privileged information.  Any 

unauthorized use, disclosure or reproduction is strictly prohibited.** 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Morrison, Geoff" <geoff.morrison@capp.ca> 

Date: March 4, 2014 at 6:51:28 PM PST 

To: "Shoemaker, Wes ENV:EX" <Wes.Shoemaker@gov.bc.ca> 

Subject: Do you have time for a short call?  
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Hi Wes 

  

Do you have 5 minutes this week to talk about Land Based Spill Preparedness and Response.  

  

Geoff  

  

Geoff Morrison | Manager, British Columbia Operations 

(Victoria) 778.410.5040 | (Calgary) 403.776.1409 | www.capp.ca 

  

 
  

Stay connected with the latest updates and industry information: 

  

  

----------------------------------------- 
Please Note / Veuillez noter: This communication is intended for the person or entity to which it 
is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you have received 
this communication in error, please contact the sender immediately and delete all copies. 
Cette communication est reservee a l'usage de la personne a qui elle est adressee et peut 
contenir de l'information confidentielle et privilegee. Si vous avez recu cette communication par 
erreur, veuillez immediatement communiquer avec son expediteur et detruire toutes les copies. 
------------------------------------------  
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Subject RE: Summary of Consultation Comments Posted: Land Based Spill Preparedness & 
Response

From Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

To 'Hibbard, John'; Poss, Angie ENV:EX

Cc Knox, Graham G ENV:EX

Sent Thursday, January 9, 2014 9:08 AM

I’ve cc’d Graham, and here is his PH#: 250 356-8383

From: Hibbard, John [mailto:jhibbard@tervita.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 9, 2014 9:07 AM
To: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX
Subject: RE: Summary of Consultation Comments Posted: Land Based Spill Preparedness & 
Response

Excellent Ben!

I will put Graham down and provide you with more information on what is needed in a couple 
weeks. I will most likely set up a conference call with Graham, Shawn, Patrick and Brent to discuss 
with everyone at the same time what would be the best approach for the panel.

In terms of information tables, we have a room with booths, but they are $1,250 each (for “Bronze” 
sponsorship). Let me know if the MOE would be interested in hosting one as we still have 
availability.

JH

John Hibbard, M.A.
Sales Manager - Pacific & Atlantic Region

Environmental Services

D: (604) 214-7080 C: (604) 315-2664

From: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX [mailto:Benjamin.VanderSteen@gov.bc.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 8:57 AM
To: Hibbard, John; Poss, Angie ENV:EX
Subject: RE: Summary of Consultation Comments Posted: Land Based Spill Preparedness & 
Response

John, we’ve got the go ahead to plan to have at least one member of our team go. It would likely be 
Graham Knox, Manager of the Environmental Emergency Program, and could be one other 
depending what’s involved + availability. So, as I have indicated below, please keep us in the loop 
and let us know what types of things we need to prepare (e.g., powerpoint?). Does this conference 
include any information tables?

Cheers,
Ben

From: Hibbard, John [mailto:jhibbard@tervita.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 4:02 PM
To: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX

RE: Summary of Consultation Comments Posted: Land Based Spill 
Preparedness & Response
Monday, May 26, 2014
11:47 AM
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To: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX
Subject: RE: Summary of Consultation Comments Posted: Land Based Spill Preparedness & 
Response

Thank you Ben,

I will add you to the event updates, and we look forward to hearing back.

JH

John Hibbard, M.A.

Sales Manager - Pacific & Atlantic Region

Environmental Services
D: (604) 214-7080 C: (604) 315-2664

From: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX [mailto:Benjamin.VanderSteen@gov.bc.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 3:54 PM
To: Hibbard, John; Poss, Angie ENV:EX
Subject: RE: Summary of Consultation Comments Posted: Land Based Spill Preparedness & 
Response

Thanks for your message John. We will discuss internally and certainly get back to you before the 
20th, likely early next week. Please do add us to any email distribution lists you have regarding the 
conference.

Cheers,
Ben

From: Hibbard, John [mailto:jhibbard@tervita.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 3:42 PM
To: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX
Subject: RE: Summary of Consultation Comments Posted: Land Based Spill Preparedness & 
Response

Good afternoon Ben & Angie,

Our Conference Committee is going to be meeting on the 20th of this month (January, 2014) to start 
pulling together all of the speaking applications we have received thus far. As indicated below I 
would really like to have the Ministry attend and be on a panel with a couple of our members to talk 
about the process of this land based spill preparedness updates. The panel would potentially talk 
about how things currently are, where we would like to be, and how we would currently be able to 
respond to certain scenarios where there is an environmental impact.

Lance indicated that the Ministry may be interested in being involved at the conference, and I am 
wondering if I could get an update on your office’s thoughts on that and being part of a panel.

Could you let me know if you can make any sort of commitment before the 20th of this month?

Thank you,

JH

John Hibbard, M.A.

Sales Manager - Pacific & Atlantic Region

Environmental Services

D: (604) 214-7080 C: (604) 315-2664
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Subject RE: BC's land-based spill preparedness and response policy work

From Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

To 'sarah@sierraclub.bc.ca'

Sent Friday, January 3, 2014 9:31 AM

Good day Sarah, Are you available for a chat sometime in the near future? See my message 
below. Cheers, Ben

RE: BC's land-based spill preparedness and response policy work
Monday, May 26, 2014
11:47 AM
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Denis, Alexandra ENV:EX

From: Knox, Graham G ENV:EX

Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 9:48 AM

To: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

Subject: FW: WCMRC Overview for Intentions Paper

Attachments: WCMRC Text Box.docx

Here is the reviewed text box and some bonus insight into industry thinking on the PRO! 

 

Thanks, 

 

Graham 

 

From: Kevin Gardner [mailto:keving@wcmrc.com]  

Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 9:45 AM 

To: Knox, Graham G ENV:EX 
Cc: Kevin Gardner 

Subject: FW: WCMRC Overview for Intentions Paper 

 

Graham – minor changes but looks fine please feel free to use.  

 

Good luck with the next steps.  We have been consulting with the pipeline companies, railways and trucking association 

over the past few months. You can expect a paper from them shortly outlining their position and willingness to work 

with the government to ensure environmental protection. At this time it is my understanding  that they are not looking 

at forming a formal co-op response (like WCMRC to co ordinate resources/response) but instead have a steering 

committee manage interface between businesses and a pool of resources.  

 

If we can be of any further assistance please feel free to call.  

 

Thanks  

 

    Kevin  

 

Kevin J Gardner  

President / General Manager  

Western Canada Marine Response Corporation   

www.wcmrc.com  

Keving@wcmrc.com  

604 294 6001 ext 204  

 

   

 

From: Knox, Graham G ENV:EX [mailto:Graham.Knox@gov.bc.ca]  

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 5:00 PM 

To: Kevin Gardner 
Cc: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX 

Subject: WCMRC Overview for Intentions Paper 

 

Hi Kevin, 
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We are in the process of finalizing our next Intentions Paper as part of the review of our land based spill regime.  Staff 

developed the attached text box providing an overview of WCMRC that were planning to include as an example of an 

existing Preparedness and Response Organization (as we are process this concept for the land base).  We wanted to 

ensure we have captured everything correctly and ensure you had no concerns with this content.  I would appreciate it 

if you get back to me with any concerns or required changes you may have? 

 

Thank you, 

 

Graham Knox  
Director, Environmental Emergency Program 
BC Ministry of Environment  
P.O. Box 9342, Stn Prov Govt  
Victoria, BC  V8W 9M1  
Phone:  (250) 356-8383  
Fax:  (250) 953-3856  
Email:  Graham.Knox@gov.bc.ca  
Website:  http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/eemp 
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1_ Executive Summary 

Recent pipeline-related incidents, combined with international focus on pipeline regulation and 
public safety, have resulted in increased questions about how and whether ERCB regu lated 
pipel ines in Alberta are safely operated by industry and effectively regulated by the ERCB. The 
purpose of this Pipeline Safety Review is to review and assess the available information and to 
provide comment and guidance on answers. 

The approach taken to achieve this was by assessing the current ERCB regulatory requirements 
and framework; then comparing them to those of similar jurisdictions and regulators firstly within 
Canada. and then to regulatory approaches beyond Canada's borders. 

The specified main subject areas are as follow: 

Public safety and response to pipeline incidents 
Pipeline integrity management 
Safety of pipelines near water bodies 

The comparison of the ERCB regulatory requirements was undertaken against the requirements 
of the British Columbia - Oil and Gas Commission (B.C. OGC), the Saskatchewan Ministry of the 
Economy (Engineering Services Branch). the National Energy Board (NEB). Alberta Government 
(Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resources Development (ESRD)), Canadian standards 
(CSA), the U.S. pipeline regulatory requirements specifically the Pipeline and Hazardous 
Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA. national regulator); as well as Alaska and Texas as 
local jurisdictions. There was also a broad review of the regu latory environments in the UK, 
Netherlands, France, Brazil and Australia . 

The review was also extended to assessing available industry best practices and how they 
contribute to pipeline safety. The industry organizations included the Canadian Energy Pipel ine 
Association (CEPA), the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP). the Interstate 
Natural Gas Association of America (JNGAA), the National Offshore Petroleum Safety and 
Environmental Management Authority (NOPSEMA - Australia). the Conservation of Clean Air 
and Water in Europe (CONCAWE) and the UK Onshore Pipel ine Operators· Association 
(UKOPA). 

Pipel ine licensees were also canvased for their input to the question: Are pipelines in Alberta 
safely operated and effectively regulated? They contributed substantial knowledge and value to 
the review process (section 4.6). Sixteen owners were randomly selected based on criteria such 
as operating under multi-jurisdictions, as well as industry sector (upstream and transmission) and 
product transported (gas and liquids). 

The outcomes of the overall review can be summarized as fol lows: 

Alberta (the ERCB) provides the most thorough overall regulatory regime of all the assessed 
Canadian jurisdictions. This is evident from the comparisons of the regulations. acts, 
directives. etc. as recorded in Appendix B and summarized in Table 1. 

This is most likely due to the fact that Alberta has a very mature (well established) pipeline 
industry and the largest number of pipelines: and the ERCB. as a regulator. has evolved over 
lime to regulate and manage the industry as appropriate. The other provincial jurisdictions 
have comparatively fewer pipelines under their authority and a younger pipeline industry with 
the growth realistically only occurring since 2000. An example of this is the fact the since the 
1970's all regulated oil and gas pipelines in Alberta have been identified. mapped and 
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licensed; whereas in some Canadian and U.S. jurisdictions portions (Le. upstream gathering 
sections) 01 the pipelines still do not require registration or licensing. 

2. The requirements regarding the regulation of pipelines, specifically with regard to integrity 
management and safety near water bodies. are not harmonized or consistent across 
Canadian jurisdictions. This was evident from the analysis of the regulation of each 
jurisdiction and stated by the pipeline licensees. The tendency is for the licensees to perform 
to the dominant regulators ' requirements; which, in most instances was the ERCB with 
supplemental requirements from the other jurisdictions included and addressed. This did: 
however, st ill lead to some inconsistency in the application and compliance assessment of 
the regulation in some areas. 

3. The presentation and comparison of pipeline leak or failure statistics for Alberta with other 
Canadian and international jurisdictions is not possible, as each jurisdiction has unique 
requirements as to which incidents, and what detail is reported . Alberta appears to 
demonstrate the most mature and complete approach to incident reporting and stalistical 
comparison. 

The incident statistics, as col lected and presented by the ERCS, are constantly evolving to 
include additional detail and as such need to be carefully reviewed and well understood when 
comparing one year to the next. 

4 . A common and harmonizing point to all Canadian regulators is the adoption of the Canadian 
Standards Association document GSA Z662, Gil and Gas Pipeline Systems, as the standard 
that is in force. This does provide consistency with respect to design and construction, and 
somewhat to operations and maintenance, integrity management and risk management. 
Each juriSdiction does however, have requirements in their respective acts and regula tions 
that are over and above those required by GSA Z662. 

5. Safety of pipelines near water bodies appears to be an area without clear definition or 
consistent regulatory direction, as licensees must conform to the requirements of mulUple 
regulators. The prescriptive requirement in Alberta to identify a river crossing cal ls fo r a 
1:1000000 map to be used (Directive 056), which may be generally acceptable for gas 
pipel ines but could be inadequate for liquids pipel ines. It was noted that licensees meet the 
ERCS requirements for the minimum annual surface inspection of river crossings. Most 
additionally identify river crossings and water bodies in their risk assessment process with 
more detail than required by regulation. The risk assessment typically identifies these as 
higher risk areas, and lead to specific integrity management and inspection requirements. It 
was additionally noted that, in some cases, the emergency response procedures used higher 
resolution maps and water body identification protocols than the integrity management 
process. 

6. Assessment of the regulatory requirements for ·Public safety and response to pipeline 
incidents' and the preparedness of the regulators (including the ERGS) and licensees 
determined an overall consistency in competence. understanding and preparedness for an 
incident. Emergency preparedness in the oil and gas industry e~ tends beyond just pipelines 
(includes exploration, wells and facil ities) and as such the industry has recognized the need 
for strong emergency response and crisis management competency and preparedness, ollen 
having groups or departments dedicated to these functions. 
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higher risk areas. and lead to specific integrity management and inspection requirements. It 
was additionally noted that, in some cases, the emergency response procedures used higher 
resolution maps and water body identification protocols than the integrity management 
process. 

6 . Assessment 01 the regulatory requirements for ·Public safety and response to pipeline 
incidents' and the preparedness of the regulators (including the ERCS) and licensees 
delermined an overall consistency in competence, understanding and preparedness for an 
incident. Emergency preparedness in the oil and gas industry extends beyond just pipelines 
(includes exploration, wells and facil ities) and as such the industry has recognized the need 
lor strong emergency response and crisis management competency and preparedness. often 
having groups or departments dedicated to these functions. 
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7. All licensees in Alberta comply with the requirements 01 ERCS Directive 071 , which is 
presently. also referenced by the S.C. OGC (OGC-OD-C&E-2700. ref 71 ). As emergency 
response planning is applied corporately to more than just pipelines, there is a general 
approach amongst the licensees to use the Incident Command System (ICS) as the guide for 
their corporate ERP. 

8. When a major industrial incident occurs. such as the Piper Alpha platform fire. Texas City 
refinery explosion or the Macondo well blowout, the industry learns from the ensuing 
investigations which are made public and beneficially shared; thereby allowing others to 
improve stakeholder and environmental safety through improved design and response 
capabilities. It was apparent there is still opportunity for improving shared leaming within the 
pipeline operational and integrity management rea lms. which would contribute to the safety of 
pipelines in Alberta. and improve knowledge on response requirements plus overall public 
safety. 

The assessment of the various regulatory, operational and jurisdictional environments has 
highlighted that no single right answer exists on how to best ensure pipeline safety. There are 
many varying pipeline environments and each has its own unique requirements with respect to 
life cycle management (design , construction , operation (including maintenance and integrity 
management) and decommissioning). 

The United Kingdom, Norway, Netherlands and Australia have adopted what is commonly 
referred to as the safety case approach to risk management. which recognizes that the pipeline 
owner/operator has the best knowledge on how to design . operate and manage their own assets 
(pipelines) and business. As such, duty of care is recognized as the responsibility of the 
owner/operator. This approach is very much a performance and management system based 
approach to risk management and one that includes asset risk management right from the 
concept stage through the life cycle. 

The Canadian jurisdictions and the U.S. national regulator apply a hybrid approach to regulatory 
requirements, namely prescriptive in certain aspects (such as enforcing the requirements of CSA 
Z662) and performance or goal based in other aspects. A notable difference between this and the 
above (safety case approach) is that in the Canadian and U.S. scenario, risk management is only 
applied in the operational phase. whereas the safety case approach is used righ t from the 
concept and design phase of the asset's life cycle. 

It is apparent Ihat there is a strong tendency toward the use of a performance or goal based risk 
management systems worldwide, somewhat in an attempt to re lieve the regulatory responsibility 
with the approach that the person or organization that creates the risk should manage the risk 
and be responsible for the consequences . This approach is sensible in many ways, but will also 
require a mature operational and regulatory environment to succeed. as wel l as specific 
competencies to support regulatory oversight. 

To quote the Alaska Risk Assessment of Oil and Gas Infrastructure report by CYCLA Corporation 
(November 20lD ) (Appendix C. Ref 124). "Strengthen Regulatory Oversight by Evolution not 
Revolution: The evolution is already occurring toward performance based and management 
system based risk management. 

The Canadian regulators are also evolving toward this approach. and being mindful of industry in 
its goal of remaining competit ive in business, considerations should be given to a progressive 
(tiered) regulatory approach. This could be in the form of semi-prescriptive or prescriptive 
regulation simi lar to what the ERCS presently has place. However. there would be additional 
regulation such that the ERCB could audit (assess) and certi fy licensees as firstly having the 
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necessary management systems in place. and secondly having the competence. to pursue a 
substantially performance or goal based riSk management approach 

This would be a novel approach to pipeline integrity management and regulatory management in 
Alberta. It would require careful determination of both the competency and the regulatory 
compliance verincation requirements. This would place a responsibility on both the regulators and 
licensees for some time to get the competencies in place; but. given that this approach is used 
successfully in Alberta in the pressure equipment environment, learning could be shared to 
support an effective transition to this risk based integrity management approach . 

This t iered approach would accommodate the smaller licensees with fewer resources by having 
defined prescriptive criteria for them to operate within , while allowing the larger licensees to 
operate more effectively and efficienUy operate under performance-based regulation. 
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2. Recommendations 

There are some key differences between upstream producers and pipeline transmission 
companies which result in a significant difference in the number of failures between the two. For 
example. there is a real difference between the type of products managed by producers 
(provincially regulated by the ERGB) and the transmission companies (typically federally 
regulated by the NEB). Production lines usually range from 2" to 12" diameter with an average 
length of 1.6 km (per the ERCB Reporl2007-A titled Pipeline Performance in Albetta. 1990-2005. 
80 per cent of ERCB licensed pipel ine length is 6" and smaller (Appendix C, Ref 31)). They 
generally contain raw product (oil emulsion. raw gas - with produced water. produced water 
brine. solids and wax contaminated product. etc. ) and have low intermittent velocities 
Transmission pipelines on the other hand typically range from 12" to 42" diameter with a much 
greater length. operate continuously and contain sales quality product 01 oil or gas. 

In Alberta. production pipelines are unique in that they are the only component of oi l and gas 
production systems. from formation to sales valve. where there are no specified minimum 
frequencies and requirements for inspection , or testing to confirm their integrity (there are 
frequency requirements to inspect for potential hazards, such as slope movement or erosion at 
river crossings; as well as regulated requirements to assess the need for. or effectiveness of, 
internal and external corrosion mitigation procedures: bu t. not directly to assess the condition of 
the pipeline itself). Well bores. tanks and on lease pressure equipment and piping are all 
respectively regulated to a prescribed inspection requirement and frequency. Tanks and pressure 
equipment also have prescribed competencies for the inspectors. 

The listed recommendations are based on key learnings from the review, and are presented 
below without priority or guidance on timeline for consideration or potential implementation; 

Public Safety and Response to Pipeline Incidents : 

Emergency response and planning was assessed consistently as adequate but could be further 
enhanced by consideration of the following: 

1. Regulators and licensees could jointly develop a stakeholder education/awa reness 
program on the consequences of right-of-way encroachment and how to react in the 
event of an emergency. 

2. The Call Before You Dig (Alberta 1 Call) membership requirement is legislated as 
compulsory in Alberta lor pipeline licensees; but this is not the case nationally. 
Consideration should be given to instituting this as a Canada wide program . Not only 
would this benefit other jurisdictions where it is not a requirement. but it would also 
ensure that new Albertans are consistently aware of these requirements. 

3. ERCB staff shou ld consider increased participaUon in stakeholder hosted emergency 
response exercises, as these present an opportunity 10 share knowledge as well as 
provide an opportunity to the regulatory staff to informally review ERP documents and 
processes (II is noted that the ERCB participates in many ERP exercises, but when it 
comes to pipel ine specifiC exercises. licensees indicated there was opportunity for more 
attendance). 

Pipeline Integritv Management: 

Institute the risk ranking of all pipelines based on standardized methodology to be 
developed by Canadian regulators and stakeholders. (Must be standardized so that all 
stakeholders are using the same basis for comparison and have a common /evel of 
understanding and definition of o·sk.) 
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2. Integrity Management Programs for all companies under the ERCBs jurisdiction should 
be audited on a routine basis for compliance wi th respect to adequacy, implementation 
and effectiveness. Given the number of licensees in Alberta, this is potentially a near 
impossible task for the ERCS to achieve on its own. Consideration should be given to 
accepting self or third party audits from licensees: complemented by random and risk 
assessed requirements for ERGS led audits (which could vary in intensity or focus as 
required ). 

3. Set minimum requirements for comprehensive inspection and testing programs for 
pipelines to establish the current condition of pipelines in assessed high-risk areas as 
identified in recommendation 1 above. (Leak detection, depth of cover, inline inspection, 
direct assessment and right of way surveil/ance. Used with recommendation 5 below, this 
will allow licensees with solid performance records to meet these requirements on a risk 
managed and performance based approach.) 

4. Work with appropriate education or industry institutions to develop certification programs 
for individuals (operators, construction and integrity inspectors and supervisors) in the 
areas of pipeline safety, inctuding construction , operation, inspection and integrity 
management. 

5. Where appropriate the ERGS should consider using performance-based regulation for 
those licensees whose performance warrants such an approach (this approach is used 
by the pressure equipment regulator in Alberta and is the trend among major regulators 
such as PHMSA and in the EU). This process should be evolutionary with compliance 
audits providing the necessary confidence for the transition to a performance-based 
system. 

6. ERCB should be staffed appropriately to manage and enforce regula tions (whether 
prescriptive or performance based) to ensure pipeline safety and integrity. 

7. ERCB should work collaboratively with stakeholders to set clear goals and objectives to 
focus and manage the reduction of pipel ine fa ilures to a level as low as reasonably 
practicable (ALARP). 

8. Record retention and transfer requirements, specifically during takeovers, mergers, 
acquisitions and sates. should be clearly defined in the regulation. 

9. The ERGB should work with other regulators to harmonize regulatory requirements and 
support a consistent regulatory basis for stakeholders (for example the recently stated 
key performance indicators required by the National Energy Board could be considered 
for adoption by the ERGS). The use of a standard such as GSA Z662 is a valuable tool in 
promoting harmonization. 

10. Third party encroachment and pipeline interference is still a major concem to licensees. 
Additional education of industries and the public as to the risks and regulatory 
requirements of working near pipelines could be promoted . Some licensees stated the 
setback requirements are inadequate fOf class 4 areas (where there is presently 
municipal development, or a high future potential for municipal development). 

Safety of Pipelines Near Water Bodies: 

1. Definition should be provided on what constitutes a water body. More clarity with regard 
to expectations for design, inspection, mitigation and monitoring at water bodies could be 
provided (in an ERCS directive or in GSA Z662). 

2. The ERGS should require an inventory be kept by licensees of all pipeline water 
crossings and water bodies to a 1:50 000 map scale as a minimum , (this provides a more 
stringent level of identification of water crossings and water bodies, and more refined 
input for risk ranking). An example of this taken from interviews is Company "A- who had 
2200 crossings on a 1:1 000000 mapping scale: but at a 1 :50 000 scale it identified 
16000 crossings. 

3. The ERCS should require that all integrity management programs contain a process for 
identifying and mitigating the risk associated with high consequence areas, including for 
the safety of pipelines near water bodies. 
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4. ERCS Should require deplh of cover delerminalions on a scheduled basis on all critical 
and high-risk water crossings. Recommendations 1 and 3 in Pipeline Integrity 
Management, if implemented , will guide this recommendation. 
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3. Background 
The Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB) is an independent, quasi'judicial 
administrative tribunal established under the Energy Resources Conservafion Act. The ERCB 
reports to the Government 01 Alberta through the Minister of Energy. The ERCBs mission is to 
ensure that the discovery, development, and delivery of Alberta 's energy resources take place in 
a manner that is fair. responsible. and in the public interest. 

The ERCB is Alberta's primary energy regulator. The ERCB regulates the public safety, 
environmental protection , orderly development, and resource conservation of Alberta's energy 
resources: oil , natural gas, oil sands, coal and pipelines. 

3.1. Canadian Pipeline Industry Oversight 

Pipelines are widely considered as being the safest and most economic means of 
delivering hydrocarbons overtand in targe quantities. However, notwithstanding its salety 
record , there is a place for objective, externat physicat oversight of the pipeline licensees 
obligations and performance, provided by regula tory bodies such as the ERCB. To 
Canada's favor , both federal and provincial pipel ine regulators adopt, for the most part, 
the requirements of the Canadian Standards Association Pipeline Standard, CSA 
Z662.(Appendix C. Ref 171» . thus giving the standard the force of law. When a CSA 
standard is insufficient or unclear. provinciaillederal regulators will go beyond it. issuing 
specific directives and on occasion, advisory notes and guidance following a formal 
hierarchy. The ERCB uses the following hierarchy: 

Pipeline Act 

Regulation (including standards) 

Directives 

Manuals and bulletins 

It is important to understand that a CSA standard is a consensus document: created 
using a balanced interest committee structure and in the case of Z662. is best regarded 
as being a minimum standard (Ctause 1.4, CSA Z662·11 refers). Thus. while the use of 
the term "standard" signifies and encourages a common approach among regulatory 
jurisdictions, it is important to realize that the pipeline industry within Canada in general, 
and Alberta in particular. is highly diverse. The ERCB. for example. ticenses pipeline 
companies of widely varying size and product complexity ranging from multi·nationals to 
very small enterprises. Clearty the physicat elO:tent of pipetines and the means by which 
these disparate enterprises ensure their technica l oversight is also diverse. Some 
licensees have sizeable departments devoted to managing pipeline integri ty, while others 
depend upon contracted service providers The ability to manage risk to public safety and 
environmental protection varies widety across the licensees. 

In summary, a ' one size lits all" approach to the provision of regulatory oversight is 
impractical Instead Canadian pipeline regulators tend to use an equitable tailored "fit·for· 
purpose" approach that meets the overall needs of their jurisdictions. This allows the 
regulators to focus oversight in areas where risk is, or is perceived to be. higher. 

3.2. The Regulatory Responsibility 

Figure 1 illustrates the spectrum of regulatory oversight; ranging from the fully 
prescriptive to a goal based or outcomes based approach . The prescriptive approach 
provides detailed instructions on what is to be done and how it is to be done. The 
under1ying belief is that by fo llowing rigorous protocols. a good outcome will result. This 
contrasts with the goal based approach which sets out specific desired measurable 
outcomes. e.g . "pipelines are safe and perceived to be safe" with limited guidance to 
stakeholders as to how such outcomes are to be achieved . The underlying assumption is 
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that pipeline licensees know more aoout their pipetine system and its attributes than the 
responsib le regulator. 

Goal oriented approaches lie somewhere between the prescriptive and the goal based 
regimes_ The exact determination depends upon the amounl of direction and guidance 
provided by the regulator. 

Recently in North America and elsewhere (and in many sectors of the economy), there 
has been a demand to reduce the regulatory responsibility. This insislence proposes thai 
government oversight should be minimized and companies given increased freedom to 
operate: in the belief that their self-interest is sufficient to prudenlly constrain their 
actions . The extreme counterview is that government knows best and that strict 
adherence to rules will provide the required prescription for stabili ty and success. History 
has shown that neither of these views is sustainable, whether it is the near collapse of the 
U.S. financial system. or the adherence to procedures that culminated in 165 deaths on 
the Piper Alpha platform in the North Sea (Appendix C, Ref 218). Rather, some middle 
ground appears to make sense - a mix of prescription, company innovation and 
regulatory oversight in the form of inspeclions and audits. 

Operator 

Fu lly 
Goal Based 

Figure 1: Spectrum of Regulation 

Risk Apportionment 

Goal Oriented with 
Audit Regime 

Prescriptive with 
Frequent Inspection 

R, 

Regulator 

Fully 
Prescriptive 

In the UK sector of the North Sea and for onshore pipelines in Australia , this approach 
has ta ken the form of the development of the so called Safely Case. which requires a 
high degree of judgment from the operator and the regulator to establish sufficiency or 
fitness for purpose. 

The requirements for federal ly regulated pipeline companies in Canada to have a pipeline 
integrity management program (PIM) has been in existence since 1999 Onshore Pipeline 
Regulations (Appendix C. Ref 19) with a similar. though phased-in, requirement on 
federally regulated gas. and then liquids. pipelines in the United States starting in 2000 
(Appendix C, Ref 141 , 142). 

The need for all pipeline companies operating in Canada to have a PIM program became 
mandatory with its inclusion in the 2003 version of GSA Z662. Guidance on the elements 
of such programs may be found in Annex N of Z662 as well as API 1160 (Appendix C, 
Ref 115) for liquids pipelines and the supplement American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) 831.8S (Appendix C, Ref 116) for gas pipelines. 

From a regulatory perspective. it is insufficient that companies have merely developed a 
PIM program; rather they must also demonstrate its implementation and effectiveness. 
Gaps in any of these three facets would constitu te non-compliance . How compliance is 
determined varies widely across the various jurisdictions in Canada. For example, in 
British Columbia the licensee makes a form 01 self-declaration/audit; while in Alberta , 
regular field inspections are the norm. Federal ly regulated companies are subjected to 
inspections and detailed audits, albeit on an infrequent basis. (IPG2012-90046 paper 
titled Trends on Integrity Management Programs (IMP) and Management Systems (MS) 
Audit and Incident Findings authored by members of the NEB and B.G. OGC , provides 
additional current information into audits and the results). 
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3.3. Definitions of Pipeline Risk 

This review, at its core, is an examination of pipeline riSk as it pertains to pipeline 
regulation. The Government of Alberta , through the ERCS and in consultation with its 
stakeholders, defines "risk" as it relates to pipeline integrity using qualitative measures 01 
consequences in four categories (refer to the ERCBs Compliance Assurance Risk 
Assessment Malnx. dated Oct 21 , 2005. for details (Appendix C, Ref 37): 

Health and safety 

Environmental impact 

Conservation 

Stakeholder confidence in the regu latory process 

Four qualitative measures of likelihood of occurrence are also applied: 

Unlikely (less than once every 20 years) 

Moderate (once every 20 years) 

Likely (once every 3 years) 

Almost certain (once or more per year) 

These subjective categories are then combined into a risk assessment map to produce a 
numeric risk rating. which is used to assign a level of enforcement based on the scores 
obtained, either high risk (score 5 to 8) or low risk (score 2 to 4). 

Risk is a subjective term that depends upon the point of view of the stakeholder and 
whether such risk is voluntarily, or involuntarily acquired. Members of the public are 
typically willing to accept only a minor subjective level of risk of pipeline failure. 
approaching zero. Pipeline licensees tend to use a more quantitative approach to risk, 
including factors such as probability of failure due to a variety of variables, including: 

pipeline material 

pipeline location and exposure to crossings, such as roads and water bodies 

quality of pipel ine construction 

commodity transported 

risk of corrosion 

risk of cracking 

costs of inspection , cleanup, repair and replacement 

Different stakeholders have differing views. when it comes to considering pipeline risk. 
The regulator and the regula ted company must keep an unwavering focus on the 
overarching need to maintain safety and continuity of supply to satisfy the public need. 
The general public expects a reliab le supply of affordable energy delivered by the 
pipeline industry in a sound environmentally responsible manner. As with all human 
activity, pipeline transportation has associated riSk. which can be described in simple 
terms as: 

Risk = the likelihood of an undesirable event x the consequence of that event. 

Examples of undesirable events include product release. injury and environmental 
damage. While these can occur as a result of human error and even negligence. they 
may also result from natural events such as severe flooding. Either way it is imperative to 
identify and then mitigate risk to an acceptable level: one which seeks to balance the cost 
associated with a given risk reduction strategy and the corresponding benefit. Since risk 
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approaching zero. Pipeline licensees tend to use a more quantitative approach to risk. 
including factors such as probability of failure due to a variety of variables, including: 

pipeline material 

pipeline location and exposure to crossings. such as roads and water bodies 

quality of pipeline construction 

commod ity transported 

risk 01 corrosion 

risk of cracking 

costs 01 inspection, cleanup, repair and replacement 

Different stakeholders have differing views. when it comes to considering pipeline risk. 
The regulator and the regulated company must keep an unwavering focus on the 
overarching need to maintain safety and continuity of supply to satisfy the public need. 
The general public expects a reliable supply of affordable energy delivered by the 
pipeline industry in a sound environmentally responsible manner. As with all human 
activity. pipeline transportation has associated risk. which can be described in simple 
terms as: 

Risk = the likelihood of an undesirable event x the consequence 01 that event. 

E~amples of undesirable events include product release. injury and environmental 
damage. While these can occur as a result of human error and even negligence. they 
may also resuilirom natural events such as severe flooding. Either way it is imperative to 
identify and then mitigate risk to an acceptable level: one which seeks 10 balance the cost 
associated with a given risk reduction strategy and the corresponding benefit. Since risk 
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cannot be entirely eliminated from pipeline transportation, the challenge is 10 reduce it to 
as low as is reasonably practicable - a measure known as ALARP. This is a well 
documented and commonly accepted legal test of striking a balance between multiple 
stakeholder interests. It is an intrinsic component in the developmenl of pipeline integrity 
management programs and their subsequent regula tory validation. 

3.4. Project Definition and Objectives 

Alberta had almost 400 000 kilometers of provincially regulated pipeline at the end of 
2010 (Appendix C. Ref 60). The ERCB regulatory approach uses informed risk 
assessment and management to guide its regulatory and technical pipeline application 
requirements. approval processes and inspection programs. 

Provincial legislation and regulation governing pipeline safety in Alberta incorporate 
specific requirements covering all aspects of pipeline design , application requirements, 
conslruction , operations, maintenance, incident response , discontinuance and 
abandonment. 

The ERCB ensures that stakeholders comply with the requirements of the Pipeline Act, 
Pipeline Regulalion and applicable Canadian Standards Association (CSA) standards 
through ongoing surveillance, including operational inspections. 

The ERCB requires licensees to report all pipeline incidents, not just spills. This includes 
even minor contact thai does nol resull in pipeline damage or a release. In recen t years 
the number of pipeline incidents per kilometer of installed pipe (see Appendix C, Ref 60) 
has been steadily declining. When an incident does occur, the ERCB holds licensees 
responsib le for prompt. effective, and efficient response, ERCB Directive 071: 
Emergency Preparedness and Response Requirements for the Petroleum Industry 
outlines emergency planning and response requirements. 

The Government of Alberta asked the ERCB to engage an independent third party to 
perform an assessment of the ERCBs currenl regulatory requirements and framework 
and industry best practices for existing ERCS-regulated pipelines related to: 

public safety and response to pipeline incidenls 

pipeline integrity management 

safety of pipelines near water bodies 

The purpose of the assessment is to determine if the ERCSs current regulatory 
requirements and industry best practices remain relevant and accurately reflect the risk 
profile of ERCS-regulated pipelines, and 10 identify areas for improvement. II will also 
include an assessment of how the ERCSs pipeline regulatory requirements and 
framework plus industry best practices for existing pipelines compare to other 
comparable jurisdictions (including other Canadian pipeline regulators) . 
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4. Analysis of Results 
The report was prepared addressing the three subject areas. and when regulations are referred to in 
general terms. it is typically with reference to pipeline integrity management. 

4.1. Regulator General Comparison Information 

Statements made in the following summary are based on information gained through 
interviews and internet searches. The collected information was used to gain an 
understanding of the size. complexity and number of pipetine licensees; as well as the 
total tength of pipelines within each regu latory jurisdiction. 

It is difficult to make a strict comparison of the effectiveness of various regulatory 
jurisdictions across Canada , North America and even the wortd since it was immediatety 
apparent that no two are direc~y comparable in terms of the type of pipelines they 
regulate. Operational environments. pipe sizes and diversity of product carried vary 
between jurisdictions making direct comparisons difficult. Despite these factors, one thing 
in common is the desire for increased, and continuously improving pipeline safety. 
Comparing performance effectiveness of regulators on the basis of statistics can be 
misleading as reporting requirements are often different. incomplete or occur over 
differing time periods. Even normalized data can De difficult to compare, as there can be 
differences in the definitions used in incident causation classification. 

The most recent version of the Canadian Standard GSA Z662-11, is adopted by all 
jurisdictions in Canada as the minimum standard required for pipel ines. GSA Z662 gives 
a more detailed description of what the provincial act and regulation expect, but are not 
limited to, thus allowing for additional information to be added via directives and guides 
specific to each province or jurisdiction where it deems relevant to increased pipeline 
safety. As stated previously, CSA Z662 is considered a harmonizing standard for the 
design and operation of pipelines. 

Within Alberta all pipeline failures must be reported, making this a unique database since 
there are no defined criteria relating to size of the spill . area affected or type of fluid 
released . Rather. if a failure occurs on any portion of a licensed pipeline, that failure is 
reportable and made mandatory through the Act (Pipeline Act Part 6 Section 35). In other 
countries or regions, such as Europe. the notification of a failure may be voluntary 
(Appendix G, Ref 205) or it may be specified through regulation, as is the case with the 
U.S. Federal Pipeline regulator PHMSA (Title 49 of the Gode of Federal Regulations 
(CFR), Parts 191,194 &195). 

Pipeline leak statistics. although unique to each jurisdictional area. still provide valuable 
information for trending purposes. The information can still be used as an internal 
benchmark as well as helping to set goals and establish performance indicators essential 
to the goal of continuous improvement. 

Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB): 

The ERCB currently regula tes 886 licensees operating approximately 400 000 km of 
pipelines within the province of Alberta. These pipelines carry various fluids and vary in 
length and size. Total lengths of pipeline and general product composition are tabulated 
below. All pipel ines are licensed with spatial data (mapped locations) that are maintained 
for identification and record purposes. The ERGB follows a commonly adopted regulatory 
hierarchical system in that there is an acl, regulation and directives governing the proper 
operation of a pipeline. These governing documents nol only direct and guide the 
licensee toward compliance with the regulation, but also allow the regulator the basis for 
enforcing compliance. Such enforcement can be done through general fie ld inspection , 
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partial system audits or fo llowing faiture investigations The licensee is held accountable 
for the safe design, operation . maintenance and abandonment of their pipelines 

The latest version of the Canadian Standard Z662 is regu larly referenced in the Alberta 
regulation as a minimum requirement. In addition the provincial directives and guides 
give provisions where necessary for increased pipeline safety. The following data was 
provided by the ERCS: 

Product Pipeline Length (km) 

Oil Effluent 59326 

Crude Oil 19698 

Salt Water 23793 

Natural Gas 235996 

Sour Gas 22098 

Other 34 605 

Total 395516 

British Columbia Oil and Gas Commission (B_C. OGC): 

The B_C_ OGC currently regulates 120 licensees operating approximately 39 000 km of 
pipeline within the province of British Columbia. Similar to Alberta these are composed of 
multiple flow lines. gathering lines. and sales or transmission lines conveying various 
products_ All regulated pipel ines are contained within Provincial boundaries_ Listed below 
is the approximate length of pipelines in British Columbia. The following data was 
provided by the B.C_ OGC: 

Product Pipeline Length (km) 

Crude Oil 2412 

Salt Water 2977 

Natural Gas 19159 

Sou r Gas 11 910 

Other 2565 

Total 39023 

Saskatchewan M-nistry of the Economy (formerl y Ministry of Energy and 
Resources (MER)).;. 

The Saskatchewan Ministry of the Economy currenlly regulates 25 licensees operating 
approximately 23 000 km of pipelines consisting of mainly sales or transmission pipelines 
within the province of Saskatchewan_ They estimate approximately 68 000 pipelines are 
unlicensed flow lines that are not currenlly regulated_ Similar to Alberta. the minimum 
standard for design, operation and maintenance follows the most recent version of CSA 
Z562_ The 2011 Provincial Auditor of Saskatchewan Report Chapter 5 "Regulating 
Pipelines· (Appendix C. Ref 94) identi fied areas of improvement for which actions have 
since been taken. The following data was provided by the Ministry of the Economy: 
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_ . . _ .. -
Product Pipeline Length (km) 

Crude Oil 4168 
Salt Water 143 

Natural Gas 16907 
Sou r Gas 704 

Other 1 124 

Total 23046 

National Energv Board of Canada (NEB): 

The National Energy Board currenlly regulates 99 licensees operating large diameter 
pipelines of appro)(imately 70 000 km across Canada. Typically they are transmission 
pipelines (large diameter) crossing provincial or national boundaries. The following data 
was provided by the NEB: 

Product Pipeline Length (km) 

Crude Oil 15218 

Salt Water 21 

Natural Gas 51 260 

Sour Gas 2334 

Other 1 381 

Total 7021 4 

U,S. Department of Transportation Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safely 
Administration (PHMSA).;. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Salety 
Administration regulates approximately 3000 companies. Not all companies are upstream 
oil and gas producers: some are related to distribution utilities, falling under the PHMSA 
regulation. Approximately 798 000 km of onshore and offshore hazardous liquid. gas 
transmission and gathering pipel ines are regulated under PHMSAs authority. 
(h\tp: /Iprimis.phmsa .dol.govlcommIPipeline8asics.htm) 

Product Pipeline Length (km) 

Hazardous Liquid 281 575 
Gas Gathering & 

516489 
Transmission 
Total 798064 

Alaska Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) : 

Onshore and offshore hazardous liquid, gas transmission and gathering pipelines are all 
regulated through the OPS. The lengths of pipelines regulated are listed below. 
(h\tp:/Iprimis.phmsa.dol.govlcommlreporisJsafetyIAK_detaill .html) 
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Product Pipeline Length (km) 

Hazardous Liquid 1820 

Gas Transmission 1025 

Gas Gathering 105 
Total 2940 

Texas OHice of PiReJine Safety--,OPS) interstate piRelines (through 
certification/delegation by PHMSA The Texas Railroad Commission IRRC) also regulates 
intrastate pipei"nes): 

To give an understanding of the Texas regutatory regime . two tabtes are attached. The 
first relates to the type and length of licensed pipelines and the second to the 
jurisdictional responsibi lity. 
(hUp: /lprimis, phmso ,dot.govlcomm/reportsfsafety/TX_ detaill .html). 

Product Pipeline Length (km) 

HoZordous Liquid 88529 

Gas Transmission 102429 

Gas Gathering 11 181 

Total 202139 

~~ Jurisdiction of Facilities Under the Pipeline Safety Act (Federal and 
State Jurisdiction) 

The table below (Appendix C, Ref 146) shows the United States (DOT, RRC) breakdown 
of regulatory jurisdiction between the federal Department of Transportation 
(OOTIPHMSA) and the Texas Rail Road Commission (RCC ). When comparing the 
Interstate grouping of the DOT responsibilities in the U.S. to that of the NEB of Canada . 
all gathering lines, whether rural or urban. are regulated in Canada if they cross a 
provincial border. 

When comparing the RRC of Texas to that of the ERCB in Alberta it should be noted that 
sour pipelines in Texas are identified as containing 100ppm or higher. Offshore and 
natural gas distribution pipelines are regulated by the Texas RRC, where rura l gathering 
lines are not. In Alberta, all pipelines within the borders of Alberta are regulated. either 
provincially by the ERCB or federally by the NEB (excluding utility pipelines). 
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The table below (Appendix C, Ref 146) shows the United States (DOT, RRC) breakdown 
01 regulatory jurisdiction between the federal Department 01 Transportation 
(DOTIPHMSA) and the Texas Rail Road Commission (RCC). When comparing the 
Interstate grouping of the DOT responsibilities in the U.S. to that of the NEB 01 Canada , 
all gathering lines, whether rural or urban, are regulated in Canada il they cross a 
provincial border. 

When comparing the RRC of Texas to that 01 the ERCB in Alberta it should be noted thai 
sour pipelines in Texas are identified as containing 100ppm or higher. Olfshore and 
natural gas distribution pipelines are regulated by the Texas RRC, where rural gathering 
lines are not. In Alberta, all pipelines within the borders of Alberta are regulated, either 
provincially by the ERCB or federally by the NEB (excluding utility pipelines). 
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4.2. Public Safety and Response to Pipeline Incidents 

The following summary outlines how Alberta manages emergency preparedness and 
response. specifically with respect to ERCB regulated pipelines. Summaries are also 
provided for British Columbia. Saskatchewan and for federally regulated pipelines. 

The comparison is based on interpretations of the pertinent acts. regula tions, directives, 
plans, standards, requirements, frameworlls. programs. protocols and strategies. 

Emergency preparedness and response is a shared effort between the federal 
govemment. provinciallterritorial govemments. local authorities. non-govemment 
organizations and the private sector. 

This consistent formula of govemance and interaction, pertaining to public safety and 
response to pipeline incidents in Canada, allows the appropriate provincial authority to 
enact measures. either by assisting or leading in an emergency. or escalating it to a 
federal level whenever it is necessary to protect public safety or the environment. This is 
accomplished by engaging departments/agencies. and ensuring expertise and other 
resources are availabte to communicate. control and contain any level of emergency that 
arises. 
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Across Canada there appears to be a consistent and comprehensive approach when it 
comes to public safety and response \0 pipeline incidents. In addition, the widespread 
adoption of Ihe Incident Command System ((ICS) Appendix C, Ref 173) has proven 
valuable not only across Canada, but also throughout North America and other areas 
worldwide (ICS was initially developed by the US Coast Guard). The ICS system 
implements uniformly, a set of personnel, policies, procedures, facilities and equipment 
requirements that have been integrated into a common organizational structure designed 
to improve emergency response operations of all types and complexities. 

With the adoption of the ICS into overall emergency management systems, the 
identification of hazards and the preparedness and maintenance of emergency response 
plans (ERPs) with respect to those specific identified hazards, are tied together. A 
comparison of public safety and response to pipeline incidents may be found in tabular 
form in Appendix B 1 of this report. 

It will be apparent that there are a number of similar requirements among the various 
jurisdictions. 

4,3 , Pipeline Integrity Management 

The following summarizes how pipeline integrity is managed, specifically with respect to 
ERCS regulated pipelines. 

Pipeline integrity is the primary responsibility of a licensee or pipeline licensee and 
requires them to take a system-wide integrated approach to keeping their pipeline in a 
sound operating condition. By using risk mitigation activities, a licensee can ensure 
system operability and safety is achieved for the life of the pipeline. 

The Canadian Standard CSA Z662 contains provisions for addressing system integrity, 
with the 2003 51-05 edi tion introducing Annex N: "Guidelines for pipeline system integrity 
management programs" This non-mandatory annex is enforced as mandatory in the 
ERCS Directive 077 in Alberta. Similarly, BC has enforced it as mandatory, but it has not 
been adopted by the NEB, whi le the Saskatchewan regulat ions are silent on the matter. 

The comparisons of the jurisdictions did not highlight any obvious deficiencies in Alberta 
on the subject of pipeline integrity; however, the regulator and licensee interviews did 
identify areas that have improvement opportunities. 

4.4 . Safety of Pipelines Near Water Bodies 

The ERCB regulates activities at, or close to water bodies with some general, but few 
specific requirements on how the interaction of pipelines with water bodies are to be 
managed by the pipeline licensees. Pipelines with a major potentiat fo r failure at, or near 
a water body warrant special consideration as part of the company's risk assessment 
process (identified as high risk) . However, the cri teria for implementing mitigation 
inspection or monitoring activities to manage the risk is not clearly defined by the ERCB, 
rather it is determined la rgely by the pipeline licensees in their pipeline integrity 
management program. The following paragraphs outline the gaps found in the Alberta 
regulation, as well as those observed when comparing these to other regulations. 

With respect to water bodies, there are areas in the Alberta pipeline regulation that are 
well defined as well as those that lack clarity or definition. The following paragraphs wi ll 
outline both at a high level. 
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In the area of pipeline inspeclion . the Alberta regulation does not require speci fic integrity 
inspection practices to take place at water bodies. As part of the riSk assessment 
process. the pipeline licensee determines the type and frequency of the physical 
condition (integrity) assessments of the pipeline. 

ERCB DirectiYe 066 clearly slates that a pipeline spill into water, if not immediately 
contained. is subject to high-risk enforcement. 

Alberta and B.C. have very similar requi rements for pipelines at or near water bodies. 
Because both jurisdictions have adopted CSA Z662. both adhere to the requirements of 
this standard and are therefore closely aligned. The Alberla regulation has more 
prescriptive requirements with respect to minimums of at least an annual inspection of 
the right-of-way where a pipeline crosses water (more frequenlly in cerlain cases 
depending on product in the pipeline and location). 

Overall, the National Energy Board's regulatory requirements are similar to the regulation 
set out by the province of Alberta. 

The federal Navigable Water Protection Act allows the Minister to impose any terms and 
conditions on the construction, maintenance, operation, safety and removal of the 
pipeline al a water body. This level of authority is not established in the Alberta 
regulation. 

One key difference between the Alberta regulation and that found in the PHMSA 
regulation in the U.S. is that water bodies are clearly defined as high consequence areas 
by PHMSA. This includes navigable waterways. drainage systems or small streams that 
could flow to a high consequence area, farm tile fields. and roadway ditches that could 
carry spi llage into a waterway. The Alberta regulation does not go as far as to define 
streams. ditches. etc. that may now into another water body as being high consequence. 
In all other comparable areas. the Alberta and federal U.S. requirements are equivalent 

Australia has a more clearly defined regulation than the province of Alberta for pipelines 
at water bodies. The Australian regulation st ipulates that pipeline owners must carry out 
inspections to identify actual or potential problems at water bod ies. The Alberta regulation 
is more risk based and other than the prescribed right-of-way surface inspections. 
additional inspections may occur at a water body if the licensee deems this necessary. 
Additionally. the Australian regulation stipulates that if inspections at underwater 
crossings reveal a threat to the integrity of the pipeline. immediate action must be taken. 
The Alberta regulation does nol contain such a statement. 

The UK has very little specific regulation with respect to pipelines at water bodies. as they 
are typically managed through riSk profiling. Where they do exist. they are found to be 
equivalent to Alberta. 

To summarize. the Province of Alberta has in place strong regulation for pipelines and 
overall is well advanced when compared to other jurisdictions in the area of safety near 
water bodies. There are a few key areas where other jurisdictions are more prescriptive 
or provide more clarity than Alberta as oullined above . The Australian regulation was 
found to provide the most relevant comparison to Alberta, and it has developed a simple. 
but well-defined regulation that clearly outlines the expectation of pipeline operalors and 
their approach to pipeline integrity management al water bodies. Alberta's risk 
assessment approach gives pipeline licensees the ability to determine their own level of 
risk tolerance as determined by their corporate risk profile. However. there could be 
benefit in enhancing the regulation to incorporate more clarity and definition with regard 
to expectations for design , inspection . mitigation and monitoring at water bodies in 
Alberta. 
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4.5. Effectiveness Evaluations of Pipeline Regulatory Documents 

The pipeline safety review was not performed with the intention of declaring whether one 
regulatory environment is better than. equivalent to, or worse than any other selected 
regulatory environments for the three specified topics. The task. was to compare (clause 
by clause) acts, regulations. best practices. etc .. across jurisdictions and to summarize 
the differences. These comparisons ultimately led to an assessment of "effectiveness' in 
accordance with the criteria outlined in Figure 2. 

The process followed is described in Section 5 Methodology. The information recorded in 
Appendix B was reviewed, compared and summarized up to the information presented in 
Table 1: which presents a very high level visual guide of comparative effectiveness of the 
assessed regula tory jurisdictions. As Table 1 is based on Appendix B. it has not taken 
account of any information gathered in any of the regu lator or licensee interviews. The 
U.S. DOT comparison results suggest that the DOT regulatory provisions are more 
comprehensive than those of Alberta. The DOT regulatory provisions are assessed as 
more prescript ive than the Alberta regulatory provisions (and other Canadian 
jurisdictions). As stated in Table 1, Note 1. the Alberta regu latory provisions, as 
summarized . do not include the adopted requirements 01 CSA Z662. which has allowed 
the DOT regulatory provisions to appear as having more provisions. 

The results of the comparisons are presented Table 1 

Figure 2: Criteria Affecting Regulation Effectiveness 
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4.6. Industry Interviews 

To enhance the value of the Pipeline Safety Review it was decided to interview a number of 
pipeline licensees: using a prepared script so feedback could be compared and practically 
summarized . The intent 01 the interviews was not to measure compl iance, but ra ther to 
assess the practical ability to comply with the regulation and also determine where there may 
be instances or related opportunities for continuous improvement in the areas of: emergency 
response, pipeline integrity management and salety of pipelines near water bodies. 

Given the number of companies that are pipeline licensees in Alberta. a representative 
sample was selected for interviews. The basis lor selection was to have a mix of upstream, 
midstream and downstream (transmission); a mix of gas vs. liquids transporters and a blend 
of multi-jurisdictional and multi-national pipeline licensees. Within these criteria . interviewees 
included juniors through major multi-nationals. 

Interview questions and summarized responses are presented in Table 2. The willingness of 
pipeline licensees to participate in interviews was excellent. and all licensees interviewed 
strongly support the need for continuous improvement in all aspects of pipeline salety. 

Key points noted from the interviews are summarized as follows: 

Emergency Response 

Emergency response programs (ERP) are typically universal and on the whole. meet the 
requirements of both the ERCS Directive 71 and the Incident Command System (ICS). 

Companies have a corporate ERP. typically supported by area and/or product specific 
ERPs. 

Companies that transport hydrocarbon liquids are typically more aware 01 the 
environmental consequences 01 a leak (compared to a gas teak) and have a higher 
awareness of how to react to pipeline leaks. This includes increased training lor staff and 
(for the larger companies) having their own spill response equipment in add ition to that 
available through their Western Canadian Spill Services (WCSS) co-op membership. 

Smaller companies are more likely to have relationships with environmental 
consul tants/contractors to assist them in the event 01 a spill. 

All companies are aware of the regulatory requirements for leak detection. but the 
hydrocarbon liquids transporter have superior knowledge and capabi lities with regard to 
leak detection methodologies (they will use computational pipeline monitoring. mass 
balance and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), as well as surveillance): 
whereas gas transporters are more likely to be dependent on survei llance only (the other 
methods are typically less suited to gas operations). 

Pipeline Integrity Management 

All the interviewed licensees have integrity management programs along with emergency 
response plans and understand the management systems approach. 

The size of the company plays an obvious part in the ability to have internal resources for 
the three subject areas. Smaller companies depend more on consultants; whereas. larger 
companies tend to have better in-house knowledge and best practices, though often 
support the process with the use of consultants. 

The tendency is to have one integrity management program, based on the dominant 
regulation (typically ERCB), occasionally supplemented by requirements from the NEB 
and/or Pipeline Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA). In some instances 
companies with multiple regulators will maintain a single program with a default to the 
most demanding 01 the jurisdictional requi rements. 
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In isolated cases a company may still have integrity management programs. which are 
jurisdiction speci fic (including the U.S.). 

The ERCB appears to perform fewer audils than the NEB and B.C. OGC: but, seems to 
do more field inspections. 

The acts and regulations along with CSA Z662. Oil and Gas Pipeline Systems are 
typically the basis for the integrity management programs. 

The smaller companies more prevalently use industry best practices: whereas the larger 
companies tend to have their own internal best practices and/or expert ise. 

Pipelines are typically abandoned in place, cleaned and made safe as per regula tory 
requirements. 

The ERCB requires notification of discontinuation or abandonment; whereas the NEB 
requires an application to discontinue or abandon a pipeline. confirming some 
inconsistency across regulators on the issue of abandonment. 

With respect to pipeline records (design , construction, operating, integrity and location), 
deficiencies are most prevalent with upstream companies. and definitely related to the 
age of the pipeline {older pipelines (pre 1990) have few or no records). A contributing 
factor to the reduction of available records is associated with historical ownership 
transler. 

The majority of Alberta's pipelines being under one jurisdiction was stated as beneficial. 

Records in Alberta are typically more complete than in other jurisdictions. 

Water Bodies 

There is no clear regulatory definition on water bodies and river/creek crossings. 

There is no regula tor who clearly directs the identification of water bodies and river 
crossings. 

The minimum requirement is typically stated to be determination 01 water 
bodies/crossings off all 000 000 map 

Industry uses 1.1 000 ODD, 1 :250 000. and 1 :50 000 maps. and in many cases 
supplement the map identification approach with ground patrol verification. 

Liquids transporters typically have more comprehensive water body/crossing 
identification criteria when compared to gas transporters. 

Pipeline integrity at river crossings is typically managed as an identified hazard during the 
riSk assessment process. 

The number 01 pipeline water body inspections that identify concerns cannot be 
accurately stated: but, the predominant deficiencies are exposure or reduced soil cover 
due to surface ground erosion over time. or due to high flow events (predominantly the 
case for upstream and older pipelines). 

Suggested Om~ortunities for Improvement 

Based on the feedback collected Irom the interviews, key opportunit ies for improvement are 
summarized below: 

Emergency Response: 

Consistency of ERP requirements and regulations across jurisdictions. 

Stakeholder education on the consequences of ground disturbance and ROW 
encroachment, as well as identifying pipel ine right-ol-ways, is commonly cited as an 
opportunity for improvement. 
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Clarity on which government agency (local/provincial/federal) has jurisdiction/lead in the 
event of an emergency, as well as co-ordination of communication from stakeholders. 
regulators and government to the public during an incident response. 

e.Jp'el ine Integrity Management : 

Mandating records transfer. 

Harmonization of regulations and consistency to measuring compliance across 
jurisdictions. 

Third party ROW encroachment or pipeline interference is consistently referenced as still 
being a signi ficant concern. 

The improved and prompt sharing of lessons learned is commonly ci ted as an opportunity 
for improvement (within and across jurisdictions and stakeholders) 

Water Bodies 

Water body derlnition consistency/harmonization amongst the regulators. 

A review of all the responses that were collected during the standard interviews is presented 
in Table 2. 

Table 2: Collection of Stakeholder Interview Responses 

Emergency Response 

Question Answer 

1. Do you have an Emergency · All companies have ERPs. 
Response Plan? Has it boon · Typical ly there is a corporate or global ERP manual supported 
reviewed for effectiveness and by area and/or product specific ERP manuals. 
compliance with code and · Some companies have a third level bookleUguide that is very 
regulatory requirements. when area specific and carried by staff. 
and by whom? · Most companies use the Incident Command System (ICS) 

process in some format. 

· All companies perform exercises, both field based and table top. 

· Table top ERP exercises are performed at least annually. 
typically multiple times. The larger companies with many 
fields/areas are in some cases doing in excess of 50 exercises a 
year. 

· Field ERP exercises are performed less frequently. from once 
per year rotating through fields/areas to once per area per year. 

· In most cases head office (Calgary) participates in the 
exerCises. 

· Regulators are invited to exercises. and there is a mixed degree 
of attendance. 

0 Similarly, local first responders are typically advised of, and 
invited to the field exercises. Again. there is a mixed degree of 
attendance. 

0 The Western Canadian Spill Services (WCSS) Co-op performs 
regular exercises and most member companies wi ll participate. 

2. What par/ions of the Act. 0 Directive 071 is the predominantly referenced document. 
regulations. directives and 0 ICS. 
standards along with industry · GSA Z731 , Z1600 and the future Z246.2. 
best practices were used as the 0 OPR-99. B.C . OGG Emergency Response Requirements. 
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0 Table top ERP exercises are performed at least annually, 

typically multiple times. The larger companies with many 
fields/areas are in some cases doing in excess of 50 exercises a 
year. 

0 Field ERP exercises are performed less frequently . from once 
per year rotating through fields/areas to once per area per year. 

0 In most cases head office (Calgary) participates in the 
exercises. 

0 Regulators are invited to exercises, and there is a mixed degree 
of attendance. 

0 Similarly. local first responders are typically advised 01, and 
invited to the field exercises, Again. there is a mixed degree of 
attendance. 

0 The Western Canadian Spill Services (WCSS) Co-op performs 
regular exercises and most member companies wi ll participate. 

2. What portions of the Act. 0 Directive 071 is the predominantly referenced document. 

regulations, directives and 0 ICS. 
standards along with industry 0 GSA Z731, Z1600 and the luture Z246.2. 
best practices were used as the 0 OPR-Q9, B.C, OGC Emergency Response Requirements, 
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basis for the evalualion of Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) documents. 
compliance of the Emergency · Multi nationals use OOTIPHMSA documents. U.S. Coast Guard 
Response Plans? PREP, NIMS, CFR codes. 

· Majors may have internal best practices. 

3. Are you a member of a 'spill co- · All companies that transport liquids are members of a spill co-op 
op' , or if not what is your (WCSS for Alberta). 
corporate Emergency · Some companies consider themselves gas only and are not 
Response Plan? members 01 a spill co-op in Alberta. 

· The larger liquids focused transporters typically have their own 
spill response equipment and trained licensees (including ICS 
training in many cases). This may include spi ll response teams 
in some cases. 

· The smaller companies typically have relationships with 
environmental remediation contractors/consultants. 

· Larger companies typically have relationships with conslruction 
contractors for capital projects, and can redeploy equipmenl for 
a spill response fairly rapidly. 

· Formal and informal mutual aid agreements are typical 
throughout the industry. 

· There is typically a corporate environmental group involvement 
in the above. 

4. With reference to leak · All companies are meeting and exceeding the regulatory (and 
detection, do you have a formal GSA Z662) requirements in Alberta. 

approach to leak detection. and · The predominanlly liquid transporters have protocols and 
do you consider il to exceed the procedures in place for leak detection. 
requirements of the Alberta · The predominanlly liquid transporters use computational 
regulation? pipeline monitoring (CPM) systems, mass fiow balance systems. 

supervisory control and data acquisition (SCAOA) and visual 
surveillance 

· The predominanlly gas transporters rely extensively on right of 
way (ROW) surveillance. 

· Aerial and ground patrols are performed at least as required by 
the regulation, and in most cases more often. 

· Aerial patrols often include infrared (IR) andlor gas detection 
technologies. 

· Typical ly the frequency and type of leak detection surveillance is 
determined by risk analysis. 

5. Are there any obvious The companies were all unique in their opinions on where there may 

opportunities fOf the regulation be opportunity for improvement. Their suggestions are listed below: 

fo improve public safely and the · Forming of a nalional one-call system. 
response 10 pipeline · Sta keholder education on ground disturbance consequences 
incidentslleaks? and identifying where pipelines are. 

· Consistency is desirable across jurisdictions with respect 10 
ERPs. 

· As low as reasonably practicable (ALARP) approach is 
considered desirable. 

· Involving environmental department in pipeline risk 
assessments. 
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contractors for capital projects. and can redeploy equipment lor 
a spill response fairly rapidly. 

· Formal and informal mutual aid agreements are typical 
throughout the industry. 

· There is typically a corporate environmental group involvement 
in the above. 

4. With reference to leak · All companies are meeting and exceeding the regulatory (and 
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0 There would be benefits to clarity on which government agency 

(local/provincial/federal) has jurisdiction/lead in the event of an 
emergency. 

0 Co-ordination 01 communication Irom stakeholders, regu lators 
and government to the public would be beneficial. 

0 Setback requirements are inadequate in some cases (based on 
consequence). 

0 ROW enforcement and the consequence to violators is non-
e~istent. A caution on this is that it is preferable to have a third 
party strike reported rather than hidden. 

0 Formalise the use of ICS for consistency. 
0 Improve stakeholder understanding of the e~isting 

regulation/process with respect to emergency response 
(education). 

0 Manage regulation such that budgets are not applied to low risk 
pipelines at the e~pense of reduced management and mitigation 
on higher risk pipelines. 

0 Fines could be directed toward spill co-ops to improve the ability 
to respond effectively 

0 Get guidance from regulators on the minimum e~pectation fo r a 
response. 

0 Ensure appropriate spill response is available to all licensees 
regardless of company size. 

Pipeline Integrity Management 

Question Answer 

1. Do you have a corporale 0 The answer to the question 'Do you have an Integrity 

Integrity Management Program. Management Program?" was consistently yes; typically with a 
and has il been reviewed for program that is typical ly a corporate one supported with specirlc 
compliance with code and area or asset programs where necessary. 
regulatory requirements, when 0 Most IMPs are written to comply with the dominant jurisdiction 
and by whom? (most often ERCB): but, with other jurisdictions taken into 

account. On a single occasion. the dominant jurisdiction was the 
Netherlands who is presumed to have better IMP 
requirements/regulation. 

0 Some companies create separate IMPs for Canada vs U.S. (or 
other Canadian jurisdictions); however, lor the most part they 
are rela tively similar so it simply means slight revisions for each 
jurisdiction. 

0 All IMPs have typically had jurisdictional, external and internal 
audits and reviews performed on them, 

0 The NEB and the B.C. OGC appear to have a more formal audit 
protocol; however. the ERCB appears to perform more field or 
area inspections. 

0 There does not appear to be any consistent regulator audit 
process or pattern. 

0 Typical ly, all companies interviewed have a stated internal 
audiUreview process. and most also have an external 
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audiUreview process (for multinationals this could be a company 
based e)(ternal audit team). 

2. What portions of the Act, 0 All companies referenced GSA Z662 and Annex N as the main 
regulation, directives and guiding regulatory documents. 
standards along with industry 0 The relevant jurisdictional acts and regulations were referenced 
best practices were used as the where pipelines were in the jurisdiction. 
basis for the evaluation of 0 Directives. bulletins and information leiters were routinely 
compliance for the Integrity referenced. 
Management Programs? 0 Companies with a presence in the U,S. reference ASME and 

CFR codes and regula tion. 
0 Companies are all aware of industry best practices. but only 

around half of the companies appear to actively use them. 
0 The majors tend to have internal best practices that 

predominate. 
0 The juniors are more likely to reference and use industry best 

practices. 

3. D08S the company have a 0 Typically discontinuation is favoured over abandonment. 
philosophy for Ihe 0 All Companies have a decision process that is fo llowed prior to 
abandonment of pipelines? discontinuation or abandonment. 

0 Typical ly pipelines are discontinued/abandoned in place. 
0 All companies have procedures and/or checklists that meet 

andlor exceed the minimum regulatory requirements. 
0 Pipelines are generally cleaned prior to 

discontinuation/abandonment, and purged (generally with 
nitrogen). 

0 One company leak tests the pipelines before 
discontinuation/abandonment. 

0 The majors are more likely to have a group that manages 
discontinuation/ abandonment (of pipelines. wells and facilities) 
and these same companies typically have a budget for this 
activity. 

0 The transmission pipeline companies tend to risk assess the 
decision to abandon in place or remove, and will remove if 
required, Often the removal of a pipeline is considered to have a 
more significant effect on the environment and public than 
leaving a line in place. 

4. Records are routinely slaled as The answers that follow were received from a mi)( of transmission , 
'inadequate ' in the pipeline midstream and upstream companies. 
industry. Please answer the ,) Half the respondents indicated 'good' , while half stated 'good' 
following questions with one of for newer lines down to 'poor" for old lines. 
the fol/owing responses: poor. b) Approximately 84 per cent responded 'good' and 'complete '. 
reasonable, good, and The remainder had some 'good' and some 'poor', dependant on 
complete. area. 

" What is the status of 0) Approximately 75 per cent responded 'good' to 'complete '. 25 
design/construction records? per cent mi)(ed from 'poor' (age and area driven) to 'good'. b, What is the status of pipeline d) Approximately 40 per cent Slated 'good' to 'complete' , 15 per 
location records? cent 'reasonable', 25 per cent 'poor", and the rest of the 

" What is the status of pipeline responses were mi)(ed, dependant on age, location and size of 
ooerational l intearitv records? previous owner. 
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location records? cent 'reasonable' , 25 per cent 'poor", and the rest of the 

oi What is the status of pipeline responses were mixed. dependant on age. location and size of 
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d) When pipelines are acquired, 0) Approximatety 75 per cent responded 'good' to 'complete', The 
are records (as above) supplied remainder are mi~ed dependant on availability of the records to 
with the pipeline? transfer. 

0) When pipelines are sold. are 
records formally transferred to General comments: 
the new owner? · Transmission and NEB regulated pipelines have better records. 

· Upstream companies have more challenges on records, 

· Upstream and midstream typically have poor records on older 
pipe. 

· The records appear to improve significantly for newer (post 
2000) pipelines. 

· All respondents request records when acquiring pipelines and 
have mixed results from 'complete' records from larger 
companies and newer pipelines, to 'poor' records from smaller 
companies and older pipelines. 

· On occasion records are received but are incomplete . 

· All respondents transfer e~isting records with dispositions. 

· Comments were made that the records in Alberta are generally 
better compared to other jurisdictions. 

5. Are there any obvious · Unauthorised ground disturbancelth ird party damage is sti ll 
opportunities for the regulation identified as a concern . It was suggested there should be 
to improve the integrity penalties for these events: but. some also discouraged this. as 
management of pipelines in the preference is to have people/contractors advise when these 
general or specific terms? events happen rather than hide the event for fear of retribution. 

· The opportunity e~ists for clarification on Engineering 
Assessment (EA). There is a perception of inconsistency on the 
requirements in an EA within, and across regulators. 

· Sharing of knowledge and information between regulators and 
stakeholders could be improved . 

· Sharing of incident statistics with stakeholders could improve 
(with more definition and clarity, and quicker). 

· Setting standard key performance indicators (KPls) for leading 
and lagging indicators could be beneficial. 

· Harmonization and consistency of regulations across 
jurisdictions could be beneficial. Similarly, consistency within 
and across jurisdictions would be beneficial with respect to 
measuring compliance. 

· Regulators could lead stakeholder improvement technical 
studies, as is done by the Pipeline Hazardous Materials Safety 
Administration (PHMSA). or promote the development of certain 
technologies that are beneficial to pipeline Integrity. 

· Regulation mandating the transfer of e~isting pipeline records at 
the time of ownership change would be beneficial. 

· Guidance on what is required in a Risk Assessment could be 
beneficial. 

· The current map submission requirements on application are 
basic. more detailed mapping (construction and survey maps) 
are available and would improve the quality of the ERCB 
records on pipeline location going forward . 

· The management of setbacks in developed areas could be 
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records formally transferred to General comments: 
the new owner? · Transmission and NEB regulated pipelines have better records. 

· Upstream companies have more challenges on records. 

· Upstream and midstream typically have poor records on older 
pipe. 

· The records appear to improve significantly for newer (post 
2000) pipelines. 

· All respondents request records when acquiring pipelines and 
have mixed results from 'complete' records from larger 
companies and newer pipelines, to 'poor' records from smaller 
companies and older pipelines. 

· On occasion records are received but are incomplete . 

· All respondents transfer existing records with dispositions. 

· Comments were made that the records in Alberta are generally 
beller compared to other jurisdictions. 

5. Are Ihere any obvious · Unauthorised ground disturbance/third party damage is sti ll 
opportunities for the regulation identified as a concern . 1\ was suggested there should be 
10 improve the integrity penalties for these events: but, some also discouraged this, as 
management of pipelines in the preference is to have people/contractors advise when these 
general or specific tenns? events happen rather than hide the event for fear 01 retribution. 

· The opportunity exists for clarification on Engineering 
Assessment (EA). There is a perception of inconsistency on the 
requirements in an EA within. and across regulators. 

· Sharing of knowledge and information between regulators and 
stakeholders could be improved . 

· Sharing of incident statistics with stakeholders could improve 
(with more definition and clarity. and quicker). 

· Setting standard key performance indicators (KPls) for leading 
and lagging indicators could be beneficial. 

· Harmonization and consistency of regulations across 
jurisdictions could be beneficial. Similarly, consistency within 
and across jurisdictions would be beneficial with respect to 
measuring compliance, 

· Regulators could lead stakeholder improvement technical 
studies. as is done by the Pipeline Hazardous Materials Safety 
Administration (PHMSA), or promote the development of certain 
technologies that are beneficial to pipeline Integrity. 

· Regulation mandating the transfer of existing pipeline records at 
the time of ownership change would be beneficial. 

· Guidance on what is required in a Risk Assessment could be 
beneficial. 

· The current map submission requirements on application are 
basic, more detailed mapping (construction and survey maps) 
are available and would improve the quality of the ERCB 
records on pipeline location going forward . 

· The management of setbacks in developed areas could be 
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Pipeline Integrity Management 

Question Answer 

improved (create sterile zones on ROW's near towns and cities). 

· Sour service definition , per the regulation and codes. could be 
simpli fied . 

Water Bodies 

Question Answer 

1. What definition do you use to · All licensees consider ERCS Directive 056 to be the minimum 

identify water bodies from regulatory requirement guiding the identification of water body 

applicable regulation . directives crossings in Alberta. 

and standards? · Companies thai have nalural gas leel the 1:1 000000 Map 
criteria to identi fy river crossings is adequate (a gas leak is 
typically of lower consequence). 

· Companies with liquid pipelines typically use 1 :250 000 or 
1 :50 000 maps to identify water bodies, and typically add ground 
based surveys to identify additional drainage risks. 

· Most companies have internal environmental departments and 
they typically have maps with higher than 1:1 000 000 
resolution . 

· ERP maps are typically higher than 1:1 000000 resolu tion. 

· Some companies have river crossings identified and monitored 
by their Geotechnical departments. 

· Some companies define their crossings and water bodies to 
Alberta Environment (AENV) and Environment and Sustainable 
Resource Development (ESRD) requirements (Appendix C, Ref 
35 & 36). 

· On new pipelines. some companies identify crossings and water 
bodies off the construction alignment and survey maps. 

2. What portions of the Act. · Alberta Pipeline Act. Regulation, Directive 056, Directive 066. 
regulation. directives and CSA Z652, Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resources 
standardS along with industry AcURegulationsllCodes of Practice. 
best practices were used as the · There is no one clear document (regulatory or best practice) that 
basis for identifying and directs pipeline licensees on how to identify water bodies. 
establishing the number of · A pipeline licensee will run risk assessments to identify water 
pipelines crossing water body crossings per company best practices. 
bodies? 

3. What is considered required by · The Alberta Pipeline Regulation (43(1)) sets an annual 
the regulation regarding the requirement for the surface inspection 01 a pipeline that crosses 
inspection ' of river crossings? water. 

· Companies typically extend the requirements to include depth of 
cover on pipelines. 

· Companies will typically inspect (in add ition to the annual 
requirement) lollowing high ftow events. 

· Some companies consider the pipeline regulation requirements 
to be specifically lor a surface inspection. and monitor pipeline 
integrity based on the risk assessment of the pipeline at the 
water crossing. 
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Pipeline Integrity Management 

Question Answer 

improved (create sterile zones on ROW's near towns and cities). 

· Sour service definition , per the regulation and codes, could be 
simplified . 

Water Bodies 

Question Answer 

1. What definition do you USB to · Ail licensees consider ERCS Directive 056 to be the minimum 

identify waler bodies from regulatory requirement guiding the identification of water body 

applicable regulation , directives crossings in Alberta. 
and standards? · Companies thai have natural gas feel the 1;1 000000 Map 

criteria to identi fy river crossings is adequate (a gas leak is 
typically of lower consequence). 

· Companies with liquid pipelines typically use 1 :250 000 or 
1 :50 000 maps to identify water bodies, and typically add ground 
based surveys to identify additional drainage risks. 

· Most companies have internal environmental departments and 
they typically have maps with higher than 1:1 000000 
resolution , 

· ERP maps are typically higher than 1:1 000000 resolution. 

· Some companies have river crossings identified and monitored 
by their Geotechnical departments. 

· Some companies define their crossings and water bodies to 
Alberta Environment (AENV) and Environment and Sustainable 
Resource Development (ESRD) requirements (Appendix C, Ref 
35 & 36). 

· On new pipelines, some companies identify crossings and water 
bodies off the construction alignment and survey maps. 

2. What portions of the Act, · Alberta Pipeline Act, Regulation, Direcl/vB 056, Directive 066, 
regulation, directives and CSA Z662. Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resources 
standards along with industry AcURegulalionsllCodes of Practice. 
best practices were used as the · There is no one clear document (regulatory or best practice) that 
basis for identifying and directs pipeline licensees on how to identify water bodies. 
Bstablishing the number of · A pipeline licensee wil l run risk assessments to identify water 
pipelines crossing water body crossings per company best practices. 
bodies? 

3. What is considered required by · The Alberta Pipeline Regulation (43(1)) sets an annual 
the regulation regarding the requirement for the surface inspection of a pipeline that crosses 
inspection ' of river crossings? water, 

· Companies typically extend the requirements to include depth of 
cover on pipelines. 

· Companies will typically inspect (in addition to the annual 
requirement) following high flow events. 

· Some companies consider the pipeline regula tion requirements 
to be specifically for a surface inspection. and monitor pipeline 
integrity based on the risk assessment of the pipeline at the 
water crossing. 
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Question Answer 

improved (create sterile zones on ROW's near towns and cilies). 

· Sour service definilion , per the regulation and codes, could be 
simplified . 

Water Bodies 

Question Answer 

1. What definition do you use to · Ail licensees consider ERCS Directive 056 to be the minimum 

identify waler bodies from regulalory requirement guiding Ihe identification of water body 

applicable regulation . directives crossings in Alberta. 
and standards? · Companies Ihal have nalural gas leel the 1;1 000000 Map 

crileria to identi ly river crossings is adequate (a gas leak is 
typically of lower consequence). 

· Companies with liquid pipelines typically use 1 :250 000 or 
1 :50 000 maps 10 identify waler bodies, and typically add ground 
based surveys 10 identify additional drainage risks. 

· Mosl companies have internal environmenlal departments and 
they typically have maps with higher Ihan 1:1 000000 
resolulion . 

· ERP maps are typically higher Ihan 1:1 000000 resolution. 

· Some companies have river crossings identified and monitored 
by Iheir Geolechnical departments. 

· Some companies define their crossings and water bodies to 
Alberta Environment (AENV) and Environmenl and Sustainable 
Resource Development (ESRD) requirements (Appendix C, Ref 
35 & 36). 

· On new pipelines. some companies identify crossings and water 
bodies off the construction alignment and survey maps. 

2. What portions of the Act, · Alberta Pipeline Act, Regulation, Directive 056, Directive 066, 
regulation, directives and CSA Z662, Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resources 
standards along with industry AcURegulalionsllCodes of Practice. 
best practices were used as the · There is no one clear document (regulatory or best practice) that 
basis for identifying and directs pipeline licensees on how to identify water bodies. 
establishing the number of · A pipeline licensee wil l run risk assessments to identify water 
pipelines crossing waler body crossings per company besl praclices. 
bodies? 

3. What is considered required by · The Alberta Pipeline Regulation (43(1)) sets an annual 
the regulation regarding the requirement for the surface inspection of a pipeline thai crosses 
inspection ' of river crossings? water. 

· Companies typically extend the requirements to include depth of 
cover on pipelines. 

· Companies will typically inspect (in addition 10 the annual 
requirement) following high flow events. 

· Some companies consider the pipeline regula tion requiremenls 
to be specifically for a surface inspection. and monitor pipeline 
integrity based on the risk assessment oflhe pipeline at the 
water crossing. 
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Water Bodies 

Question Answer 

4. 

5 

6. 

· Some companies perform integrity assessments as part of the 
annual water crossing inspection. 

· Some companies perform underwater inspections. 

· The minimum requirement to perform ROW surveil lance and 
water crossing inspections was stated as always achieved, and 
in most cases exceeded . ROW surveillance flights in some 
cases are performed up to weekly. 

What percentage of Identified · Consistently stated that all identified crossings have been 
crossings, have been evaluated evaluated for compliance. 
for compliance of patrol and 
annual inspection as required 
by the Act, regulation, directives 
and standards? 

What percent of water body · The per cent of water crossings that find concerns varies 
crossing inspections find tremendously depending on the companies. From none to few 
concerns. and which are the and in one case potentially up to 10 per cent. 
most prevalent issues. · The predominant concern is reduced depth of cover (typically 

older pipelines). 

· Exposed pipelines, riverbank movement, missing signage were 
also noted as concerns. 

Are there any obvious · Clarity on the regulation and defini tion on what inspections are 
opportunities fOf the regulation required and at what frequency would be beneficial. 
to improve the safety of · Clarity on the regulation and inspection requirements for non-
pipelines at water bodies and metallic pipelines would be beneficial. 
crossings? · Water body definiUon consistency/harmonization amongst the 

regulators (and stakeholders). 

· Pipeline licensees should have an inventory of water crossings, 
including location, pipeline, production details and incident 
response guidance. 

· Increase risk based inspection approach at crossings. 

4,7. Regulator Interviews: 

Interviews were conducted with members of the ERGB , B.G. OGG and the Saskatchewan 
Ministry of the Economy (Engineering Services Branch). The NEB provided their feedback 
through a written response 10 a prepared set of questions. The informalion gleaned from 
these interviews was typically consistent within and across the regulators and has been 
summarized below. 
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Water Bodies 

Question Answer 

4. 

5. 

, 

· Some companies perform integrity assessments as part of the 
annual water crossing inspection . 

· Some companies perform underwater inspections. 

· The minimum requirement to perform ROW surveillance and 
water crossing inspections was stated as always achieved. and 
in most cases exceeded. ROW surveillance flights in some 
cases are performed up to weekly. 

What percentage of Identified · Consistently stated that all identified crossings have been 
crossings. have been evaluated evaluated for compliance. 
for compliance of patrol and 
annual inspection as required 
by the Act. regulation, directives 
and standards? 

What percent of water body · The per cent of water crossings that lind concerns varies 
crossing inspections find tremendously depending on the companies. From none to lew 
concerns. and which are Ihe and in one case potentially up to 10 per cent. 
most prevalent issues. · The predominant concern is reduced depth of cover (typically 

older pipetines). 

· Exposed pipelines. riverbank movement, missing signage were 
also noted as concerns. 

Are there any obvious · Clarity on the regulation and defini tion on what inspections are 
opportunities for the regulation required and at what frequency would be beneficial. 
to improve the safely of · Clarity on the regulation and inspection requirements for non-
pipelines at water bodies and metallic pipelines would be beneficial. 
crossings? · Water body definition consistency/harmonization amongst the 

regulators (and stakeholders). 

· Pipeline licensees should have an inventory of water crossings, 
including location, pipeline, production details and incident 
response guidance. 

· Increase risk based inspection approach at crossings. 

4,7. Regulator Interviews: 

Interviews were conducted with members of the ERCB . B.C. OGC and the Saskatchewan 
Ministry of the Economy (Engineering Services Branch). The NEB provided their feedback 
through a written response to a prepared set of questions. The information gleaned from 
these interviews was typically consistent within and across the regulators and has been 
summarized below. 
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Water Bodies 

Question Answer 

4. 

5. 

, 

· Some companies perform integrily assessments as part of the 
annual water crossing inspeclion . 

· Some companies perform underwaler inspections. 

· The minimum requirement 10 perform ROW surveil lance and 
water crossing inspections was stated as always achieved. and 
in mosl cases exceeded. ROW surveillance flights in some 
cases are performed up to weekly. 

What percentage of Identified · Consistently stated that all identified crossings have been 
crossings. have been evaluated evaluated for compliance. 
for compliance of patrol and 
annual inspection as required 
by the Act. regulation, directives 
and standards? 

What percent of water body · The per cent of water crossings that lind concerns varies 
crossing inspections find tremendously depending on the companies. From none to few 
concerns. and which are the and in one case potentially up to 10 per cent. 
most prevalent issues. · The predominant concern is reduced depth of cover (typically 

older pipelines). 

· Exposed pipelines, riverbank movement, missing signage were 
also noted as concerns. 

Are there any obvious · Clarity on the regulation and defini tion on what inspections are 
opportunities for the regulation required and at what frequency would be beneficial. 
to improve the safety of · Clarity on the regulation and inspection requirements for non-
pipelines at water bodies and metallic pipelines would be beneficial. 
crossings? · Water body definition consistency/harmonization amongst the 

regulators (and stakeholders). 

· Pipeline licensees should have an inventory of water crossings, 
including location, pipeline, production details and incident 
response guidance. 

· Increase risk based inspection approach at crossings. 

4.7. Regulator Interviews: 

Interviews were conducted with members of the ERCB , B.C. OGC and the Saskatchewan 
Ministry of the Economy (Engineering Services Branch). The NEB provided their feedback 
through a written response to a prepared set of questions. The information gleaned from 
these interviews was typically consistent within and across the regulators and has been 
summarized below. 
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The following table reveals the number of licensees managed by each regulator (supplied by 
respective regula tors, November, 2012). 

Regulatory 
Number of Licensees Jurisdiction 

Alberta (ERCB) 886 

British Columbia (OGC) 120 

Saskatchewan (MER) 25 

Canada (NEB) 99 

Public Safety and Response to Pipeline Incidents 

Al l of the regulators responded that they felt the systems and procedures in place for reacting 
to pipeline incidents are well established and adequate. There are currently revisions to the 
existing directives being prepared in both Alberta and BC, where improvements from past 
reviews, exercises and incidents were noted . The regulators commented that the add ition of 
a requirement to fo llow the Incident Command System (ICS) in the pending revisions will 
contribute to improving current requirements and enhance publ ic safety_ Spil l Co-ops have 
been set up across Alberta, BC and Saskatchewan; which provide a consistent and available 
resource of trained personnel and equipment for oil and gas industry emergency support. 

Al l licensees transporting liquids are members of a spill co-op. all of whom require mandatory 
involvement in exercises. All required ERCB staff are trained to ICS requirements, and at 
least one person at all nine ERCB fie ld offices, plus personnel within the centra l Calgary 
office, are tra ined responders (per formal advanced training provided by the Alberta 
Emergency Management Agency). This ensures that the ERCB is able to assist industry and 
synchronize with other government regulatory bodies to make sure emergencies are 
managed and that effective communications are maintained 

Pipeline Integrity Management 

On the topic of pipeline integrity management it was noted that a one size fits all approach to 
regulation is not the best approach as industry has different needs and capabilities based on 
the licensee's competency and maturity level. It was noted that from the ERCB field 
inspectors' perspective, there is a necessity for simple prescriptive regulation in some cases; 
whereas the ERCB staff in Calgary were more supportive of a goal based approach_ The 
NEB has had more experience 01 administering a performance-based approach than other 
regulators_ Across all Canadian regulatory jurisdictions it is a common consensus that 
pipeline inlegrity management regulation is adequate, and that the onus is on the licensee to 
ensure their pipelines comply with existing regulation and are operated safely. 

A next step, which has been identified by regulator staff. to improve overall pipeline integri ty 
is checking the adequacy and effectiveness of a licensee's mandated integrity management 
program (IMP). Inspections, audits and maintaining records of the history of pipeline incidents 
is soon as areas for improvement in the application of integrity management programs and 
possible benChmarkS for improvement. 

Pipeline records transfer was also highlighted as an area for improvement. While there have 
been improvements in record keeping in recen t years by licensees constructing new 
pipelines, there is a general understanding that records re tention and transfer during the 
processes of acquisition and divestiture could be improved, thus allowing for more thorough 
integrity management. 

In discussions with ERCB personnel, the issue of future resourcing to keep up wi th the 
expanding industry and changing technologies was a common concern . This is with 
reference both to technical competency, as wel l as number 01 resources available to perform 
regulatory oversight (this applies to all three subject areas of the review). 
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Public Safety and Response to Pipeline Incidents 

All of the regulators responded that they felt the systems and procedures in place for reacting 
to pipeline incidents are well established and adequate. There are currenlly revisions to the 
existing directives being prepared in both Alberta and BC, where improvements from past 
reviews, exercises and incidents were noted. The regulators commented that the addition of 
a requirement to follow the Incident Command System (ICS) in the pending revisions will 
contribute to improving current requirements and enhance public safety. Spil l Co-ops have 
been set up across Alberta, BC and Saskatchewan; which provide a consistent and available 
resource of trained personnel and equipment for oil and gas industry emergency support. 

All licensees transporting liquids are members of a spill co-op, all of whom require mandatory 
involvement in exercises. All required ERCB staff are trained to ICS requirements. and at 
least one person at all nine ERCB fie ld offices. plus personnel within the central Calgary 
office. are trained responders (per formal advanced training provided by the Alberta 
Emergency Management Agency). This ensures that the ERCB is able to assist industry and 
synchronize with other government regulatory bodies to make sure emergencies are 
managed and that effective communications are maintained . 

Pipeline Integrity Management 

On the topic of pipeline integrity management it was noted that a one size fits all approach to 
regulation is not the best approach as industry has different needs and capabilities based on 
the licensee's competency and maturity level. It was noted that from the ERCB field 
inspectors' perspective. Ihere is a necessity for simple prescriptive regulation in some cases: 
whereas the ERCB staff in Calgary were more supportive of a goal based approach . The 
NEB has had more experience of administering a performance-based approach than other 
regulators. Across all Canadian regulatory jurisdictions it is a common consensus that 
pipeline integrity management regulation is adequate, and that the onus is on the licensee to 
ensure their pipelines comply with existing regulation and are operated safely. 

A next step, which has been identified by regulator staff, to improve overall pipeline integri ty 
is checking the adequacy and effectiveness of a licensee's mandaled integrity management 
program (IMP). Inspections, audits and maintaining records of the history of pipeline incidents 
is seen as areas for improvement in the application of integrity management programs and 
possible benchmarks for improvement. 

Pipeline records transfer was also highlighted as an area for improvement. While there have 
been improvements in record keeping in recent years by licensees constructing new 
pipelines, there is a general understanding tha t records re tention and transfer during the 
processes of acquisition and divestiture could be improved, thus allowing for more thorough 
integrity management. 

In discussions with ERCB personnel. the issue of future resourcing to keep up wi th the 
expanding industry and changing technologies was a common concern . This is with 
reference both to technical competency, as well as number 01 resources available to perform 
regulatory oversight (this applies to all three subject areas 01 the review). 
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regulation is not the best approach as industry has different needs and capabilities based on 
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is checking the adequacy and effectiveness of a licensee's mandaled integrity management 
program (IMP). Inspections, audits and maintaining records of the history 01 pipeline incidents 
is seen as areas for improvement in the application of integrity management programs and 
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Pipeline records transfer was also highlighted as an area for improvement. While there have 
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Safety of Pipelines near Water Bodies 

The key point ra ised by interv iewed regulators on the safety of pipelines near water bodies is 
a lack of consistency for Ihe actual definition of a water body by a licensee. The definitions of 
water bodies, and the interpretation 01 the inspection requirements, varies dependent on the 
competency and maturity of the licensee. How licensees manage the safety of pipelines near 
water bodies will differ upon their understanding or interpretation of available defin itions. 

Risk 

The interviews confirmed that al l regulators understand that risk management is an integral 
part of Iheir function: whether it is applied to design . inspection. audits. changes 10 regula tion 
or emergency response and crisis management. The public, licensees and regulators 
e)(perience e)(posure to risk every day; however. each has a different risk appetite and risk 
tolerance. The creation of a consistent framework that sets out requirements for riSk definition 
and management will assist in building alignment amongst all parties on acceptable risk. II 
this risk framework is prepared collaboratively between regulators and government bodies 
(e.g. the ERCS and Alberta Environment). and possibly industry and the public through 
appropriate representation , the opportunity for an early consensus will improve. The ERGS 
has identified the need for the development of a corporate (ERGS) wide risk management 
system as a strategic objective, and have set a goal to achieve this. 
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5. Methodology 

5.1. Method of Approach 

5.1.1. Phase 1: Information Gathering and High·level Review 

The pipeline safely review project was performed by a leam of subject mailer experts 
with diverse backgrounds, including engineers, academia, retired regulators and 
industry pipeline specialists: as well as technical staff slill intimately involved with the 
pipel ine integrity industry in Alberta and further afield . 

The project leadership team and subject matter experts first defined the sources of 
document reference material and then the tasks required to procure the relevant 
materials for more detailed review. Ultimately, twelve jurisdictions were assessed 
and compared to an appropriale degree in the review (see Table 3). 

For U.S. jurisdictions, the federal regulator (DOT/PHMSA) and two representative 
states were included, reflecting the spectrum of U.S. regulation. A limited analysis of 
international jurisdictions - primarily UK/Europe and Australia - was included only 
at a high level. While not included as separate jurisdictions, pipeline and energy 
industry organizations were included to the extent that their best practices influence 
the Canadian regulatory environment for pipelines. 

Table 3: Jurisdictions and other Information Sources Included in Review 

Jurisdiction (Count) Review Encompassed 

Acts, Regulations, Directives, Guides 

Alberta (1) Directly-referenced Canadian Standards Associat ion 
(CSA) Codes 

Canadian Provincial (2) 
B.C. , Saskatchewan, (offshore pipelines were not 
included because Alberta has none) 

Canadian Federal (1) NEB·Pipelines that cross a provincial or international 
boundary 

Texas: pipelines in operation the longest time 

U.S. Sample of States (2) 
Alaska: pipelines most stringently-regulated U.S. 
state 

International (6) United Kingdom. Netherlands, France. Norway, 
Brazil and Australia. High-level review only 

Reviewed principal ly for best practices: for example, 
Industry Organizations (6) CEPA, CAPP, INGAA, NOPSEMA, CONCAWE. 
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A top-down approach to organize documents for inclusion: see Figure 3 lor an idealized Canadian 
document organization. 
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Figure 3: Hierarch ical Approach to Document Inc lusion in Review 
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As relevant documents were gathered , they were further grouped into the three key 
subject areas listed in Section 3.4 speci fied by the ERCS as the focus of the analysis, 
noting any pertinent relationships between the areas. 

The ERCS reference material was categorized, summarized and tabulated first. and 
was then cross-referenced to the remaining reference materials from other 
jurisdictions and stakeholders. 

Information was also collected via interviews conducted with selected stakeholder 
representatives. Personnel interviewed included representatives of: 

the ERCS 

representatives of other regulators and jurisdictions (Canadian , North American 
and international) 

industry organizations 

pipeline licensees 

Where possible. standardized interview scripts for the respective parties to be 
interviewed were prepared, to guide the interview process and provide consistency to 
the data collected. Each script was intended to assess an organization's 
understanding of the existing local regulation (and others if they are multi
jurisdictional) and best practices, and to determine if there are any obvious 
opportunities for improvement. 
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6. Appendices 
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Appendix A: Abbreviations Used 

ACRONYM DESCRIPTION 

ABSA Alberta Boilers Safety Association 

ACoP Approved Code of Practice 

AEMA Alberta Emergency Management Agency 

AENV Alberta Environment 

AEW Alberta Environment and Water 

AGA American Gas Association 

AHS Alberta Health Services 

AHW Alberta Health and Wellness 

ALARP As Low As Reasonabty Practicable 

APC Alaska Pipeline Commission 

API American Petroleum Institute 

APUC Alaska Public Util ities Commission 

ARD Agriculture and Rural Development 

AS Australian Standard 

ASERT Alberta Environment Support Emergency Response Team (wi th AEW) 

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

ASSIST Alberta Security and Strategic Intelligence Support Team 

AT Alberta Transportation 

S.C. OGC British Columbia Oil and Gas Commission 

SOEM Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 

SSi British Standards 

C-FER Technologies - Centre for Frontier Engineering Research 

CAPP Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 

CAR Community and Aboriginal Relation Group (ERCS) 

CDJ Canada Department of Justice 

CEPA 
Canadian Energy Pipeline Association 

Canadian Environmental Protection Act 

CEM Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 

CFR Code of Federal Regula tions (Uni ted States) 

CGA Canadian Gas Association 

CI Criticat Infrastructure 

CIC Alberta Transportation Coord ination and Information Centre 
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ACRONYM DESCRIPTION 

CMO Consequence Management Officer 

COGOA Canada Oil and Gas Operations Act 

COMAH Control of Major Accident Hazards Regulations 

CONCAWE Conservation of Clean Air and Water in Europe 

COPR Common Operating Picture Report (for ministers) 

CPEC Canadian Pipeline Environment Committee 

CPUC California Public Utilities Commission 

CSA Canadian Standards Association 

DFO Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

DOT Department of Transportation (United States) 

DRP Disaster Recovery Program 

EC Environment Canada 

ECO Emergency Operations Centre 

EI Employment and Immigration 

EOC Emergency Operations Centre 

EPA Environmental Protection Agency (United States) 

EPWG Emergency Planning Working Group 

ERCB Energy Resources Conservation Board 

ERG Emergency Response Group (with ERCB) 

ERP Emergency Response Plan 

ESRD Ministry of Environment and Sustainable Resources Development 

EU European Union 

EUB Energy Utilities Board 

FNHIB-HC First Nations and Inuit Health Branch - Health Canada 

GoA Government 01 Alberta 

H,S Hydrogen Sulphide 

HADD Harmful Alteration , Disruption or Destruction 

HSE Health Safety and Executive (United Kingdom) 

IB Information Bulletin 

ICS Incident Command System 

10 Interim Directive 

IG-26 ERCB Interna l Guide 26 - Incident Response and Reporting Protocol 

INGAA Interstate Natural Gas Association of America 

IRR Incident Response Report 
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ACRONYM DESCRIPTION 

KPI Key Performance Indicators 

MA Municipat Affairs 

MBCA Migratory Birds Convention Act 

MEP Municipal Emergency Ptan 

MERSK Ministry of energy Resources 01 Saskatchewan 

MOEON Ministry of Energy Ontario 

MOU Memorandum 01 Understanding 

NACE National Association of Corrosion Engineers 

NEB National Energy Board 

NEBA National Energy Board Act 

NOPSEMA National Offshore Petroteum Safety and Environmentat Management Authority {Australia} 

NTA Netherlands Technical Agreement 

NWPA Navigable Waters Protection Act 

OC Oil Commission 

OEB Ontario Energy Board 

OECD Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 

OH&S Occupational Health & Safety 

OSFM Office of the State Fire Marshal 

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administra tion 

PAB Public Affairs Bureau 

PAPA Pipeline Association for Public Awareness 

PAS Publicly Available Specification 

PHMSA Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Salety Administration 

PIA Post Incident Assessment 

PIISP Petroleum Industry Incident Support Plan 

POC Provincial Operations Centre {formerly known as the GEOC} 

PoE Pathways of Effects 

PPSA Pigging Products and Services Association 

PRCI Pipeline Research Council International 

PSC Public Safety Canada 

REOC Regional Emergency Operations Centre 

RRC Railroad Commission of Texas 

RSA Revised Statutes of Alberta 

RSBC Revised Statutes of British Columbia 
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ACRONYM DESCRIPTION 

RSC Revised Statutes of Canada 

RSS Revised Statutes of Saskatchewan 

RSO Revised Statutes of Ontario 

SA Service Alberta 

SARA Species at Risk Act 

SBC Statutes of British Columbia 

SC Statutes of Canada 

SIESO Society of Industrial Emergency Services Officers 

SITREP Situation Report 

SME Subject Matter Expert 

SO Statutes of Ontario 

SolGPS Alberta Solicitor General and Public Security 

SOR Statutory Orders and Regulations 

SPOG Sundre Petroleum Operations Group (mutual aid group) 

SRD Sustainable Resource Development 

55 Statutes of Saskatchewan 

ST Statistic Report 

TC Transport Canada 

TSB Transportation Safety Board of Canada 

TSSA Technical Standards and Safety Authority (Ontario) 

UK United Kingdom 

UKOPA United Kingdom Onshore Pipeline Operators' Association 

U.S. United States 

USC United States Code 

USCG United States Coast Guard 

WCSS Western Canadian Spil l Services Ltd . 
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Appendix B: Compilation and Summary of Actual Clause Text for Acts, Regulations, 
and Directives and Guidelines by Jurisdiction 

Appendix B for the Alberia Pipeline Safety Review is comprehensive and extensive. In order to provide easy 
reference for the reader, the table below is provided to guide the selection of information for comparison. By 
lining up the jurisdiction of choice next to Alberia, all rows will line up for comparison. 1/ a table shows a 
shaded cell it means that there is no comparable act, regulation, directive, etc. 

For the Canadian jurisdictions. comparisons were made of the information in Appendix B. For the U.S. and 
international regutatory bodies. the review was at a higher-level and comparisons were only made where 
obvious and relevant. 

It is imporiant to note that all comparisons in this review are made with Alberia as the constant. It ;s 
recommended that the Alber1a tab is opened first. and that the other jurisdiction tabs are opened in 
comparison to Alberta. Comparing non-Alberta jurisdictions to each other in this appendix may in some cases 
provide inadequate information. 

Pi eline (me fit Mana ement 
Alberta BC Sask eSA NEB US DDT Alaska Australia 

Abandonment 
2_1PIM 2·1PIM 2_1PIM 2_1PIM 2_1PIM 2_1PIM 2·1PIM 2· 1PIM 
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Appendix 61: Public Safety and Response to Pipeline Incidents 

Refer 10 attached document: Apdx61-Public Safety and Response 10 Pipeline Incidents pdf 
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Appendix 62: Pipeline Integrity Management 

Refer 10 attached document ApdxB2-PIM Comparison Table pdf 
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Appendix B3: Safety of Pipelines near Water Bodies 

Refer to attached document: Apd~B3-A I I Water Comparison Table.pdf 
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127. Title 46. Water, Air , Energy, and Enviroomental Conservation. Chapter 46.03 Environmental Cooservation. 2011 . 
Alaska Statutes. 

128. Sec. 46.04.030. Oil discharge prevention and contingency plans. 201 1. Alaska Status (Extract). 
129. Sec. 46,04 ,055. Nontank vessels and ra ilroad tank cars. 2011 Alaska Status (Extract). 
130. Sec. 46.04.900. Defin itioos. 2011 . Alaska Status (Extract). 

CALIFORNIA 

131. Bil l 592. Chapter 814. Amendments to Californ ia Codes. 1998. 
132. Cal iforn ia Codes. Government Code. Section 5101D-51019 .1. 
133. Pipeline Classifications. August 201 1. Southern Cal iforn ia Gas Company. Sempra Energy. 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (DOT) 

134. Bil l H,R, 2845 - Amendment of Title 49. USC: Oefinitions: Table of Contents. 
135. Daugherty. Linda , PHMSA's '8 Perspective on Performance-based Regulations. September 20. 2012. DOT & 

PHMSA. 
136. Pipeline Incidents and Mileage Reports. November 8, 2012. PHMSA Stakeholder Communications. 
137. Pipeline Safety Stakeholder CommunicatiOOs. Stale Pages. PHMSA. 
138. Shaw. David. Martin Phi llips. Ron Baker. Eduardo Munoz, Hamood Rehman. Carol Gibsonl. Christine Mayemik. 

Leak Detection Study, Draft Report. September 28. 2012. Kiefner and Associates, Inc. PHMSA. 
139. Title 49. Part 130 - Oi l Spil l Prevention and Response Plans. October 4. 201 2. CFR'~ U.S. Govemment Printing 

Office 
140. Title 49, Part 190 - Pipeline Safety Programs and ru lemaking Procedures. October 4. 20 12. CFR. U.S. 

Government Printing Office. 
141. Title 49. Part 191 - Transportation of Natural and Other Gas by Pipel ine: Annual Reports. Incident Reports. and 
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142. Title 49. Part 192 - Transportation of Natural and Other Gas by Pipeline: Minimum Federal Safety Standards. 
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RAILROAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS (RRC) 

146. Regulatory Jurisdichon of Facit ities under the Pipeline Safety Act. Table 1. Railroad CommissOon of Texas. 
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CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCERS (CAPP) 

153. Best Management Practice. Mitigation of External Cmrosion on Burfed Pipel ine Systems. June 2009. CAPPo 
154. Best Management Practice. Mitigation of Internal CorrOS ion in Oil Emuenl Pipeline Systems, June 2009. CAPP, 
155. Best Management Practice. Mitigation of Internal Corrosion in O ilfield Water Pipeline Systems. June 2009. CAPP, 

156. Best Management Practice. Mitigation of Internal Corros ion in Sour Gas Pipeline Systems, June 2009. CAPPo 
157. Best Management Practice. Mitigation of Internal Corros ion in Sweet Gas Gathering Systems. June 2009. CAPP 
158. Best Management Practice. Use of ReinforCed Composite Pipe (Non-Metallic Pipel ines). No~ember 2009. CAPP 
159. Companion Planning Guide to ERCB Directive 071 . July 2008. CAPPo 
160. Emergency Planning and Response in Mantic Canada. 2005, CAPPo 
161. Environmental Operating Practices for the Upstream Petro leum Industry Alberta Operations CAPPo 
162. Environmental Operating Practk:es for the Upstream Petroleum Industry. Saskatchewan - Pipelines. Apri l 2002. 

CAPPo 
163. Pipeline Associated Watercourse Crossings, 3"' Edition. October 2005. CAPP, CEPA, CGA 
164. Pla nning Horizontal Directional Drilling for Pipeline Construction, September 2004. CAPPo 

165. Safeguarding the Publk:. CAPPo 

CANADIAN ENERGY PIPELINE ASSOCIATION (CEPA) 

166. MacKay, Will iam F. February 2004. Preparedness & Response CEPA - 200. Environmenta l Emergency 
Regulations Wor'Kshop. MacKay Emergency Management Consulting Inc. 

167. Member Pipeline Integrity Perlormance. 2002-2011 . CEPA. 

CANADIAN PIPELINE ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE (CPEC) 

168, The Life Cycle of Pipeline Watercourse Crossings in Canada. Quest ions & Answers. October 2009. CPEC, 
169. The Pipel ine Industry and the Migratory Birds Convention Act, 1994, CPEC. 

CANADIAN STANDARDS ASSOCIATION (CSA) 

170. CSA Z I GOO-08 Emergency Management and Business Continuity Program. August 2008. CSA. 
171. CSA Z662- 11 Di l and Gas Pipeline Systems. June 2011 . CSA. 
172. CSA Z731-03 Emergency Preparedness and Response. October 2003. CSA 

INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM 

173. Incident Command System Operational Description. February 21 . 2012. ICS21 

INTERSTATE NATURAL GAS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (INGAA) 

174. Action Plan to Build Confidence in Pipeline Safety. September 2012, INGAA. 
175. Buikling Confidence in Pipeline Safety. Strategy. July 29. 2011 . INGAA, 
176. Committed to a Safety Culture. October 11 . 2011. INGAA 
177. Fitness for Service - Defined & Explair.ed. April 20 12. INGAA. 
178. Incident Mitigation Management (IMM) Plans. INGAA Recommends Operatms Prepare, November 2011 INGAA. 
179. Managing the Integrity of Older Pipelil'les. July 29, 2011 . INGAA. 
180. Ma~imum Allowable Operating Pressure for Natural Gas Pipelines. July 29, 2011 INGAA. 
181. Natural Gas Transmission Pipeline Public Awareness and Engagement. July 29. 2011 . INGAA. 
182. Pipeline Leaks: Causes & Downward Trends, July 29, 2011 . INGAA, 
183. Pipeline Safety Program: Accomplishments. Plans and Commitments. April 2012. INGAA 
184. Pipeline Valve Operation Quick Facts. July 29. 2011 . INGAA, 
185. Pipelines and Informed Planning All iance (PIPA). July 29. 2011. INGAA 
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186. Pre-Regulation Pipe Records and Maximum Al lowable Operating Pressure, April 2012. INGM. 
187. Prevention, Assessment, & Mitigation Practices for Natural Gas Transmission Pipelines.INGM. 
188. Progress Made with Integrity Management Update, March 27, 2011 . INGAA. 
189. Response to NTSB Recommendation: Historical and Future Development of Advanced In-line Inspection (IU) 

Platforms fo r Natural Gas Transmission Pipelines, April 2012. INGAA. 
190. Safety - Every Step of the Way. INGAA. 

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (DECO) 

191 . Corporate Governance for Process Safety. Guklance for Senior Leaders in High Hazard Industries. OECD 
Environment. Health and Safety. Chemicat Accidents Program. June 2012. 

PIPELINE ASSOCIATION FOR PUBLIC AWARENESS (PAPA) 

192. Pipelines Awareness. Safety Information for Public Officials. Vo lume 6. Issue 1 - Fall , 2011 PAPA. 
193. Pipeline Emergency Response Guidel ines. 2012. PAPA 
194. Recommended Minimum Evacuation Distances for Natural Gas Pipeline Leaks and Ruptures. PAPA. 

WESTERN CANADIAN SPILL SERVICES LTD. (WCSS) 

195. Oil Spil l Cootingency Manual. October 2011 WCSS. 
196. Water Safety Guidelines. WCSS. 

AUSTRALIA 

197. Petroleum (Submerged Lands) (Pipelines) Regulations 2007, Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 1982. Version 00-
bO-Ol . January 1, 2012. 

198. AS" 2885 Pipelines - Gas and liquid Pelroleum. AS 2885.0. Part 0: General Requirements. Approved on May 15 
2008. Published on August 5, 2008. Standards Austra lia. 

199. AS 2885 Pipelines - Gas and Liquid Petroleum. AS 2885.1. Part l' Design and Constructioo. Approved on July 27. 
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Environment. 
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Reference: 200168 

Sharon Gaetz, Chair 
Environmem Committee, UBCM 

EMAIL RES PONSE 

cia Maria Stan borough, Senior Policy Analyst 
Email: mstanhorough@ubcm.ca 

Dear Ms. Gaetz: 

Thank you for your email of January 13, 20 14, restating UBCM 's position regarding the 

en hanced industry funded Land Based Sp ill Preparedness and Response project currently 

underway in British Columbia. On behalf oflhe Mi nistry, [ wou ld like to thank UBCM for 
providing input on the first Pol icy Intentions Paper and your participation in the Advisory 
Committee. Your continued support and engagement as we develop Be 's spi ll preparedness and 
response policy IS very much appreciated_ 

We recognize the unique challenges faced by local governmenls and understand your part icular 
concerns, especially in ensuring a collaborative approach to spill prevention, preparedness and 

response as well as effective and efficient rules for restoration of the environment fo llowing a 
spill . Be's communities face direct risks and costs as a result ofa spill incident, as we work 

toward a ne w world class spill preparedness and response program we are aware of how local 

governments are impacted by spills and their critical role in first response. We are working hard 

10 ensure that new regulations are effective and practical in addressing these un ique challenges. 

We share local governments concerns about the Importance of establishing a provincial spil l 

response contingency fund. Our goa l remains to ensure that funding fo r immedi ate and 
appropriate response to spi ll events can be guaranteed and accessed in a timely and efficient 

manner in keeping wi th the polluter-pay principle. We are committed to continuing to work with 

industry representatives towards this goal. 

Like UBCM , the Ministry of Environment sees real benefit in having Geographic Response 
Plans (GRP s) availab le to a ll responsible parties and responders. Understanding the need for risk 

based reqUirements, we are nundful of addressmg the conditions and capaci ty spec ific to BCs 

diverse commun ities. While we continue to consult on the broader elements of spill preparedness 
and response, GRPs are one area where we can a ll agree to move sooner. We are working with 

induSirY representatives and spil l response experts to discuss how we can collaboratively get 

started on these plans in the near fu ture. 
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We look forward to your detailed comments on the second Policy Intentions Paper later th is year. 

Thank you aga in for taking the time to write. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Polak. 

Mimster 

We look forward to your detailed comments on the second Poli cy lntentions Paper later th is year. 

Thank you aga in for taking the time to write. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Polak 
Minister 

We look forward to your detailed comments on the second Policy lntentions Paper later this year. 

Thank you aga in for taking the time to write. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Polak 
Minister 
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Denis, Alexandra ENV:EX

From: Knox, Graham G ENV:EX

Sent: Friday, March 21, 2014 8:21 AM

To: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX

Subject: CEPA's IP request 

Hi Jim, 
 
I wanted to provide some feedback on CEPA's request for changes to the Intentions Paper in regards to both the 
proposed spill response and recovery contingency fund and compensation for loss of public use during and post 
spills. 
 

Thanks, 
 
Graham Knox 
Director, Environmental Emergency Program 
BC Ministry of Environment 
(250) 356-8383 
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NAME ORGANIZATION 
Acheson, Kathy Government of Alberta 

Affonso, Amanda (EPA 
Ahearn, Brian Canadian Fuels Association 

Arcand, Wayne Kinder Morgan 

Babstock. Peter Transport Canada 
Bak, Andrew Tsawwassen First Nation 

Bak, Andrew Tsawwassen First Nation 

Barton, Shawn Be Environmental Industry Association 

Beltrano, linda MNGO 
Beuk, Gary Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 

Bird, Jim Canadian Association of Chemical Distributors 

Bokhari, Amar Government of Alberta 

Boulanger, Alain Shell 

Buffin, Andrew Government of Alberta 

Bunce, Chris Railway Association of Canada 

Bundred, Martin Government of Alberta 

Burzek, Mike aGC 

Carby, Shawn Ministry of Health 

Chiang, Marylyn UBCM 

Chung, William Transport Canada 

Clarke, Shell Canadian Fuels Association 
Crook, Carolyn Transport Canada 

Dalmer, Denise BCBC 

Danks, Anthony MoE 

Devenis, Peter Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 
Donnelly, Bryan Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 
Eldridge, David TC 

Feyrer, laura MoE 

Flynn, Tyson Government of Alberta 

Fuoco, Joe Canadian Fuels Association 
Gardiner, Timothy NRCAN 

Hanna, Abla NRCAN 

Harmon, Harmon Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure 

Hawley, Stephen NRCAN 
Henderson, Michael Transport Canada 

Hibbard, Jim BC Environmental Industry Association 

Higgins, Andrew CNRl 

Houle, Kevin Railway Association of Canada 

Jahelka, Bill CAPP 

Jasper, Mark Canadian Emergency Response Contractors' Alliance 

Johnson, Ken BC Trucking Association 

Kittle, Doug Chemistry Industry Association of Canada 

Klear, Krishna MNGO 
Klimko, Olga MNGD 

Kluckner, Paul Environment Canada 
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Knight, Patrick BC Environmental Industry Association 
Konovsky, John Tsleil-Waututh Nation 
lamarche, Philippe Suncor 
lee, Jason Treaty 8 Tribal Council 
lowenger, Mike Railway Association of Canada 

MacFarlane, Mike MoE 
MacKay, Fiona BC Pulp and Paper Environmental forum 

Mattu, Gevan Environment Canada 
Mauch, Anne COFI 
McDonald, Sandy BC Trucking Association 
McHugh, Owen Canadian Energy Pipeline Association 
Mcleod, Trevor Government of Alberta 
Michielsen, Adrian Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 
Mihlar, Fazil MNGO 
Moir, Kate Environment Canada 
Mullin, Malcolm Government of Alberta 
Neilson, Gary Alberta Energy Regulator 
Nelson, Lee Railway Association of Canada 
Noseworthy, Dave Alberta Energy Regulator 
O' Rourke, Dan CEPA 
Ollenberger, lance Oil and Gas Commission 
Olson, Brent BC Environmental Industry Association 
Ord, Kris MoE 
O'Rourke, Dan Canadian Energy Pipeline Association 
Ouellette, Jean Railway Association of Canada 
Paquin, Lisa MoE 

Paulson, Ken OGe 
Pellerin, Normand eN 
Raymond, Chris Environment Canada 
Reicher, Philippe CEPA 
Ross, Ellis Chief Haisla First Nation 
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Subject FW: 2nd Intention Paper

From Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX

To Knox, Graham G ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

Sent Friday, March 14, 2014 9:49 AM

Attachments

BC Review -
CEPA Com...

Prov_Federa
l_regulato...

From: Amanda Affonso [mailto:aaffonso@cepa.com] 

Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 9:45 AM
To: Philippe Reicher; Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX
Cc: Ziad Saad
Subject: RE: 2nd Intention Paper

Good morning Jim, 

CEPA has had the opportunity to review the “Comparison of existing 
regulatory requirements across several provincial and federal regulators” 
document as noted below in Philippe’s email. Our review of the documents 
reflect the pipeline perspective and focus on two questions:

        From an NEB pipeline perspective are there any items our federally 
regulated pipes not doing as suggested with the Blue font that BC would like 
to propose?

        From a BC OGC pipeline perspective are there any items our provincially 
regulated pipes not doing as suggested with the Blue font that BC would like 
to propose?

We wanted to share this in advance of our meeting next week as there is a lot 
of information to review.

If you have any questions feel free to contact me or we can discuss at our 
meeting next week.

Regards, 

Amanda Affonso
Director, Regulatory & Financial

Canadian Energy Pipeline Association

Suite 200, 505–3rd St. SW

Calgary, Alberta T2P 3E6

Phone 403.221.8756

Cell 403.585.6933

Fax 403.221.8760

aaffonso@cepa.com

aboutpipelines.com

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and 

may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or 

other use of or taking any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other 

than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender 
and delete. 

FW: 2nd Intention Paper
Monday, May 26, 2014
12:05 PM
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and delete. 

From: Philippe Reicher 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:31 PM
To: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX (Jim.Hofweber@gov.bc.ca)
Cc: Amanda Affonso
Subject: 2nd Intention Paper
Importance: High

Hello Jim

Thank you for the discussion this morning. We will take you on the offer that 
you can make yourself available for a meeting in Calgary next week. What 
about Tuesday from 11 to 1 PM (lunch will be provided)? It will allow us to go 
over the paper with our comments, present to you the analysis we have 
conducted of existing regulatory requirements across several provincial and 
federal regulators. 

Please advise if the proposed time is convenient to you. 

Regards,

Philippe Reicher, MEDes
Vice President, External Relations

Canadian Energy Pipeline Association

Suite 200, 505–3rd St. SW

Calgary, Alberta T2P 3E6

Phone 403.221.8778

Cell 403.863.2453

Fax 403.221.8760

preicher@cepa.com

aboutpipelines.com

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and 

may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or 

other use of or taking any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other 

than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender 
and delete.
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Evaluation of the proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and 

Response. 

Main Findings: 

From a pipeline perspective, based on the review of the information provided in the Comparison of 
Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators. it can 

be concluded that NEB regulatory framework and BC OGC regulatory framework have in place effective 

methods to deal with pipeline spills and emergency response, or an eff&tive provincial regulatory 

framework will be in place once the OGC Emergency M anagement Regulation is implement ed. 

The Alberta Pipel ine Safety Review assessed the regulatory requirements for "public safety and 

response to pipeline incidents" and the preparedness of the regulators and the licensees. It determined 

an overall consistency in competence, understanding and preparedness for an incident. 

Addressing the first question: 

"From an NEB pipeline perspective are there any items our federally regulated pipes not doing 

as suggested with the Blue font that Be would like to propose?" 

In general, most of the proposed requirements are already addressed by the NEB requirements and the 

proposal does not represent an additional requirement for pipelines, however, there is one area for 

addit ional coordination of methodology. Most pipeline companies conduct environmental sensitivity 

classifications and risk assessments. However, the Alberta Pipeline Safety Review recommends t he 

implementation of risk ranking of all pipelines based on standardized methodology to be developed by 

Canadian regulators and stakeholders. This recommendation was focused on integrity management. but 

would also address risk ranking of all hazards. The NEB should work with other regulators to develop 

and implement such a standardized risk rank ing methodology. 

The NEB does not prescribe spill response standards, however, the CSA Z662 Standard requires evidence 

of a leak to be investigated promptly and the CEPA-member companies are committed to a quick 

response to all incidents. Specific time standards for site response depend on accessibility to the spill 

site. 

In general, once t he incident is reported to the NEB, the NEB will work with the pipeline company to 

ensure al l t he appropriate actions take place corresponding to t he location of the incident and the 

severity of the incident. Therefore, the ongoing spi ll response action report, spill response closure 

report, incident response debriefs, process for implementing environmental and natural resource 

recovery, environmental sampl ing/monitoring strategies, agency and public information communicat ion 

strategies, spill modeling, injured wildlife report ing. wildlife management, waste management, clean up 

assessments, and environmenta l damage assessments will be addressed by the pipeline company in 

consultation w ith the regulator and affected stakeholders. 
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The NEB has detai led requirements for Emergency Management Program, and Emergency Response 

Plans which include requirements for continuous improvement, geographic response plans, base maps, 

local area engagement, frequency and scope of training/exercises, training and exercise records, regular 

updating of the plans, standard elements to be addressed in an emergency response plan or geographic 

response plan, protection strategies to protect resources/infrastructure and evacuation procedure. Use 

of Incident Command Structure (ICS) protocol is consistent with CEPA Integrity First Program and the 

CEPA Mutual Emergency Assistant Program. The aGC and Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) require the 

use of ISC. It is very likely that most of the NEB regula ted companies within BC use ICS. 

Almost all pipeline in Alberta use the Western Canadian Spill Services (WCSS). It is likely that NEB 

regulated pipelines in NE BC also use t he WCSS. WCSS helps to ensure qualified, trained and 

experienced response to incidents. This addresses the proposed requirements for certifications of 

response organization, responder training certification, spill response equipment and caches, staging 

strategies, staff resource/capacity to respond, general response tactics, and spill response 

communication technology. In areas outside of WCSS boundaries, the pipeline companies comply with 

existing regu latory requirements. 

The NEB is working on the Financial Viability and Financial Responsibility Guidelines. The guidelines 

should formalize spill contingency funding, cost recovery for impacts of a spill and damage claim 

process. CEPA-member companies t(lke responsibility for al l phases of emergency response, 

remedia tion, and reclamation in the event of an incident and will continue to do so, regardless of 

regulation. 

The model for funding of the NEB is well established and does not need supplemental funding for 

incidents. 

Addressing the second question: 

"From (I BC OGC pipeline perspective (Ire there any items our provinci(ll regulated pipelines not 

doing as suggested with the Blue font that Be would like to propose?" 

In general, once the aGC emergency management regulation is implemented, the aGC requ irements 

and approach will be similar to that of the NEB. Most of the proposed requirements are already 

addressed by the aGC requirements or the proposed aGC Emergency Management Regulation and the 

proposal as suggested in the Blue font does not represent an additional requirement for aGC pipelines. 

Similar to the NEB requirements. most aGC pipeline companies conduct environmental sensiti vity 

classifications and risk assessments. As presented in the discussion of the NEB requirements, the Alberta 

Pipeline Safety Review recommends the implementation of risk ranking of all pipelines based on 

standardized methodology to be developed by Canadian regulators and stakeholders. This 

recommendation was focused on integrity management, but would also address risk ranking of all 

hazards. The aGC should work with other regulators to develop and implement such a standardized risk 

ranking methodology. 

Simil(lriy to NEB, the aGC does not prescribe spill response standards, however, the CSA Z662 $t(lndard 

requires evidence of a leak to be investigated prompt ly and the CEPA-member companies are 
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committed to a quick response to all incidents. Specific time standards for site response depend on 

accessibility to the spill site. 

As discussed under the first question, the NEB is working on the Financial Viability and Financial 

Responsibility Guidelines. The guidelines should formalize spill contingency funding, cost recovery for 

impacts of a spill and damage claim process. CEPA-member companies take responsibility for all phases 

of emergency response, remediation, and reclamation in the event of an incident and will continue to do 

so, regardless of regulation. If this is add ressed by the OGC, the OGC should ensure that its financial 

viability and financial responsibility guidelines are compatible with the results of the NEB effort. 

The model for funding of the OGC and other regulatory agencies is well established and does not need 

supplemental funding for incidents. 

Criteria used in the evaluation: 

The Alberta Pipeline Safety Review, completed on December 7, 2012, considered various jurisdictions 

and sixteen pipeline companies selected to have a good represen tations from companies that operate 

under multiple jurisdictions, operate upstream or transmission pipelines, and transport gas or liquids. 

One of the main overall outcomes from the review WiilS to find that there is tendency for the licensees to 

preform to the dominant regu lators' requirements, which, in most instances was the ERCB with 

supplemental requirements from the other jurisdictions included and addressed. The relevant excerpts 

are below. Therefore the BC propOSiills were evaluated as fol lows: 

L Assume compliance with requirements of the respective regulatory jurisdictions as listed in the 

table. 

2. The Alberta Pipeline Safety Review concluded that as a minimum companies fo llow ERCB 
requirements (dominant regulators' requirements), therefore, companies operating under NEB 

and BC jurisdictions will follow the ERCB requirements as a minimum, supplemented by the 

requirements in the specific jurisdiction, 

3. It is assumed that "The OGe Regu latory Standard (pending implementation of OGC's emergency 

management regu lation)" will be implemented and complied with in the near future. 

Give the above crit eria, the specific comments on current the practices of the NEB pipelines (red font ) 

and t he BC OGC pipelines (green font ) are added to the Be Regulatory Standard column. Sometimes red 

font is used to comment on both jurisdiction at the same t ime. The blue font used at the bottom of the 

comments provides an overa ll response to the proposed requirements. 
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Alberta Pipeline Safety Review, rela ted excerpts 

!http://www.ene rgy.albena.ca/Ore!pctts/PSlUlnaIReponNoApp.pdll 

Executive Summary 

"The review was also extended to assessing available industry best practices and how they contribute to 

pipeline safety. The industry organizations included the Canad ian Energy Pipeline Associat ion (CEPA), 

the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP), the Interstate Natural Gas Associat ion of 

America (INGAA), the National Offshore Petroleum Safety and Environmental Management Authority 
(NOPSEMA - Australia), the Conservation of Clean Air and Water in Europe (CONCAWE) and the UK 

Onshore Pipeline Operators' Association (UKOPA). 

Pipeline licensees were also canvased for their input to the question: Are pipel ines in Alberta safely 

operated and effectively regulated? They contributed substantial knowledge and value t o the review 

process (section 4.6). Si.teen owners were randomly selected based on criteria such as operating under 
multi-jurisdictions, as well as industry sector (upstream and transmission) and product transported (gas 

and liquids)." (Page 4) 

Outcomes of the overa ll review 

"2. The requirements regarding the regulation of pipelines, specifically with regard to integrity 

management and safety near water bodies, are not harmonized or consistent across Canadian 

jurisdictions. This was evident from the analysis of the regulations of each jurisdiction and stated by the 

pipeline licensees. The tendency is for the licensees to perform to the dominant regulators' 

requirements; which, in most instances was the ERce with supplemental requirements from the other 

jurisdictions included and addressed. This did; however, still lead to some inconsistency in the 

application and compliance assessment of the regulations in some areas." (Page S) 

"6. Assessment of the regulatory requirements for "Public safety and response to pipeline 

incident s" and the preparedness of t he regulators (including t he ERCB) and licensees determined an 

overa ll consistency in competence, understanding and preparedness for an incident. Emergency 

preparedness in the oil and gas industry extends beyond just pipe lines (includes exploration, wells and 

facilities) and as such the industry has recognized the need for strong emergency response and crisis 

management competency and preparedness, often having groups or departments dedicated to these 

functions." (Page 5) 

"7. All licensees in Alberta comply with the requirements of ERCB Directive 071, which is presently 

under consideriiltion for reference by the B.e. OGe. As emergency response pliilnning is iilpplied 

corporately to more t han just pipelines, there is a general approach amongst the licensees to use the 
Incident Command System (ICS) as the guide for their corporate ERP." (Page 6) 

Background 

"Some licensees have sizeable departments devoted to managing pipe line integrity, while others 

depend upon contriilcted service providers. The ability to maniilge risk to public safety iilnd environmental 

protection varies widely across the industry." (Piilge 1l) 
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" In summary, a "one size fits air approach to the provision of regulatory oversight is impractical. Instead 

Canadian pipeline regulators tend to use an equitable tailored "fit-for-purpose" approach that meets the 

overa ll needs of their jurisdictions." (Page 11) 

4.2 Public Safety and Response to Pipeline Incidents 

"Across Canada there appears to be a consistent and comprehensive approach when it comes to public 

safety and response to pipeline incident s. In addition, t he widespread adoption of the Incident 

Command System (ICS) has proven valuable not only across Canada, but also throughout North America 

and other areas worldwide." (Page 20) 

" It will be apparent that there are a number of simila r requi rements among the various jurisdictions." 

(Page 20) 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

~ This document serves as a starling point to iUustra te the regillatory standards that exist within agencies across Canada and could potentially be missing information or details. " 
column is left blank, the agency does not have a requirement for the corresponding standard. 
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Fisheries Act -
Duty to nolify- deleterious 
subs tance (Section 38) 
(5) If there occur:; a deposit of 
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or if there is a serious and 
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measures 
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feasible. take all reasonable 
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activity thet resulted in the 
deposit IX tile d.anger of the 
deposit, or 
(b) causes CKcontributes to tile 
occlHTl!l1Ce or the danger of the 
occlHTl!nce. 

Duty 10 take corrective 
measures 

(6) Any person descnbed in 
paragreph (4)(a) CK(b) CK(5)(a) 
IX (b) shall, es soon es 
i!lasiblf1, taka all reasonable 

Page 1 0134 
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~ This document serves liS II starting point to iUUS!Tatll#le regulatory standards thatllxist within agencies IICfOSS Canadll and could potentially be rr>ssing information IY de tails_ " 
column is left blank, the agency does not hava a requirement for the corresponding standard. 

ill 

• 
" 

Regulated companies 
must classify 
emergencies 
accord irl'jj lO the 
standards in the 
Emergency 
Management 
Regulat fon (EMR) 
and then must 

operators must notify 
the AER olan 
incident immediately. 
and the operator 
must notify the 
IfIrldowner of any 
release that occurs 
Off-lease. migrates 
off-lealle or occurs on 
an easement or right_ 
ol-way. 

Fisheries Act -
Duty to nolify- deleterious 
substance (Section 38) 
(5) "there occurs a deposit of 
a deleterious substance in 
wa t!lrfreqU!lnl!ld by fish that is 
not aurhorized undar this Act, 
or iflhere is II serious lind 
imrr>nent danger of such an 
OCCUIT&rICIi. and delrlmenllO 
fish habitat or fish or to the use 
by humans offosh results or 
mllY rellsoollb/y ba IIXPflCted to 
resull from Ihe occummce, 
lhen every person shill! without 
delay notify an inspector. a 
fishery officer or an lIulhority 
prescribed by the regulations if 
lhe person at any material time 
(a) oYmS IX has the charge, 
management or control of 
(rJ the delet!lrlous substance, or 
(ii) the 11'0'*. undarlaking or 
acIMty IMt resulted in the 
deposit or tile dsnger of tile 
deposit, or 
(b) causes IXcontributes to the 
OCCUfflmca or rhe danger of the 
occurrence. 

Duty 10 take corrective 
measures 

(6) Any person described in 
paragreph (4)(a) or (b) or (5)(a) 
or (b) shall, 11$ soon liS 
feasible, /aka a/l reasonable 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

,...",,,,muy eM"'"'' Black 
Proposed " Blue 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

the occurrence or to 
counter&et. mitigate or remedy 
any adverse effects that result 
from the occunence or rrirJht 
reasonably be IIxpected to 
result from it. 

Specific Regulations under 
the Fisheries Act that require 
Spill Reporting: 

Pulp and Paper 
Effluent 
Regu/ations(written 
report follow up 
required} 
Metal Mining Effluent 
Regulations (written 
foliO-Up report also 
required) 
was/swater System 
EffllJent Regulations 

Also the Fisheries Act has the 
Deposit Out of Normal Course 
of Events Regulations (DONeE 
regulations) however they 
do!l2! set tile triggers to notify 
EC. They solely provide the 
regulated commun~y and the 
public with the name and 
telephone number of the 24-
hour authorit ies operating for 
the respective province or 
terr~ory to which notifICations 
are to be made. enabling them 
to receive notifications on 
behalf of EC. 

Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

the occurrence or to 
counterect. mmgale or remedy 
any adverse effects that result 
from the occurrence or f7'ight 
reasonably be "xpected to 
result from it. 

Specific Regulations under 
the Fisheries A ct that require 
Spill Reporting: 

Pulp and Paper 
Effluent 
RegulBrions(written 
report follow up 
required) 
Melal Mining Efftuen! 
Regulalions (wl'itten 
follow-up report also 
required) 
wastBwater System 
Effluent Regulations 

Also the Fisheries Act has the 
Deposit Oul of Normal ColJfSe 
of Events Regulations (DONCE 
regulations) however they 
do 001 set the Ir;ggers to notify 
EC. They solely provide the 
regulaled commun~y and the 
public with the name and 
telephone number of the 24-
hour authorities operating for 
the respective province or 
territory 10 which notifICations 
are to De made, enabling them 
to receive notifications on 
Dehalf of EC. 

Comparison of Exis ti ng and Proposed Requirements for BC's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

the occurrence or to 
coun/erect. mmgafe or remedy 
any adverse effects that result 
from the OCCUlTence or might 
reasonably be "xpected to 
result from it. 

Specific Regulations under 
the Fisheries A ct that require 
Spill Reporting: 

Pulp end Paper 
Effluent 
Reguletions(written 
report follow up 
required) 
Me/al Mining Effluen! 
Regula/ions (written 
follow-up report also 
required) 
Wastewatar SyslBm 
Effluent Regulations 

Also the Fisheries Act has the 
Deposit Out of Normal Course 
of Events Regulations (DONCE 
regulations) however they 
do 001 set the Ir;ggers 10 notify 
EC. They solely provide the 
regula/ed commun~y and the 
public with the name and 
telephone number of the 24-
hour authorities operating for 
the respective province or 
terr~ory 10 which notifICations 
are to De made. enabling them 
to receive notificat ions on 
Dehalf of EC. 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

,...",,,,muy "M"'"'' Black 
Proposed " Blue 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

or any 
interim orriftrs made under 
section 200. 1, if there occurs 
an environment8J emergency in 
res{*CI of e substance on alisl 
established under the 
rer;ulations or interim orders, 
any person described in 
subsection (2) shall, as soon as 
possible in the 
ci('Cumslances,(a) nOlify an 
anfo<1::ament otrJ(;er or any 
other person designated by 
regulation or interim order and 
provide a written report on the 
environmental emet'rJency to 
lhe enfo<1::ement officer Of" other 
person; (b) lalle al/ 
reasonable emergency 
mNsures consistenl I'd/h the 
protection of the environment 
and public safety 
(i) to prevent the environmental 
emergency, or (ii) to repair, 
reduce or mitigata any negative 
effecls on lhe environment or 
human lifa or lleatth /hat result 
from the environmental 
emergency or /hat may 
reasonably 
be expected to result from il;) 

SpecifiC ReguI8/ion$ under 
CEPA, 1999 that require spill 
reporting: 

Page 301 34 

Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Sp ill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

orany 
interim orders made under 
secMn 200. 1. if there occurs 
an environment1t1 emergency in 
resp.er;t of a substance on eNs/ 
established lJIlder the 
rel(}uliWons or interim orders. 
any person described in 
slJbsecMn (2) shall. as soon as 
possible in the 
circlJms/ancfls.(a) notify an 
enforcement O"'1(;er or any 
other person designated by 
/'8fJlJleb'on or Interim orrJer and 
provide II written repOIt on the 
environmenral emergency to 
the enforcement officer or other 
person; (b) take all 
rea~nable emergency 
meas ures consistent with !he 
protection of the environment 
lind public Sllfery 
(i) to prevllnt tha envlronmentlll 
emergency. or (Ii) /0 repair, 
reduce or mitigate any I1fIl(}elive 
effects on the environment or 
twman life or health that reslJlt 
from the environmental 
emergency or /flat may 
reasonably 
be expected to reslJit from it,~ 

Specific Regul1ttlons under 
CEPA, 1999 that require spill 
reporting: 

Page 3 of 34 
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Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

ar8ny 
interim orders made under 
seeMn 200. 1. if there occurs 
en environment~1 emergency in 
respect of a substance on II list 
established under the 
f8(JuilWons or ,'nterim orders. 
8ny person described in 
slJbseerion (2) shall. as soon as 
possible in the 
circlJmsUtllCfls. (a) notify an 
IInforcement O"'1(;lIr or any 
other person designated by 
ffJ9lJlllb'on or interim Older lind 
provide e written repOIt on the 
IInvironmenr81 8metgency to 
the enforcement officer or other 
person; (b) ralle all 
reasonable emergency 
meas ures consistent with !he 
protection of the environment 
end public safety 
(i) to prevent tha IInvironmental 
emergency. IX (ii) to repair, 
red!JCe or mitigate any l1fI(Jalive 
lI"eets on the environment or 
human lita IX haa/Ill that reslJJt 
from the environmental 
emergency or /flat /Il8y 
reasonably 
be expected to reslJit from il,~ 

Specific Regul~tlons under 
CEPA, 1999 tilat require spill 
reporting: 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

I"",,,.muy .. ~,,,,,,= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

Once an incident is reponed 10 
the NEB, the NEB determines the 

cleaned up companies are 
required 10 repon as 

Standard 
p ipelines and 
petroleum industry 

plans 
Pfocess and timet ines 
for responding 10 
incidents and follow
up invest;gations and 
reponing, 

Emergency 
Regulations (written 
report follow up 
required) 
PCB Regulations 
Vinyl Chlorida 
Release Regulations, 
t992 
Storag& Tank 
Systems for 
Petroleum Products 
and Allied Petroleum 
Products Regulations 
(laderal house only) 
Federal Halocarbon 
Regulations, 2003 
(laderal house only) 

Also CEPA, 1999 has lhe 
Release and Environmenlal 
Emergency NOl ification 
Regulations (known as ll1e 
notification regulations) 
however they dO !!Q\ selll1e 
triggers to notify EC. They 
solely provide the regulaled 
community and the pubt~ w~h 
tile name and telephone 
number of Ihe 24-hour 

Page 4 of 34 

Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

Once an incident is reponed to 
the NEB, the NEB determines the 
appropliale ongoing repon ing 
I uirements. Effective I0ce5S 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

The NEB requires that spills Ile 
cleaned up and remediated in 
accordance with the NEB 
Remediation Process Guide. The 
NEB will appoint an Environmental 
Specialist to act as a l iaison with the 
responsible party and stakeholder5 
throughout the remediation project 
includi the Initial Glean-u Plan. 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC·s emergency 
management 
re ulation 

Yes - OGC regulated 
companies are 
required to repon as 
above. and in 
addition , the OGC 
maintains the 
podions of 
Emergency Ofhcel 
and Erne enc 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Follow up ,epon 
required within 30 
days 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

Emergency response 
plans detail the 
process and timel ines 
lor respond ing to 
incidents and follow
up invest;gat ions and 
reponing. 

AER ublishes an 

Environment Canada 

Environmental 
Emergency 
Regulations (written 
report follow up 
r&quiRJd) 
PCB Regulalions 
Vinyl Chloride 
Release Regulations. 
t992 
Slorege Tan/< 
Systems for 
Petroleum Products 
and Allied Petroleum 
Products Regulations 
(federal house only) 
Federal Halocarbon 
Ref}ulalkms. 2003 
(federal house only) 

Also CEPA. 1999 has the 
Release and Environmenta l 
Emergency Notification 
Regulations (known as the 
notification regulations) 
however they do .!!.Q! set the 
triggers to notify EG. They 
solety provide the regulaled 
community and the pubtk: w~h 
the name and telephone 
number of the 24-hour 
authorities operat ing for the 
respective province or terr~ory 
to which not ifICations are to Ile 
mooe. enabling them to receive 
notifications on behalf of EG. 

Page 4 of 34 
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BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently !lxists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

Once an incident is reported to 
the NEB, the NEB determines tile 
appropriate ongoing repon ing 
r uirements. Effective rocess 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

The NEB requires that spills Ile 
cleaned up and remedialed in 
accordance with tile NEB 
Remediation Process Guide. The 
NEB will appoint an Environmental 
Specialist to act as a liaison with the 
responsible party and stakeholdel5 
throughout the remediation project 
includi the Initial Clean-u Plan. 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC·s emergency 
management 
re ulation 

Yes - OGC regulated 
companies are 
requirl!d to report as 
above. and in 
addition, the OGC 
maintains the 
pos~ions of 
Emergency Officer 
and Erne enc 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Follow up report 
required w~hin 30 
days 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

Emergency response 
plans detail the 
process and timel ines 
lor responding to 
incidents and follow
up invest;gations and 
reporting. 

AER ublishes an 

Environment Canada 

Environmental 
Emergency 
Regulations (written 
report follow up 
required) 
PCB Regulations 
Vinyl Chloride 
Releas!l Regula/ions. 
1992 
StOfflge Tanl< 
Systams for 
Petroleum Products 
and Allied PatrolfJum 
Products Regulations 
(federal housa only) 
Federal Halocarbon 
Reflulalklns. 2003 
(federal house only) 

Also CEPA. 1999 has the 
Release and Environmental 
Emergency NOl ificalion 
Regulations (known as the 
notification regulations) 
however they do DQ! set the 
triggers to notify EC. They 
soli/tv provide the regulated 
community and the pub lk: w~h 
the name and telephone 
number of the 24-hour 
autlloritieS operaUng for the 
respective province or terr~ory 
to which not ifica tions are to Ile 
made. enab ling them to receive 
notifications on behalf of EC. 
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Comparison of Exis ti ng and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

'-H,,,.muy .. ~,,,,,,= Black 
Proposed ~ Blue 

• 
•• 

lr. ItIlts E jive iI'll' 
,~nes $ In ~:::: 

Once an incident is reported to 
the NEB, the NEB detefmines the 
appropriate spiH re5pOflse closure 
report reqUIrements . Effective 
process for NEB pipelllleS " in 
.~ 

", 
" Sp'. ~ .. 

Remediation Closure RepOl1 . The 
Remediation Action Plan and the 
Closure Report are both apPfoved by 
the Board. The Remediation AcHon 
Plan is approved prior to 
implementation 

Director who maintain 
regular contact with 
the operator lor the 
duration 01 an 
incident. 
Standard~ed Incident 
report forms af,~ 
provided on the OGC 
webs~e and '
submIssion oftl\e$e 
fOfmS is mandatory. 

Plan. 

incidents. as well as 
all pipeline incidents. 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

." 

AER 
inlorml!,oon on 
efficiency of and 
effectiveness 01 spill 
planning 

plans 
process and timel ines 
for responding to 
incidents and lollow
up investigations. 
The AER conducts 
post-incident 
investigations for 
serious incidents (e.g. 
reporting. cause 
determination. best 
practices. lessons 
learned). 

substance set out in Column 1 
of Schedule 1 of the 
Environmental Emergency 
Regulations) a written report is 
required as soon as possible in 
the circumstances aiter an 
incident involving an E2 
substance (E2R outlines 
speCifIC informat ion that is 

in th .. w ritten report). 
(/): e 

Page 501 34 

Comparison of Existi ng and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

C';;~;;d ;',iii;;; BlacK 
1-'1 Blue 

" 

Of\Ce an lOCidenl is report6d 10 
the NEB, the NEB determines the 
appropriate spj" ~po1Ise closure 
report requirements. Effective 
pr~$ for NEB popeltne1o is in -. 

, 
Remediation Closure Report The 
Remediation Action Plan and Ihe 
Closure Report are bolh apPfoved by 
the ~rd. The Remediation Action 
Plan is approved prior to 
implementation 

D,,,,,,,,,,., rnainlain 
regular contact wil h 
the operalor for the 
duration 01 an 
incident. 
StandardiZed Incdenl 
report lorms ill"1I 

provided on tt,.e OGC 
webs~e and .... 
Submission of tllese 
100000S is mandatory. 
Under the EMR, 
foIowi(lg completion 
of a response activity, 
an evaluation of the 

incidents, as well as 
all pipeline incideots. 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

'" 
I, 

, 
AER also gathers 
information on 
effocier>ey of and 
elfecHveness of spill 
planning. 

plans t i 
process and timetines 
for responding to 
in<:idents and follow
up investigations. 
The AER conducts 
post-incident 
investigations for 
serious in<:idents (e.g. 
reporting. cause 
determination, best 
practices. lessons 
learned). 

'~I";:,",.,:,,, out in Column 1 
of Schedule 1 of the 
Environmental Emergency 
Regulations) a written report is 
required as soon as possible in 
the circumstances after an 
incident involving an E2 
substance (E2R outlines 
specifoc Informat ion that is 

in the written report) . 
, (/); 8 
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C';;~;;d ;',iii;;; BlacK 
1-'1 Blue 

" " 

Once an lOCidenl Is reported 10 
lhe NEB, lhe NEB determines the 
appropriale spiH r~lXlnse closure 
~ requl~nls. Effeclive 
pr~$ for NEB popelones is in -. 

. . " 

I 
Remediation Closure Report . The 
Remediation Action Plan and the 
Closure Report are bolh apPfoved by 
the ~rd. The Remed iation Action 
Plan is approved prior 10 
impiementation 

o;"~", .. ,, mainlain 
regular contact wil h 
the operalof for lhe 
duration 01 an 
incident 
StandardiZed Inedenl 
report lorms ilnl 

p fovided on t~ OGC 
webs~e and ."'
submission ol the$e 
IQfTlls is mandatory. 
Under Ihe EMR. 
foIowi(lg compietion 
of a response activity. 
an evaluation of the 

incidents. as well as 
all pipeline incidenls. 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

report lor II 
camp/ian 
categories All 
incident re orts are 
afso publis 
AER is sideri"9 
maki"9 licensees' 
compliance 
summaries available 
00 their webs ite 
AER allO gathers 
information on 
effoeier>ey of and 
elfecHveness of spill 
planning. 

plans I i l 
process and timelines 
for respond ing 10 
ineiden!s and follow
up investigations. 
The AER conducls 
pOst-inciden! 
investigations for 
serious ineidenlS (e.g. 
reporting. cause 
determination, best 
practiCe'S. lessons 
learned). 

'~I";:,",." ,,, out in Column 1 
of Schedule 1 of the 
Environmental Emergency 
Regulations} a written report is 
rSqu ired as soon as poss ible in 
the circumstances after an 
incident involving an E2 
subslance (E2R outlines 
specifoe informat ion that i$ 

in the wrilten report). 
. (r) ; 8 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

I"",,,.muy .. ~,,,,,,= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

life 
or hel/lth: (h) the identification 
of all persons and agencies 
that were rl()tified as a result of 
the release; and (i) a/l 
measures taken or planned to 
be taken to prevent sjmi/ar 
releases) 

y~ 

Fisheries Act 
Report (Saction 38 (7») 

(7) As soon as feasible alter 
the occurrence or alter learning 
of the danger of the 
occuffence, the person shall 
proviOe an inspector. fIShery 
officer or an authority 
prescribed by the regutations 
wi1h a written report on the 
occuffence or danger of the 
occuffence. 

Specific Regulations under 
the Fisheries Act that require 
Spill Reporting written report 
follow up: 

Mafal Mining Effluent 
Regulations (written 
follow-up report also 
required) 
Pulp and Paper 
EfflUflnt 
Regulations(written 
report follow up 
required} 

Page 6 of 34 
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BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

Tile OPR requires a company to 
have an Emergency Management 
Pr ram. Tile NEB ex 5 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 
re ulation 

Yes - as Ol,lliined 
above. the EMR 
r uires an 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

Yes (see above) 

Environment Canada 

Bny negative effects on the 
environment or on human life 
or health; (h) the identification 
of all persons and agencies 
that were notified as a result of 
the release; and (i) all 
measures taken or planned to 
be taktm 10 prevent similar 
releases.) 

y~ 

Fisheries Act 
Report (Section 38 (7)) 

(7) As soon as feas ible alle r 
the occurrence or aller learning 
of the danger of the 
occurrence, the person shall 
provi(!e an inspector. fishery 
officer or an author~y 
prescribed by the regulations 
wilh a written report on the 
occurrence Or danger of the 
occurrence. 

Specific Regulati ons under 
the Fisheries Act thaI require 
Spill Reponing written repon 
follow up: 

Metal Mining Effluent 
Regulations (written 
follow-up report also 
required) 
Pulp and Paper 
Effluenl 
Regulations(wril/en 
report follow up 
required} 

Page 6 of 34 

Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

,po 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

The OPR requi res a company to 
have an Emergel'lC)' Management 
Pr ram. The NEB ex &CIs 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 
re ula/ion 

Yes - as outlined 
above. Ihe EMR 
r uires an 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

Yes (see above) 

Environment Canada 

sny negative effects on the 
environment or on human life 
or health; (h) the identification 
of all persons and egencies 
that were notified as a result of 
the ralease; and (i) all 
measures taken or planned /0 
be taken to prevent similar 
releases.) 

y~ 

FiSheries Act 
Report (Section 38 (7)) 

(7) As soon as feas ible al1er 
lhe occurrence or al1er learnir.g 
of lhe danger of Ihe 
occurrence, the person shall 
provi<!e an inspector. fishery 
officer or an author~y 
prescribed by the regulations 
wilh a written report on the 
occurrence or danger of the 
occurrence. 

Specific Regulations under 
the Fisheries Act that require 
Spill Reporting written report 
fOllOw up; 

Metaf Mining EfflUtlnt 
Regulations (written 
follf1W-up report also 
required) 
Pulp and Paper 
EffllJflnl 
Reguletions(wrilten 
report follow up 
required} 
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u Comparison of Exis ti ng and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

'"'1<'''''"''Y "MS'S" Black 
Proposed '" BJue 

Once an ,ociderrt is reporled to 
the NEB, the NEB delenni"" the 
apprOjlf iate spiH respOI'Ise debrief 
requirements . Effective process 

p~ ........ -,~ .... ~ ..... 

11'" feOOI1 reaulfemelnts 

Reporl,ng of Mar misSH would 
typteafty be done by tile NEB 
regulated companies. 

" 

when the emergency 
phase has been stood down. For 
larger scale incidents, the NEB would 
participate in the company·s 
debriefing meeting. 

regulated compan~ ,are 
report : .. 

the death of~ seriOus injuly,,? a 
person; ~ ~ 
a significant adVerse eHect on 
the environment; 
an·unintended fire or el;(plosion: 
'an unintefllted or uncontained 
release of L VP ..... hydrocarbons in 
excess of 1.5 m't ..... 
iI'\.uninlended or uneonholled 
~l8ase of gas Of HvP1l .... 
hy<!lIx:arbons ilnd the operation 
of a" pipeHne beyond tts design, 
lim~s as,dete,nTlir\ed unde~r CSt 
Z662 or CSA 2276 Of any , 
operating lim~s "rmposed the 
Board. ~ 
Section 6 of the 0P..R requiles 
NEB regulated comlX!nieS"to 
identity aN hazards and potential 
hazards and to establish and 

fOf the 

Response 10 
Emergencies· report 
10 be submitted 

" 

Standard 
p /pellnes and 
petroleum industry 

potenlial 10 release 
must be reported 
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~;;;;;;;;;. ;';;';;; 81"" 
~ BI~ 

alICe anlllCident is reporled to 
the NEB, the NEB determll18$ the 
appr(tprlate spiH response debrief 
requirements . Effective process 
for NEB pipelines is in place. 

" 

Reporllng of Mar misses would 
Iyp.catty be done by the NEB 
regulated companies. 

'" • 
'" 

; 
when the emergency 

phase been stood down. For 
larger scakl incidents , the NEB would 
participate in the company·, 
debriefing meeting. 

regulated 
reporl : 

the death " ,~'.'1."' ;'*"\'2 
person; , 

i j : 

uninte~ed or 
re!ease 01 CVP. hydrocarbons in 
excess of 1.5 m . 
~unintended or uneonholled 
reklase of gas or HVP 
hY\1IOCi1rbons and the operation 
01 a pipeHne beyond tts design 
lim~s as determined Unde~r eSA 
Z662 or eSA 2276 or any 
operating limijs Imposed the 
Board. ~ 
Section 6 01 the aPR requiles 
NEB regulated companies to 
identify aN hazards and potential 
hazards and to establish and 

lor the 

" /I 

; 
Response 10 
Emergencies· reporl 
to be submitted 
following completion 
of the response 10 an 
incident. The ¥ 
Evaluation must be 
maintained on file by 
the perm~ holder until 
the subjecl 01 the 
penn~ under which 

;, 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

potential to release 
must be reported 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

Sp~1 Cost Re<:overy (Pfovides 
agency to recover their costs from 
the RP re~ted to responding 10 a 
spitt) 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

near-misses and to take 
preventative and corrective 
acHons. 

The NEB requires' a company 10 
anticipate. prevent, manage and 
mrligate potentially dangerous 
conditions associated with thei r 
pipelines. For example. the Board 
has broad aulhority 10 order a 
company to take physical measures 
in relation to a serious incident (e.g. 
remediation) . The NEB Act provides 
the Board with the author~y to 
impose financial requirements on 
applicants as a c:ondrtion of any 
approval. The general aim of these 
fi nancial cond~ions is to help ensure 
that there will be sufficient.funds 
available to draw upon' to cover the 
cosls and damages/of a serious 
pipeline incident (for example, a 
major spill). 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 

rulation, 

Yes - Under Section 
50 of the OGAA) ttoe 
Commission has tile 
ability to take/ over an 
incident from tj)e/ 
responsihli! party, and 
allows tor CQ1! 
recovery. 

Transpon 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 

mari~ 

Albena Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

Each licensee is 
required to pay the 
full eost of 
environmenta l 
cleanup and 
remediation 

Environment Canada 

Yes (CEPA S«tion 203; Her 
MBjesly In righl of Canada may 
recover the costs and 
expenses of and rncidental to 
laking any measures under 
subsealion 201(4) from (a) any 
person referred to in paragraph 
201(2}(a); and (b) any person 
referred to in paragraph 
201(2}(b) to the extent of their 
negligence or willful conduct in 
causing or contributing to lhe 
anvironmenral9mergancy.) 

Yes (Fisheries Acl) 
42 (2) All the COSls and 
expenses referred to in 
subsealion (1) are recoverable 
by fWr Majesty in right of 
Canada or a province with 
costs in proceedings brought or 
taken therefore in the name of 
Her Majesty in any such right in 
any court of competent 
jurisdiction. 

71.1 ( I) OW!ere a person is 
convicted of an offence under 
this Act, the court may, in 
addition to any punishment 
imposed. order the person to 
pay the Minisleran amount of 
money as compensation for 
any costs incurred in the 
seizlJre. Sloreg9 or disposition 
of anv fish or other th/nq seized 

1 There i< 1\0 amho.il)' in the NEB Act fOf the Boa.d to di.ectly order a company to pay the costs Of damages BS"",iatM with a ",.iou, incidem and unlike COC,oA. th. NEB Act doe< not impose an)' amount 
of"absolute liability-- On pipeline companies fOf spitts Of other 1)'peS ofincidC111S, Howncr, the Board docs ha"c broad autho, it)' to requi'e a company to take physicat me.Sures in ,d.tion 10. serious 
incidcnt. which \lill. by neeessil}'. ''''luire (he c""'pany to pay the cost. of tho"" "",asure, 
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BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

Spill Cost Re<:overy (Pfovides 
agency to recover their costs Irom 
the RP related to responding to a 
spill) 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

near-misses and to take 
preventative and correctNe 
aclions, 

The NEB requires a company to 
anticOpate. prevent. manage and 
mitigate potentially dangerous 
C(lnditions associated with their 
pipelines. Fo. example. the Board 
has broad authority to order a 
company to take physical measures 
in relation to a serious incident (e.g. 
remediation). The NEB Act provides 
the Board with the author~y to 
impose financial requirements on 
applicants as a condrtion of any 
approval. The general aim of these 
financial condrtions is to help ensure 
that there will be sufficient lunds 
available to draw upon to cover the 
costs and damages 01 a ieri,,", 
pipeline incident lor example. a 
major spill). 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 
re ulation 

Yes - Under Section 
50 of the OGAA. t~ 
Commission has ttie 
ability to take over an 
incident from t!Je 
responsible party , and 
allows for cost 
recovery. 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

Each licensee is 
required to pay the 
lull cost of 
environmental 
cleanup and 
lemediation 

Environment Canada 

Yes (CEPA Section 203: Her 
Miljesty in right of Canada may 
recover the costs and 
expenses of and incidental to 
taking any measures under 
subse<:tion 201(4) from (a) any 
person referred to in paragraph 
201(2)(a); and (b) any person 
referred to in paragraph 
201(2)(b) to the extant of tlleir 
negligence or WIllful conduct in 
causing or contributing to tile 
anvironmental emergency.) 

Yes (Fisher ies Act) 
42 (2) All the costs and 
axpenses referred to in 
subse<:rion (I) are recoverable 
by Her Majesty in right of 
Canada or a province with 
costs in proceedings brought or 
taken therefore in /he name of 
Her MaJesty in any such right in 
any court of competent 
jurisdiction. 

11.1 (I) >WIere a person is 
convicted of an oHence under 
this Act, tile court may, in 
addition to any punishment 
imposed, order tile person to 
pay the Ministeran amount of 
money liS compensation for 
any costs incurred in /he 
seizure. storage or disposition 
ofan fishorotherllli seized 

, There i, no authority in the NEil A,t for the lloanllO directl y ookr I company to pay the COSIS Of damage< "'''''''atoo with a ",rioo, incident and unlike COC,oA. the NEil Act ""'" nor tlnpose any amount 
of"absolute liabiht)"" On p'pett"" comp.nlC:; for spills Of oll><:r I)'PCS ori""odcn ti, 1I0 wncr. lhe Iloard doc, h", broad aUlho"l)" 10 reGuirc a comp.ny 10 lake phySIcal meaSureS in rdarion to. serious 
Uleidenl. whIch "ill. by necessity. r"'lui •• lhe company to pay the eust.oftOOse mea,ures 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

Spill Cost Re<:overy (Pfovides 
agency to recover their COStS from 
the RP related to responding to a 
spill) 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

near-misses and to take 
preventative and corrective 
actions. 

The NEB requ ires a company 10 
anticipate. prevent, manage and 
mitigate potentially dangerous 
C(lnditions associated with thell 
pipelines. For example, the Board 
has broad aulhority 10 order a 
company to take physical measures 
in relation to a serious incident (e.g. 
l emediation), The NEB Act provides 
the Board with the authority to 
impose financia l requirements on 
applicants as a condrtion of any 
approval. The general aim of these 
financial condrtions is to help ensure 
that there will be sufficient funds 
available to draw upon to cover the 
cosls and damages of a ieriout 
pipeline incident for example. a 
major spill) . 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 
re ula/ion 

Yes - Under Section 
50 of the OGAA, t~ 
Commission has ttie 
ability to take over an 
incident from t\Je 
responsible party , and 
allows for cost 
recovery. 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

Each licensee is 
required to pa~ the 
full cost of 
environmental 
cleanup and 
lemediation 

Environment Canada 

Yes (CEPA Section 203: Her 
Majesty in right of Canada may 
recover the costs and 
expenses of and ,'ncidental to 
taking any measures under 
subse<:tion 201(4) from (a) any 
person referred to in paragraph 
201(2)(a); and (b) any person 
referred /0 in paragreph 
201(2)(b) to the extent of their 
negligence or wdlfui conduct in 
causing or contributing to tile 
environmental smergency.) 

YH (Fisher ies Act) 
42 (2) All the costs and 
expenses refemtd to in 
subse<:!ion (1) are recoverable 
by Her Majesty in right of 
Canada or a province with 
costs in proceedings brought or 
taken therefora in the name of 
Her Majesty in any such right in 
any court of competent 
jurisdiction, 

11.1 (I) >WIere a person is 
convicted of an oHence under 
this Act. the court mey, in 
addition to any punishment 
imposed. order the person to 
pay the Ministeran amount of 
money as compensation for 
any costs incumtd in /he 
!;6izure. storag& or disposition 
of an fish or other thi seized 

, There i, no autho. ity in tOe NE il Act for tl\<, lloan! to directly order I company to pay the COSIS or dama¥ ....... "",jatoo with a ..,riou, incKknt and unl ike COC,oA. the NEil Act ""'" not "npose any a"",unt 
of" absolute liability" On pipd lllc comp.n ies for spills or Oll><:r I)'PC' ofiDC ldCIlli . I/owe"cr, the Board doc, ba ' , broad . utho"l)" 10 "Guire a company 10 lake physical meaSureS in rcia lion 10 . serious 
illCidenL whIch " ill. by nec,""sity. r"'lui •• the company to pay the c"","oftbosc mea' u .... 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requi rements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

I"",,,.muy "~I"'''= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

The NEe and the OGC ha~e 
requirements for emergency 
management programs. The 
Alberta Pipe~ne Safety Re~iew 
concluded that "indu$lry has 
recognized the need for strong 
emergency respollse and crisis 
management competency and 
preparedness, often having 
groups or departments dedicated 
to these functIOns ." 

'"' 
emergency that could ad~ersaty, 

affect pro~y, the environme~t. 'or 
safety of worlle [S Of tlla publ ic. 

An emergency management program 
must include' 

the identification and 
anatysi$ of potential 
hazards; 
tlla e~a luation and 
management of risks 

Emergency 
P"?II ram, as 
s~~or activity specific 
E~rgency Response 
Plans, for all OGC 
Regulated 
companies, 
Standards are defined 
in the Manual 
accompanying the 
regulation, 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

respons ib i l~ies of all 
responders and how 
the company wi . work 
with appropriate local 
and provincial 
government agencies, 

relation to offence 
was commit/ed, 

79.21M1ere a person is 
convicted of an offence under 
lhis Act, in addit ion /0 any 
punishment imposed, the court 
may, having regard 10 lhe 
nature of the offence and the 
circumstances SUlTOUnding its 
commission, make an order 
containing anyone Of more of 
the foltowing prohibitions, 
directions or requirements, , 

(d) directing /he person /0 pay 
the Minis ter an amount of 
money as compensation, In 
whole or in pert, for the cost Of 
any remedial Of preventive 
action taken by Of caused to be 
taken on behalf of the Minister 

commission of 

Regulations) 
(Section 4,' (1) Subject to 
section 7, a person required /0 
submit 
a notice to the Minister under 
subsection 3{1) must prepara 
an environmental emergency 
plan I'dth respect to the 
substance referred to in thai 
subsections) 
NOTE: this standard can be 

a!ewways, if 
to an ISO 

Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

The NEe arod l /le OGe howe 
requiremerrts for emergency 
management programs. The 
Alberta Pipe~ne Safety Rev",w 
concluded Iha! "irodusUy h:u 
recognized the need for Ilrong 
emergl'!ncy respanSl'! an(! crisis 
managemenl compelency and 
prt!pareclress, often haVIng 
groups Of dep.ftmenls dedicated 
10 Ihne funcllons: 

, 
emergency that could adversely 
affect j)foperty, the enYironm t. or 
safety of workers or the publ ic. 

An emergency management program 
must include ' 

the idenl ificalion and 
analysis of potential 
hazards; 
the eva luation and 
management of risks 

" 
are defined 

in the Manual 
accompanying the 
regulation. 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

i i 

,esponsib i l~ies of all 
responders and how 
Ihe company win work 
wilh awropriatelocal 
and provincial 
government agencies. 

relation to offence 
was committed. 

79.2 lMIere e person is 
convicted 01 an offe~ under 
this Act, in addition to any 
punishment imposed, the COUr! 
may, having regard to the 
natlKiJ of the offence and the 
cin:lJmstances S(JI1f!unding its 
commission, make an order 
containing anyone or more of 
the following prohibitions, 
directions or feqlJirements:. 

(d) directing fhe person to pay 
the Minister an enlOlJnt of 
money as compensation, in 
whole or in PM. for the cost of 
any remedial or preventive 
action taken by or caused to be 
taken on behalf of/he Minister 

I commission of 

'" 
Regulations) 
(Section 4,' (1) SlJbjecl to 
seeMn 7. a person feqlJired to 
slJbmit 
a notice to the MjnjS(erunder 
slJbsection 3(1) mlJsI prepare 
an environmental emergency 
plan with respect 10 the 
slJbsta/lC6 referred to in that 
slJbsecfions) 
NOTE: this standard can be 

a few wllys; if 
10 lin/SO , 

Comparison of Exis ting and Proposed Requi rements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

The NEB and tile OGe hiOWe 
requirements for emergency 
management programs. The 
Alberta Pipe~ne Safety Rev_ 
eoncl\Ide(I that "industry has 
recognize<lthe need for Itrong 
emergetIC)' response and crisrs 
management competency and 
preparedness, ollen haVIng 
groups Of departmef1ts dedicated 
to the-se fundlOnS: 

, 
emerg.ellq' that could adversely 
affect properly, the environm t. or 
safety of workers or the public. 

An emergency management program 
must include ' 

the identification and 
analysis of potential 
hazards; 
the eva luation and 
management of ris ks 

" 
are defined 

in the Manual 
acc:ompanying the 
regUlation, 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

i i 

responsib i l~ies of aU 
responders and how 
the company wiU work 
with awropriate local 
and provincial 
government agencies. 

relation to offence 
was committed. 

79.2 lMIere e person is 
convicted 01 an offer1C8 under 
this Ad, in addition to any 
punishment imposed, the COUrl 
may, having regard to the 
natur& of fhe offence anti the 
cirt;lJmslances SUITOUnding its 
commission, make an order 
containing any one or more of 
the foltowing prohjbitions, 
directions or feqlJiremenls:. 

(d) directing the person to pay 
the MjnlSler an enlOlJnl of 
money as compensation, in 
whole or in pari. for the COSf of 
any remedial or preventive 
aclion laken by orcaused 10 be 
taken on behalf of/he MiniSler 

I commission of 

'" 
Regulations) 
(Section 4.' (1) SlJbject 10 
sec/ion 7, a person reqlJired to 
slJbmit 
a notice to the MjnjS(erunder 
slJbsection 3(1) mlJst prepere 
an environmental emergency 
plen with respect/o the 
slJbSla/lC6 referred 10 in that 
slJbsections) 
NOTE: this slandard can be 

e few ways; if 
10 an ISO , 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

,...",,,,muy eM"'"'' Black I Standard (pending Canada Standard 
Proposed " Blue impl6menlalion of Regulatory pipelines and 

• an up-to-date emergency 
procedures manual that is 
fi Jed w~h the NEB; 

tiaising with agencies that 
may be invoNed in an 
emergency situation: 

• taking alt reasonable steps 
to inform alt persons who 
may be associated with an 
emergency response 
activity on the pipeline of 
the practices aoo 
procedures \0 be followed ; 
having a continuing 
education program for the 
police. rite deparlments. 
medical facil~ies. other 
appropriate organizations 
aoo agencies aoo the 
public resOding adjacent to 
the pipeline to inform them 
of the location of the 
pipeline. potential 
emergency situations and 
the safety procedures to be 
followed in case of an 
emergency; 

procedures for the safe 
control or shutdown of the 
pipeline system in the 
event of an emergency; 
suffICient response 
equipment: 

• training to instruct 
employees on the 
emergency procedures and 
emergency equ ipment and 

a velifiable capability to 

petroleum industry 

Pagel00f34 

Comparison of Existi ng and Proposed Req uirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

• an up-tMate emergency 
procedures manual that is 
filed w~h the NEB; 

liais ing with agencies that 
may be involved in an 
emergency situation; 

• taking all reasonable steps 
to inform all persons who 
may be associated with an 
emergency response 
activity on the pipeline of 
the practices and 
procedures to be foHowed: 
having a continuing 
ed...cation program for the 
police, fire deparlments, 
medical facil~ies , other 
appropriate organizations 
and agencies and the 
public residing adjacent to 
the pipeline to inform them 
of the location of the 

pipeline, potential 'I~';:::::::~~ emergency s~uations and 
the safety procedures to be 
followed in case of an 
emergency; 

procedures for the safe 
control or shutdown of the 
pipeline s)'Stem in the 
IIvllnt of an emergency; 
suffICient response 
equipment: 

• training to instruct 
employees on the 
emergency procedures and 
emergency equ ipment and 

a venfiable capability to 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 
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• an up-to-date emergency 
procedures manual that is 
filed w~h the NEB; 

liaising with agencies that 
may be involved in an 
emergency situation; 

• taking all reasonable steps 
to inform all persons who 
may be associated with an 
emergency response 
activity on the pipeline of 
the practices and 
procedures to be fotklwed; 
having a continuing 
ed...cation program for the 
police, fire deparlments, 
medical facil~ies , other 
appropriate orgaf'izations 
and agencies and the 
public residing adjacent to 
the pipeline to inform them 
of the location of the 

pipeline, potential "I~';:::::::~~ emergency s~uations and 
the safety procedures to be 
followed in case of an 
emergency; 

procedures for the safe 
controt or shutdown of the 
pipeline system in the 
event of an emergency ; 
suffICient response 
equipment; 

• training to instruct 
employees on the 
emergency procedures and 
emergency equ ipment and 

a venfiable capability to 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

In a<id rtion to the SpecifIC 
requirements by the NEB and the 
OGC, the CSA Standard Z662 
requires all pipeline operating 
companies to have a safety and 
loss management system. An 
important component i$ Continual 
Improvement. 

'" N' , 
!d pll 

NEB Regulatory Srandard 

emergency response 
exercises 

The OPR requi res that an NEB 
regulated company has a 
management system and protect ion 
programs in place conta ining 
processes fo r identify ing hazards, 
managing risks, training and 
managing wor1<.ers, communicating, 
managing records and 
documentation, mon~oring and 
evaluating progress. and continually 
imp.'oving performance, Processes 
and procedures, and related 
products, are reviewed on a regular 
basis and part of continual 
imp<ovement. 

In add~ion, section 6,5(1)( :0:) of the 
OPR requires a company to establish 
and implement a process for ~ 
conduct ing an annual managemenl"" 
review of the mana~ent system , 
and each program refeiTeci'to section 
55 of) he OPR-and for ensurillgA" 
continual .-nprovement in meeting the 
cOmpanys obHgationS'under section, 
6 

The NEB"wili audit a regubte.:l 
company's (!'anagement sysl!'m. The 
audit wi ll include the resuHs 01 th~ 
company's inte'm~1 annual 
management review of ~s own 
processes and the corrective actions 
implemented as a resuM ol these 
internal revOews. 

The NEB is ta~jng concrete actions to 
imp<ove salety performance and 
prevent incidents by' 

increasing o\lef$ight and 
scrutinv. including audits , 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 

rula/ion, 

Yes - as pan 01 the 
evaluation of Integr~ 
Management 

6~~~~~sp~~n\ion 
Programs, 
Continuous 
Improveme~ and 
Managemant'of 
Change in itiatille\,are 
subject to review and 
evaluation by the 
Commission, 

Transpon 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 

mari~ 

Albena Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

In an effort to 
continually improve 
spill response. Spi ll 
Co-ops are involved 
in research and 
development projects 
that look at land 
reclamation and oil 
'spill cleanup 

Environment Canada 

Yes (facilities subject to the 
Environmental Emergency 
Regulations)' 
Facil~ies are required to 
annually update and test their 
E2 Plans and keep records of 
the annual updates lor a period 
015 years. (Sec/ion 6. (1) The 
person rehtrred to in subsection 
5(1) mvSI update and test/he 
environmental 8nl6rgency plan 
at l6ast 0tlC/I each cal6ndar 
year to ensure thai it continues 
to meet the requirements of 
subsections 4(2) and (3).) 
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BC Regula tory Srandard NEB Regulatory Srandard OGC Regulatory Transport A lberta Regulatory Environment Canada 
Presently exists" Black Standard (pending Canada Standard for 
Proposed '" BJue impl6mentation of Regulatory pipelines and 

OGC's emergency Standard (non_ petroleum industry 
manage:nt 
regulation 

marin: ) 

emergency respOnse 
exercises 

The OPR requi res that an NEB Yes as pan oft"V tn an effort to Yes (facilities Sl.lbject to the 
regulated company has a evaluaHon of Integrity continually improve Environmental Emergency 
management system and protection Management spill reSpOnse, Spill Regulations ): 
programs in place conta ining Programs and Co-ops are involved Facil~ies are required to 
processes fo r identify ing hazards, Damage Prevention in resea rch and annually update- and test their 

In addrtion to the specific managing risks , training and Programs, development projects E2 Plans and keep records of 
requirements by the NEB and the managing worl<.ers, communicating, Continuous (hatiook at land the annual updates for a period 
OGC, the CSA Standard Z662 managing records and Improvement and 

h 
reclamation and oil of 5 years, (Se-Clion Ii ( I) The 

requires all PlPllllne operatIng documentation, monitoring and Management of spill cleanup person refermd to in subsection 
companies to have 3 safety and evaluating progress, and cont inually Change In~llltlVe$ are 5(1) nwsr update and fesr rile 
loss management system. All improving performance. Processes subject ta review a, environmental emergency plen 
impOnant compOnent is Canllnual and procedures, and related evaluat IOn by the at least once each calendar 
Improvement. products, are reviewed an a regular CommlulOn year to ensure that it continues 

basis and part af continual to meel the requirements of 
- . , improvement. s(Jbsec~'ons 4(2) and {3}.} 

In add~ion. Section 6,5(1)(x) of the 

~" OPR requ ires a compafl)l to establish 
and implement a process for 
conducting an annual managemen 
review of the mana~ent system 
and each program refeired to sect~ 
55 af the OPR and for ensuring 
cont inua~proveme(lt in meeting th e 
compan s obligations under section , 
The NEB will alldit a regulated 
company's management system The 
audit win include the results of thti 
company's Internal annual 
management review af ~s own 
processes and the corrective actions 
implemented as a resuM af these 
internal reviews . 

The NEB is tak ing concrete actions to 
improve safety performance and 
prevent incidents by: . increaSing oversight and 

scrutin'v . . i nd ud i ;,Qaudits , 
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Comparison of Exis ting and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

BC Regula tory Srandard NEB Regulatory Standard OGC Regulatory Transport Alberta Regulatory Environment Canada 
Presently !lxists" Black Standard (pending Canada Standard for 
Proposed '" BJue impl6mentation of Regulatory pipelines and 

OGC's emergency Standard (non_ petroleum industry 
mana9ll:nl 
regulation 

marin~'L 

emergency respOnse 
exercises. 

The OPR requi res that an NEB ", as pan 01 the In an effort to Yes (Iacilities subject to the 
regulated company has a evaluaHon of Integrity conlinuaUy improve Environmental Emergency 
management system and protection Management split reSpOnse, Spill Regulations ); 
programs in place conta ining Programs and Co-ops are involved Facil~ies are required 10 
processes for identify ing hazards, Damage Prevention in research anc! annually updale and lesl their 

In IIddrtion to tile SpeCific managing risks , training and Programs, development projects E2 Plans and keep records of 
requirements by the NEB and the managing worl<.ers, communicating, Continuous (hat look at land the annual updates for a period 
OGC, the CSA Standard Z662 managing records and Improvemenl and 

h 
reclamation and oil of 5yea~, (Section Ii ( I) The 

requires aN PlPllline operating documentation, monitoring and Management of spill cleanup person refermd to in subsection 
companies 10 have is safety anc! evaluating progress, and cont inually Change In~oatlVes are 5(1) nwS! Ilpdate and res! the 
loss management system. An improving performance. Processes subject 10 review a, environmental emergency plen 
Imponant compOnent is Continual and procedures, and related evaluatIOn by the at least onca each calendar 
Improvement. products, are reviewed on a regular Comm~slOn year to ensllre IhBt it continues 

basis and part of continual to meet the requirements of 

• " 
, improvement. subsec~'ons 4(2) and (3).J 

In add~ion, Section 6,5(1)(x) oflhe 

~" OPR requ ires a company to eS1a1 ' , 
and implement a process for 
conducting an annual managemen 
review of the mana~ent system 
and each program refeired to sect~ 
55 of the OPR and for ensuring 
cont inua~p<ovl!me~ in meeting th e 
compan s obligations under section , 
The NEB will aud~ a regul ated 
company's management system, The 
audit win include the results of the 
company's inlemal annllal 
management review of ~s own 
processes and the corrective actions 
implemented as a resuM of the III! 
internal reviews . 

The NEB is tak ing concrete actions to 
improve safety performance and 
prevent incidents by: . increasing ove~ight and 

scruti-n-v . . i ndud i ;.Q'audits , 
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Comparison of Exis ti ng and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists= Black 
Proposed ~ Blue 

The NEB requ fres specific 
emergency response plans. 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

inspecticos . and stronger 
messaging and 
requirements for regulated 
compan ies on safety: 
implemenling ~islsted 
management system 
requ irements that Iscilnate 
a stronger safety cu~uJe 
with in regulated companies; 
promoting a strong safety 
cuHure through the June 
2013 NEB sa fety forum: ,., 
using otller enforcement 
tools as requ ired (e.g .. 
pressure reductions. 
monetary penalties 

In 2012 the NEB received an 
additional $13.5 miHion 10 double fhe 
number of audits:!nd increase 
inspeclions from 100 to 150. In l he 
201212013 fiscal. the Board 
completed six aud ~s. and over 180 
inspections. 
-OOderthe 6P.l!: the NE-B rel:lu ires 
~ulattid compan~ to develop, 
regu/(lfiy review an(nlpdale as 
required. an emergency procedures 
mah \i.al ilCOd submil tllese manuals to 
the NEB. Companres are also 
requirec\'IQ liaise wilh agencies that 
may be involve'<! in an emergency 
response and consuk with them in 
developing and uR;dating tile 
emergency procedul~ ~ua~' 

The contents of the emergen~' 
procedures manual shouki include. 
but are n()t lim~ed to. the following: 

manual distribution list (or 
on separate file); 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
implflmentation of 
OGC's emergency 
menagement 

rulation, 

-Yes-lhe'E'MR 
requires development 
of an overarehin9 
Emergency Response 
Program, as well as 
s~ or activity specific 
ErnMgency Response 
Plans, for all OGC 
Regulated 
companies. 
Standards are defined 
in the Manual 
accompanying the 
regulation. 

Transpon 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 

mari~ 

F or speCIfied 
dangerous goods 
(ERAP) 

A/belta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

The Aefi:' requires all 
companies develop 
emergency response 
plans. This includes 
K!entifying the 
detailed roles and 
respons ib i l~ies of alt 
respon<!efS and how 
the company wiH work 
with appropriate local 
and provincial 
government agencies. 
AER regulations 
require all pipel ine 
companies to belong 
to an oil spilt co-op in 
each geographic area 
throUQh which their 

Environment Canada 

Yes (facd~ie$ subject to the 
Environmental Emergency 
Regulations ) fOl" specified 
substances above threshold 
quantities 
(Section 4,- (1) Subject fO 
sectico 7. a person required 10 
submit a notice to the Minisfer 
under subsection 3(1) must 
prepare an environmenral 
emergt/ncy plan with rasped /0 
lhe substance I1'Iferred to in 
thaI subsecfions) 

Plans are required. however. 
they do not need to approved. 
EC has the authority to 
r!Kloosls plans be provided 10 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists" BlacK 
Proposed = Blue 

The NEB requwes specific 
emergency response plana. 

NE.B Regulatory Standard 

inspections. and stronger 
messaging and 
requirements for regulated 
companies on safely; 
implementing ~islated 
management system 
requ irements that faci!rt ate 
a stronger safety cu~ure 
with in regulated companies; 
promoting a strong safety 
cuHure through the June 
2013 NEB safety forum: 
,od 
using other enforcement 
tools as required (e.g., 
pressure reductions. 
monetary penaHies 

In 2012 the NEB receiVed an 
add~ional $13.5 miHion \0 double the 
number of audits and Increase 
inspections from 100 to 150. In the 
201212013 fiscal. the Board 
completed six audrts, and over 180 
ins tions. 
Ullder the OPR. the NEB requirfl 

regulated companies to develop 
regularly review and i.lt:!dale as 
required. an emergency R!oeedures 
manual and submrt these manuals to 
the NEB. Companies are also 
required \0 liaise with agencies that 
may be inv~ed in an emergency 
response and coMuk with them in 
developing and upda1i(lg the 
emergenc;y proceduflls manual. 

The contents of the emergen~ 
procedures manual should Include. 
but are not lim~ed to. the t~lowing: 

manual d istribution list (or 
on separate file) : 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard {pending 
implementation of 
OGe's emergency 
management 

ulalion 

Yes-the EMR 
requires development 
of an overai'elllng 
Emergenc;y Respons.e 
Program. as well as 
s~e or activity specific 
Em&rgency Respons.e 
Plans. for all OGC 
Regulated 
companies . 
Standards are defined 
in the Manual 
accompanying the 
regulation. 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

For specified 
dangerous goods 
(ERAP) 

AlberTa Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

The AER requires all 
companies develop 
emergenc;y response 
plans. This includes 
identifying the 
detailed roles and 
respons ib i l~ies 01 all 
responders and how 
the company wiH wofk 
with appropriate local 
and provincial 
government agencies. 
AER regulations 
require all pipeline 
companies to belong 
to an oil spill co-op in 
each geographic area 
thlo h which their 

Environment Canada 

YII'S (fad~ies subject to the 
Environmental Emergenc;y 
Regulations) for specified 
subsliinces above threshold 
quantities 
(Secfion 4; (I) Subject fO 
secrion 7. a person required /0 
submit a notice to the Minister 
under subsection 3(1) must 
prepare an environmental 
emergency plan with respect /0 
the substance referred to in 
that subsections) 

Plans are required. however. 
they do not need to approved. 
EC has the authority to 
r 005\5 lans be rovided to 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists" BlacK 
Proposed = Blue 

Tile NEB requwes SpecifIC 
emergency response ~ns. 

NE.B Regulatory Standard 

inspections. and stronger 
messaging and 
requirements for regulated 
companies on safety; 
Implementing legislated 
management system 
requirements that facifilate 
a stronger safety cu~ure 
with in regulated companies; 
promoting a strong safety 
cuHure through the June 
ZOt3 NEB sMety forum: ,., 
using other enforcement 
tools as requ ired (e.g. , 
pressure reductions . 
monetary penaHies 

In 2012 the NEB recei\led an 
add~ional $13.5 million to double the 
number 01 audits and Increase 
inspections from 100 to 150. In the 
201212013 fiscal, the Board 
completed six lIud ~s. and over 180 
ins tions. 
Ullder the OPR, the NEB requires 

regulated companies to develop 
regularly review alld i.lpdate as 
required, an emergency procedures 
manual and submilthese manuals to 
the NEB. Companies are also 
required to liaise with agencies \hilt 
may be inv~ed in an emergency 
response and coMuk with them in 
developing and upda1i(lg the 
emergenc:y procedufllS manual. 

The contents of the emergen~ 
procedures manual should Include. 
but are notlim~ed to, the f~lowing: 

manual distribution list (or 
on separate file): 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
implementation of 
OGe's emergency 
management 

ula/ion 

Yes-the EMR 
requires development 
of an overai"elling 
Emergenc:y Respons.e 
Program. as well as 
s~e or activity specific 
Emergency Response 
Plans. for all OGC 
Regulated 
companies. 
Stalldards are defined 
in the Manual 
accompanying the 
regulation. 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

For specified 
dangerous goods 
(ERAP) 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

The AER requires all 
companies develop 
emergenc:y response 
plans. This irn::ludes 
identifying the 
detailed roles alld 
responsib i l~ie5 of all 
responders alld how 
the company will work 
with appropriate local 
and provindal 
government agencies. 
AER regulations 
require all pipeline 
companies to belong 
to an oil spill co-op in 
each geographic area 
Ihro h whicl1 their 

Environment Canada 

Yes (Iad~ies subject to the 
Environmental Emergency 
Regulations) lor specified 
substances above threshold 
quantities 
(Section 4; (1) Subject fO 
section 7. II person required /0 
submit a notice to the Minis/er 
under subsection 3(1) IfWst 
prepare an environmental 
emergency plan with respect /0 
the substance referred to in 
thaI subsections) 

Plans are required. however, 
they do not need to approllild. 
EC has the authority to 
r uests lans be rovided to 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

manual updating 
procedures and s~ule 
(or on a separate f ile): 

description of initial acHons 
when someone reports an 
incident: 

defi n~ions and levels of 
emergenC06S: 

corporate and operational 
cha ins of command 
(e.g. , organization 
structures) : 

management of threat 
information: 

incident management 
system (e.g .. tncident 
Command SY,stem): 

spill control p rocedur~'and 

locatiolllO/of spil1conlroj 
points (~Pfl liCable): 

debriefing R{,OC8'dure: 

interna l and externa l 
communicationS ; ..... 

• enernal communicaHon 
informahon,warnings a 
evacuations ~.g. public 
relations or media 'plan): 

• atternative mea;;Se 
commumcatlOn: ,. 

roles'and responsib i l~ies for 
int e,"al pos~ions involved, 
in a response (mcludil)g 
contra2tors)~ _ ~ 
roles and responSitj~~ies(for 
agencies that would lik~1y 
be involved in a' response: 

environmental or other 
areas requiring specia l 
consideration or protection: 

detailed product 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 

rulalion, 

Transpon 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 

mari~ 

Albelta Regulatory 
Standard for 
p ipelines and 
petroleum industry 

Environment Canada 

pipeline is routed, Oil I be reviewed. 
spill co-ops proviOe 
immediate emergency 
response capabil ities 
in all areas of Alberta 
through the provision 
of specia liled 
equipment. 
infraS1ructure. and 
Personnel should a 
release occur. 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently IIxists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

manual updating 
procedures and schedule 
(or on a separate file) : 

description of in~ial acHons 
when someone reports an 
incident: 

defin~ions and levels of 
emergencies: 

corporate and operational 
chains of command 
(e.g .. organization 
StrucMes): 
management 01 threat 
information: 

incidenl management 
system (e.g .. Incident 
Command System): 

spill control procedures and 
Iocalions of spin control 
points (If apJllicable): 

debriefing procedure: 

Internal and external 
communications; 

• external communicaHon 
information,"lvarn ings and 
evacuations (e.g. public 
relations or media plan): 

• atternative means of 
communication: 

role-S and responsibi l~ies tor 
inteJ".!lal pos~ions involved 
In a response (mcluding 
contracton), 

roles and responsibll~ies for 
agencies that would likely 
be involved in a responslI: 

environmental or otller 
areas requiring specia l 
consideration or protection: 

detailed educt 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC·s emergency 
management 
re ulalion 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

Environment Canada 

pjpeHne rs routed. Oil be reviewed. 
spill co-ops provide 
immediate emergency 
response capabil ities 
in all areas of Alberta 
through the provision 
of specialized 
equipment, 
infrastructure. and 
personnel Should a 
release occur. 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently !lxists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

manual updating 
procedures and schedule 
(or on a separate file): 

description of in~ial acHons 
when someone reports an 
incident: 

defin~ions and levels of 
emergencies: 

corporate and operational 
chains of command 
(e.g .. organization 
strueMes): 
management 01 threat 
information: 

incident management 
system (e.g .. InCident 
Command System); 

spill control procedures and 
locations of spin control 
points (If applicable); 

debriefing procedure; 

Internal and external 
communications; 

• external communicaHon 
information, warnings and 
evacuations (e.g. public 
relations or media plan): 

• atternative means of 
communication: 

roles and responsib i l~ies tor 
Internal pos~ions invotved 
In a response (includ ing 
conI radon) , 

roles and responsibIlities for 
agencies that would likely 
be involved in a response; 

environmental or other 
areas requiring specia l 
consideration or protection: 

detailed educt 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentetion of 
OGC·s emergency 
menagement 
re ula/ion 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

Environment Canada 

pipeline ~ routed. Oil be reviewed. 
spill co-ops proviOe 
immediate emergency 
response capabilities 
in all areas of Alberta 
through the provision 
01 specialiZed 
equipment, 
infrastructure. and 
personnel Should a 
release occur. 
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Comparison of Exis ting and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exis/s= Black 
Proposed ~ Blue 

The NEB requires assessment 01 
hazards and control measures 
based on QeOQraphlc 81'ea. 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

informaHon; 

internll l and external 
reporting requirements; 

up-to-date internal and 
external contac1lists; 

IislS of persons in the 
Emergency Plann ing Zones 
(or on a separate file): 

description and location of 
response equipment, 
incilJding information on 
how to access the response 
equ ipment on a 24-hour 
basis : 
up-to-date area maps: 

mutual aK! agreements (or 
on a sejla rate file) or, a 
reference to mutual aid· 

!~:g'~~S ~~~ures 
manual: and 

forms and records. 

T~EB also requires companies to 
establi sh lind 'mplefnent a process 
tOr developing con tinger,cy plans for 
i!bnormal events thaf may·ocr:;ur ~ 
during construc1ion, operat>on , 
maintenance, abandonment.. 0<' 

emerQencYsituations. " 
Environmental or other areas 
fequiring sPet;;a'l protection are to be 
outl ined in the '~ergency 
procedures manual (as mentioned 
abo~e). 

The NEB requ ires regula-ted 
companies to ha~e an emergency 
management program that 
anticipates. pre~ents, manages and 
m it igates cond~ions during an 
emel"Qencv that could adverse 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
implflmenta/ion of 
OGC's !!mergency 
management 

rula/ion, 

Emergency Response 
Plans are de~eloped 
to take all JIOtential 
halards and risks into 
account , however 
they are developed 
based on the ac1i~ity 
and the geographic 
area relative to the 
specifIC acti~ity. rather 
than being based on 
a QeOQraphk: area. 

Transpon 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non. 

mari~ 

A/belta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

AER requires 
licensees to be 
members of each spill 
COOpefative through 
which their pipeline is 
routed + COOperatives 
pro~ide specia lized 
response targeted to 
geographk: needs. 

In certain cases . 
companies must 

Environment Canada 

GRP planning is not mandated. 
EC does not regulate 
commun~ies , just specifIC 
facil~ies w~h certain 
compounds in Itxcess of 
threshold volumes. 

However· fadil ies that are 
subject to the E fI~i ronmental 

Emergency Regulations are 
subject to: 
Saction 4: (2) In oreparino an 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently IIxists" BlacK 
Proposed = Blue 

The NEB requires nsessmem of 
halarcls and eomrol measures 
ba$ed on ra hoc area. 

NE.B Regulatory Standard 

information: 

internal and external 
reporting requirements: 

up-to-date Internal and 
extemal contac1lists : 
lists of persons In Ihe 
Emergency Planning Zones 
(or on a separate file) : 

description and location of 
response equipment, 
Including Information on 
how to access the response 
equipment on a 24-hour 
basis: 
up-to-date area maps: 

mutual aOd agreements (or 
on a separale file) or:...a 
reference to mutual aii;i 
agreemeMs in the 
emerge~ procedures 
manual: and 

forms and reeo<'ds. 

The..,NEB also requ ires companies to 
establiSh and implemenl a process 
for developing contingency plans !of 
abnormal evenn Ihat may OC{;ur 
during conslruc1ion, operation, 
maintenance, abandonmen or 
emer situations. 
Environmlll:l.lal or other areas 
requiring special protection are to be 
outlined in the emergency 
procedures manual (as mentioned 
above). 

The NEB requires regulatlld 
companies 10 have an emergency 
mal1891lfT1ent program that 
anticipates , prevents, manages and 
mitigates cond~ions during an 
eme en that could adverse 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard {pending 
implementation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 

/Jlalion 

Emergency Response 
Plans are developed 
to take all potenlial 
hazardS and riskS into 
account , however 
they are developed 
based on the ac1ivity 
and the geographic 
area relative to the 
specifIC aclivity, rather 
than being based 0" 
a e ra hk: area. 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

A/berTa Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

AER requires 
licensees 10 be 
members of each spill 
COOperative through 
which their pipelinll is 
routed + cooperatives 
providll specia!izlld 
response larstllted 10 
geographk: needs. 

In ce rtain ~ses , 

com anies must 

Environment Canada 

GRP planning Is not mandated. 
EC does r.ot regulate 
commun~ies , just specifIC 
facil~ies w~h certain 
compounds in excess of 
threshold volumes. 

However - fadil les Ihat are 
subject to the Environmental 
Emergency Regulations are 
subject to: 
Saction 4: 2 In re ri an 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists" BlacK 
Proposed = Blue 

The NEB requwas auess.merll of 
halards and o:>fIItDl measurO'S 
ba$IId on IC &l'lIa. 

NEB Regularory Standard 

information; 

internal and external 
reporting requirements: 

up-to-date internal and 
extemal contac1lists ; 

lists of pelsons in the 
Emergency Planning Zones 
(or on a separate file) : 

description and location of 
response equipmerll, 
including information on 
how to access the response 
equipment on a 24-hour 
basis : 
up-to-date area maps: 

mutual aid agreements (01 
on a separate file) m:...a 
reference to mutual ali;l 
agreemems in tile 
emerge~ procedures 
manual: and 

fOlms and fecoids. 

TIle..,NEB also requ ires companie-s to 
establ ish and implement a process 
Ii:Ir developing contingency plans lot' 
abnormal events that may occur 
during construc1lon, operation. 
maimenance, abandonmen Of 
emer situations. 
Environmllfltal or otller areas 
requiring special protec1ion are Ie be 
outlined in tile emergency 
procedures manual (as mentioned 
above). 

The NEB requires regulated 
companies to have an emergency 
mana9l'fl'ent program that 
anticipates , prevents, manages and 
m ifigates cond~ions during an 
emer en lhat could adverse 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
implementation of 
OGC's emergency 
managemenr 

ulalion 

Emergency Response 
Plans are developed 
to take all potential 
hazardS and risks into 
account , howe~er 
they are developed 
based on the ac1iv ity 
and tile geographic 
area relative to the 
specifIC activrty, rather 
than being based on 
a e ra hk: area, 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

AER requires 
licensees to be 
members ot each spill 
COOperative through 
which their pipeline is 
routed _ cooperatives 
provide specialized 
response targeted to 
geographfc needs. 

In ce rtain ~ses , 

com anies must 

Environment Canada 

GRP planning is not mandated. 
EC does oot regulate 
commun~ies , just specifIC 
facil~ies w~h certain 
compounds in excess of 
threshold volumes. 

However - tad illes that are 
subject to the E fl~ironmental 
Emergency Regulations are 
subject to: 
Sac/ion 4: 2 In re ri an 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

I"",,,.muy .. ~'''r''= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

A' 81"", Plpeine ';:.;.ty R"vi w 
found tl'lat tnent is 11'1 ()~ 

"i$tency I 
,,'lderttanding Ind prepare< 
for." ,ncident Therefore. n 
.krly tl'lat the 001 rtl\j. lal~ 
tompanoes cleat we uri a 
geograprnc area basis , hOweVL, 

further clilrity would be helpful 

TOo 

and analys is of potential 
hazards and the evaluation and 
management of rish associated with 
all ha~ards_ Ha~a rds may vary by 
geographk: location of the pipeline. 

CSA Z662 is adopted in the OPR and 
requires a company to assess the 
need as to whether lirefoghting and 
other special equipment is 
necessary. Where such equipment is 
deemed ne(;essary, the company 
Shall make the equipment available. 

The assessment should be_based on 
the hazard identification as 
requirements of II}, .. OPR UI. __ , 
section 6. management system 
requirements . -- ... 

procedures 
preventative 
response equ ipment. 
procedures should i,.,. 
S(;hed u~ sessions for 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

project 
person must consider the 
following factors: sn(e) the 
characteristics o f the place 
where the substance is located 
end of the surrounding 8re8 
that may increase the risk of 
harm to the environment oro! 
danger 10 humsn life or health;) 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

TOo 

i ' and analys is of potential 
hazards and the evaluation and 
management of rislcs associated with 
aU hazards. Hazards may vary by 
geographk: location of the pipelioe. 

pl',t CSA 2662 is adopted in the OPR and 
requires a company \0 assess the 
need as to wIlether fireflQhHng and 
other special equipment is 
necessary. Where such equipment is 
deemed necessary. the company 
shall make the equipment available. 

The assessment should be based on 
the hazard identification a5 per the 
requirements of the'OPR under 
sec1 ion 6. man~rt system 
requirements. 

, 
procedures 
preventative i 
response equipment 
procedures should i 
schedu~ sessions for 

I 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

Pfoject 
person must consider the 
following fectors: an(c) the 
characteristics o f the place 
where the substance is located 
and of the sunoundinQ area 
thai may increase the ris/< of 
harm /0 the envi ronment or of 
danger /0 human life Of"health;) 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

TOo 

i . and analysis of potential 
hazards and the evaluation and 
management of risks associated with 

at"" aU hazalds. Hazards may vary by 
geographic iocatiOtl of the pipeline. 

•. J! CSA Z662 i$ adopted in the OPR and 
requires a company to assess the 
need as to wIlether firef'9hting and 
other special equipment is 
necessary. Where such equipment is 
deemed necessary. the company 
shall make the equipment available. 

Tile assessment should be based on 
the hazard identificatioo a5 pel 
requirements of the·OPR under 
secMn 6. mana~rt system 
requirements . 

procedures 
preventative i 
response equipment. 
procedures should i 
schedu~ sessions for 

I 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

project. 
person must consider the 
fo/lrJwing factors: sn(e) the 
characteristics of the place 
where tile substance is located 
and of tile sunoundil1fj area 
thaI may increase lhe risk of 
harm IrJ the environment Olaf 
danger to hum!!n life Of'heBith;} 
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 Comparison of Exis ting and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

..-,.,:i<1n"y "MS'S" Black 
Proposed '" Blue 

The NEB and the OGe regulated 
pipe~nes generally use risk 
,anklng methods 

The NEB and the OGe regulated 
plpe~f1e'5 are reqllired to have 
map!! for erne!'gency respon". 

Tile NEB and the OGe have 
specific requirements for local 
a'ea engagement and 
consuttlition . 

emergency 

with 
trie agencies that may be involved in 
an emergency re~ponse on the 
pipeline and COf1SU~~ri theJn in the 
development and up(/atong of Ihe 
emergency procedu,es' manual: 

II company Should. among any other 
relevant steps: 

use the hazard, 

SpecifIC and 
significant informalion 
requirements unde' 
section 3. ' Obligalion 
to Provide 
Information". 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

landowners and other 
sta~ehoidefS plior to 
submitting a formal 
application. This 
mandatory step 
ensures that 
have an 

Ihat are subjeCl to the 
Environmental Emergency 
Regulations are requ ired to 
submit the name 01 the local 
authorities, commun~y or 
inte,est groupS t hat have been 
involved in the E2 Plan's 
development as per Schedule -4 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requi rements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

I"",,,.muy e~,,,,,,= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

persons 

enable 

idenHfy the part ies with 
whom liaison shoukl be 
established; 

have up.to-date contact 
lists: 

have a description of the 
consuHation process 
including a schedule for 
contacts, nature of 
discussions. type of 
information to be provided 
and the methods to assess 
the effectiveness of the 
consuHation process; 

include records and 
documentation'or ail liaison 
activiHes: and 

holds a ll perm~ 
holders accountable 
and liable for all spill 
response activ~ies. 
and as such do not 
cert ify third party 
response 
organizations. 

apply to have an 
ERAP approved 

Standard 
p ipelines and 
petroleum industry 

" 
outstanding concerns 
are effectively 
addressed. 

Companies must 
demonstrate to the 
AE~ that every effort 
h41s been macle to 
addf..ess@utstanding 
stakel\elder concerns. 
In s~ualions where 
unresolved issues or 
conflicts exist the 
AER offers mediation 
through Appropriate 
Dispute Resolution 
program. 

If concems slill 
remain unresolved. 
the AER may hold a 
formal public hearing. 

,ilSpili 
Ofganization 

" "'" Regulations) 
NOTE: the E2R requires that 
the level of training is identified, 
but does nollegislate what that 
level is 

SfJetion 4: (3) The 
environmen!aI 9mergency plen 
must inc/ud9. (dJ II lisl of the 
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Comparison of Existi ng and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

idenHfy the ~l1 ie$ with 
whom liaison should be 
established; 

have up--tO-date contact 
lisls : 

have a description of the 
consultation process 
including a schedule for 
contacts, nature of 
discussions. type of 
information to be provided 
and the methods to assess 
the effectiveness of the 
consultation process; 

inchlde re<:ords and 
documentation of all Uaison 
activities; ;Hld , 

, 
IIi 

r 
company i a 
process tor developin\) compete !ICY 
requirements and training programs 
that provide employees and other 
persons work ing wrth or behalf of 
the company with the that witt 
enable them to 

holds all permrt 
holders accountable 
and liable for all spill 
response activ~ies, 
and as such do not 
cel1ify third party 
response 
organizations. 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

apply to have an 
ERAP approved 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

H i 

" 
ootstanding concerns 
are effectively 
addressed. 

Companies must 
demonstrate to the 
AER that every effort 
has been made to 
address outstanding 
stakeholder concerns. 
In $~uallon$ where 
unresolved issues or 
conflicts exist . the 
AER offers mediation 
through Appropriate 
Dispute Resolution 
program. 

If concems still 
remain unresolved. 
the AER may hold a 
lonnal public hearing. 

''''' Regulations) 
NOTE: the E2R requires that 
the level of training is identified, 
but does fl(ll legislate what that 
level is 

Sect;oo 4: (3) The 
environmenral 9mergency plan 
must inclvde. III;st of the 
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persons 

enable 

ide~lify lhe ~r! ies wilh 
whom liaison should be 
eSlablished; 

have up.-tO-date contact 
lisls : 

have a descfiptio~ of Ihe 
co~sullalio~ process 
includi~g a schedule for 
co~lacls, ~ature of 
discussions, lype of 
I~formal ion to be provided 
and the methods to assess 
the effectiveness of the 
co~sukatlo~ process; 

I~clude re<:ords and 
documentation of all Uaison 
activities: ;Hld , 

, 
Ii 

r 

" 

holds all perm~ 
holders accountable 
and liable for all spill 
respo~se activ~ie5, 
and as such do nOt 
cer!ify Ihird party 
response 
organizations. 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

apply 10 have an 
ERAP approved 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

Ii i 

" 
ootslanding concerns 
are effectively 
addressed. 

Com~nies musl 
demonstrate to the 
AER thai every effor! 
has been made to 
addr"ess outstandi~g 
slakeholder concerns. 
In s~uallons where 
unresolved issues or 
conllicts exis!. the 
AER offers mediation 
through Appropriale 
Dispute Resolution 
program. 

If concerns slill 
remain unresolved. 
the AER may hold a 
f()fll1al public hearing, 

''''' Regulations) 
NOTE: the E2R requires that 
the level of training is identified, 
but does Il(lt legislate what that 
level is 

SecOOn 4: (3) The 
environmenral emergency plan 
must incll.l(1t,. II lisl of the 
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u Comparison of Exis ti ng and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

..-,.,:i<1n"y eMS'S" Black 
Proposed '" Blue 

Use ol leS protocols is cons istent 
with CEPA Integrity FllSt program 
and Ifill CEPA MutUal Emergenq 
AsSIstance Agreement. The 
Alberta Pipehne Safety Re~w 
lound the widespreed adoplioo of 
ICS. 

TlIe A1bena Pipeline Safety 
Review determined an OIIerall 
consistenc;y In competence, 
underltanding and preparedness 
lor an iflCldeni. 

also have a process to 
employees and other perlons 
WlJrking with or en behalf of the 
company are trained and competent 
and lor supervisiog them Ie ensure 
that they perform their duties In a 
manner that is safe. ensures lhe 
security of the pipel ine and protects 
the environment. 

an emergency 
procedures manual. An incklent 
mana[lllment system WlJuld be 
included in the emergency 
procedures manual. (Note: tile 
tncklent Command Sirudure (ICS) . 
not presently mandated as not aM 
Provinces use it). 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

use an 
management system 
( ICS is strongly 
recommended) 

an environmental emergency 
and a description of their roles 
and responsibilities: 
(e) the idenlifica~·orr Of the 
training required for elKh of the 
individuals listed unOer 
paragraph (0'):) 

individuals who are to carry into 
effect the plan in the event of 
an environmental emergenq 
and a description of their roles 
and responsibilit;es 

Pa[lll180134 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

Be Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

The NEB and the OGe regulated 
pipetine companies conduct 
exercIses according to the 
regu lations. 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

developing competency 
requirements and tra ining 
programs that provide 
employees and persons 
worlting with 0< on behalf 01 
tile company with tile 
training that will enable 
them to perform their duties 
in a manner that is safe, 
ensures the 5e(;urily of the 
pipeline and protects the 
environment; and 
verifying that employees 
and other pe~ons working 
with or on behalf of the 
company are trained and 
competent. 

The NEB does not P.fescribe the 
frequency of exercises, howel/er, an 
NEB regulated cOmpany is expeq e 
to COflduct exercises with sufficient· 
frequency (based on t~ ' size of thelt 
operations. their haUirds and riSkS! 
training requirements) to ~nsUre a 
higl;"level of emergency 
preparedness, to test ihe 
effeC1iveness of existing ~nd new 
respon,se procedures arid to 
deter:..mihe the adequacy of staff" 
training in' lIl l aspects of a compa~'s 
EPR program., 

The type of exercise should be varied 
to ensure all aspects of potenti~t 
emergencies are te-sted. ",. 
Companies should also ensure that 
exercises simulate a wide rafJge of 
potential geographic and ~a:ther 
conditions and worst-case spill or gas 
release scenarios. At least one 
Simulated emergency response 
exercise shoukl be hekl annuall 

OGe Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 

'ulation, 

As part ot the 
Emergency Response 
Plan, and s'obiect to 
review. Plans m~st 
also be updated at a 
minimum of annually. 

l-rtre-Commisslon 
monlto~ and may 
participate in 
exerCIses. 

Transpon 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 

mari~ 

Albena Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

Requires operato~ to 
Irain emergency 
response pe~onnel 
and regularly test 
their emergency 
response plans 
through major ' Iive' 
exercises and 
labletop simulations. 
Table tops pertormed 
at teast annually. if 
not more 

Environment Canada 

Yes (facilities subject to the 
Environmental Emergency 
Regulations ) 
E2 Plans must be exereised 
annually with all Plan elements 
being tested over a 5 year 
period. (Sec/ion 6; ( 1) The 
person referred to in subsection 
5(1) musf update and test the 
environmenfal emergency plan 
all6asf once each calendar 
year . . .}Those records must be 
maintained for 5 years and their 
review woukl be part of a site 
inspeC1ion. 
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Comparison of Existi ng and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

Be Regula tory Srandard NEB Regulatory Srandard OGe Regulatory Transport Alberta Regulatory Environment Canada 
Presently exists" Black Standard (pending Canada Standard for 
Proposed '" BJue impl6mentation of Regulatory pipelines and 

OGe's emergency Standard (non_ petroleum industry 
mana9ll:nt 
regulation 

marin: ) 

. ~veloping c:ompeteney 
requirements and tra ining 
programs that provide 
employees and persons ..... '\ 
working w~h Of on behall of 
the company with the 
tra ining that witt enable 
them to perform their duties 
in a manner that is sale , 

~ 
ensures the securily of the 
pipeline and protects the 

~ environment; and . verifying that employees 
and othe, pe~ons working 
with or on behalf of the 
company are trained and 
c:ompetent. 

The NEB does n~.&!.,;,cribe the As part at the 'VI Requires operato~ to y~ (facihties subject to the 
frequency of exerciSes, howewr, ':A Emergency Response" train emergency Environmental Emergency 
NEB regutated company is expeCted Ptan. and sllblect to response pe~onnel Regutations ) 
to conduct exerCises with sufficient review. Plans must and regularly test E2 Plans must be exercised 
frequency (based on tQe size of their also be updated OIl a their emergency annuatly with all Plan elements 
operaHons. their hazards and risk s. minimum of a~n1atly. response plans being tested over a 5 year 

The NEB and the OGC regulated training requirements) to ensure a The Commiss ion through major ' live' period. (Section 6; ( I) The 
PIpeline companies conduct high level of emergency mon~o~ and may exercises and person referred to jn subsection 
exercises iICCOrding to the prepaJedness, to test the participate in tabletop simulaHons. 5(1) must update and test the 
regulations_ effectiveness of existing and new exercis~. Table tops pertormed environmental emergency plen 

response procedures and to at least annually , ~ at leas t once each calendar 
dete(mlne the adequacy of sta"- not more year .. -JThose records must be 
training In all aspects of a ~ny's maintained for 5 yea~ and their 

EPRpr~ review would be part of a site 
inspeclion. 

The type of exercise should be varied 
to ensure att aspects of potential 
emergencies are tested. 
Companies should a lso ensure that 
exercises simulate a wide ralJQe of 
potentiat geographic and _ather 
conditions and worst-case spitt or gas 
release scenarios. At least one 
simulated emergency response 
exercise should be held annuall 
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Comparison of Exis ting and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

Be Regula tory Srandard NEB Regulatory Standard OGe Regulatory Transport Alberta Regulatory Environment Canada 
Presently !lxists" Black Standard (pending Canada Standard for 
Proposed '" BJue impl6mentation of Regulatory pipelines and 

OGe's emergency Standard (non_ pe/roleum industry 
mana9ll:nt 
regulation 

marin~'L 

. developing compelency 
requlll!ments and tra ining 
programs that provide 
employees and persons ..... '\ 
working w~h Of on behall of 
the company with the 
training that witt enable 
them to perform their duties 
in a manner that is sale , 

~ 
ensures the security 01100 
pipeline and protects the ." environment; and . verifying thaI employees 
and other pe~ons working 
with or on behalf of the 
company are trained and 
compelent. 

The NEB does n~J..~scribe the As part ,~~he V Requires operators to y~ (facihties subject to the 
frequency of exerciSes, hOwe;,~ Emergency Response train emergency Environmental Emergency 
NEB regutated company is expe Ptan. and sublect to response personnel Regulations ) 
to conduct exercise$ with sufficient review. Plans must and regularly test E2 Plans must be exereised 
frequency (based on tQe size of their also be updallid at a their emergency annuatly with all Plan elements 
operaHons, their hazards aod risk s, minimum of a~n1atly. response plans being tested over a 5 year 

The NEB and the OGC regulated training requirements) to ensure a The Commission through major ' live' period. (Section 6; ( I) The 
PIpeline companies conduct high level of emergency mon~ors aod may exercises aod person referred to jn subsection 
exerCises iICGOIding to the preparedness, to test the partieipate in tabletop simulaHons. 5(1) must update and tastthe 
regulations_ effectiveness of existing aod new exereis~. Table tops pertormed environmen!a/ emergency plan 

respOnse procedures and to at least annually , ~ alleaslonce /lach calendar 
deter...mlN3 the adequacy of sta"- not more year .. .)Tllose records must be 
training In all aspects of a ~ny's maintained for 5 years and their 
EPR program, review \\IOuld be part of a site 

inspection. 
The type of eerclse should be varied 
to ensure all aspects of potential 
emergencies are tested. 
Companies should also ensure that 
exercises simulate a wide ralJQe of 
potential geographK: and _ather 
conditions and worst-case spill or gas 
release scenarios. AI least one 
simulated emergency response 
exercise should be held annuall 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

(e.g. table top. s~e-speeific dril). A 
full-scale exercise involving all 
agencies idenlif.ed in a company"S 
liaison programs should be held 81 
least every three yeatS. 

NEB regulated companies are 
required \0 have verifiable capab ility 
to respond to an emergency in 
accordance wrth their emergency 
procedures and response plans and 
demonstrate and document the 
effectiveness of such procedures and 
plans. 

NEB regulated companies are 
required to have a training program 
for employees of the company to 
instruct them on safety regulations. 
environmental pra,ct;CeS/ 8nd 
procedures. procedures for the 
proper operation 'oqhe equipment 
that an employee could re asonably 
be expected to use, and,fn ~e , 
emergency' procedures sal otit rn the 
efgergency procedul 'ts manul!'s. As' 
mentioned abo"e~NEB-regutated 
'COfTIpanieS are required ~o have 

Il(.oce~ses for: , " 
developIng comPEltency 
requ irements andt rain'ing 
programs that provode i 
empiOy~s and perso ~s , 
workiN w rt h Of on behalf of 
the cOmpany with the). 
tra ining that Will enable 
them to peffonn their duiies 
in a manner thai is sa'. 
ensures the secliritY of the 
pipeline and protects the 
environment: and 
verifying that employees 
and other persons workin, 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 

rula/ion, 

Transpon 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 

mari~ 

Albena Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

Environment Canada 
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Comparison of Exis ting and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

(e.g. lable top. s~e-5pecific dril). A 
full-scale e~eo"c>se involving all 
agencies id-ent ifled In a com~ny' s 

l iaison programs should be held al 
least every three yea~. 

NEB regulaled companies are 
required to have verifiable capab ility 
to respond to an emergency In 
accordance with their emergency 
procedures and response plans and 
demonstrate and document the 
effectiveness of such procedures and 
plans. 

NEB regulated companies ale 
required to have a training program 
for employees of the compal))' to 
instruct them on safety regulations . 
environmental praelice$~nd 
procedures. procedures for the 
proper operation Of the equipment 
that an employee co~ re asonably 
be expected to use, and on the 
emergency procedures set,out in the 
emergency procectures manuals. As 
mentioned above, NEB-regu!aled 
companies are required ~o have 
processes for: 

developing competency 
requi rements and t raining 
programs that provOde 
emplOYees and persons 
wol1tl{lg w~h {)( on behalf of 
the company with the 
training that will enable 
them to perform their duties 
in a manner thai is safe. 
ensures the secUTiIY of the 
pipeline and protects the 
environment: and 
verifying that employees 
and other rsons world 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 
re ulalion 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

Environment Canada 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

(e.g. lable top. s~e-specific dril). A 
full-scale e~erctse involving all 
agencies id-entifled in a com~ny' s 

i iaison programs should be held al 
least every three yea~. 

NEB regulaled companies are 
required to have verifiable capab ility 
to respond to an emergency In 
accordance with their emergency 
procedures and response plans and 
demonstrate and document the 
effectiveness of such procedures and 
ptans. 

NEB regulated companies ale 
required to have a training program 
for employees of the compal))' to 
instruct them on safety regulations. 
environmental practice$~nd 
procedure,. procedures for the 
proper operation of the equipment 
that an employee col.lld reasonably 
be expected to use, and on the 
emergency procedures set".out til the 
emergency proceclures manuals. s 
mentioned above, NE8-regu\aled 
companies are required ~o have 
processes for. 

developing competency 
requirements and t raining 
programs that provOde 
emplOyees and pe~ons 
wol1tl{lg w~h or on behalf of 
the company with the 
trainlr.g t"hat will enable 
them to perform their dulies 
in a manner thai is safe, 
ensures the secoirilY of lhe 
pipeline and protects the 
environment: and 
verifyir.g that employees 
and other lSons world 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
irnpl6mentation of 
OGe's emergency 
management 
re ula/ion 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

Environment Canada 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requi rements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

I"",,,.muy .. ~,,,,,,= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

The NEe and l he OGe regulated 
pipeline companies mainlaln 
records aoeording to l he 
regu lations. 

The NEe and lhe OGC regulaled 
pipeline companies regularly 
updale plans according lo l he 
regu lations. 

trained all{j 

'"' implementation oHhe management 
system and the emergency 
managemenl program and for 
providing access to those who 
require (hem in (he C<lurse of (heir 
duties. In addition to comply ing w~h 
record retent ion requirements set oul 
in Ihe CSA standards referred to in 
regulation, C<lmpanies must also 
retain an annual 

alldit by the 
Commission. 

potenlially affeeled 
parties must re-occur 
when plans are 
updated. 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

response 
, including: 

ov~1I plan. roles and 
responsib ilnies during 
an incident. publ ic 
protection measures 
used during an 
emergency. and 
available 
communication 
methods 

annual 
as well as 

tested. 

" 0 ""''>1 D"" exercise records 
are to be kepI for inspection 
(Seclion 6: (3) The person musl 
keep with the Pl an. a record of 
lhe results from lhe annual 
updates and tests for a ~riod 
noliess lhen fiva years 
beginning on /he day the record 
is made. 

Regulations) 
Plans must be updated 
annually. Note no requirement 
to submn Plan ",nless 
speCifICally requested by EC 
(Section 6: (1) The person 
referred 10 in slJbsecliotl 5(1) 
musl update and lesl the 
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Comparison of Exis ting and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

The NEB and lhe OGC regulaled 
pipeline compam" malnlaln 
records 3CeOrdlng 10 the 
regu latiol1s. 

The NEB and the OGC regulated 
pipe~ne companie$ regularly 
updale plans according to l he 
regulatiol1s. 

trained and 

t1he 
implementalion oflhe management 
system and the emergency 
management program and for 
providing access 10 those who 
require them in the course of their 
duties. In addition to comply ing w~h 
record retent ion requirements set oul 
in the CSA standards referred to in 
regulation, companies must also 
retain an annual 

It i i 

procedures ....... . '0 .... ' 
that are made to it. 

Boo'" 

, , 
documentation and 
retention of records . 
This ;s subject to 
periodic review and 

" potentially affected 
parties must re-occur 
when plans are 
updated. 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Standard 
p ipelines and 
petroteum industry 

; 
that response 
personnel are 
competent in 
emergency response 
~ocedures, including: 
overall plan. roles and 
responsitl ilnies during 
an incident. publ ic 
Pl"otection measures 
used during an 
emergency. and 
available 
communicatKm 
methods 

annual 
i as well as 

tested. 

exercise records 
::: ;:·C: :' .:PI fo r inspection 
(Section 6: (3) The person must 
keep with the Pl an, a record of 
the results from the annual 
updates and tests for a period 
no/less than five yeaTS 
b8glnning on /he day /he record 
Is made. 

Regulations) 
Plans must be updated 
annually. Note no requirement 
to subm~ Plan unless 
speCifICally requested by EC 
(Sectkln 6: (1) The person 
referred /0 In subsectioo 5(1) 
mus/ updete and test the , 
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The NEB arid the OGC regulated 
ptpeline compa"," maintain 
records 3CeOrdlng to the 
regu lations. 

The NEB aoo tile OGC regulated 
pipe~ne companie$ regularly 
update plans aecOfdi~ to tile 
regulations. 

trained and 

t the 
implementation ol the management 
system and the emergency 
management program and fOf 
providing access 10 those who 
require them in the lXlurse of their 
duties. In addition to comply ing w~h 
record retention requirements set out 
in the CSA staooards referred to in 
regulation, IXlmpanies must also 
retain an annuat 

It i i 

procedures ',"''' ',''''' ' , 
that are made to it. 
Board. 

" 
documentation and 
retention of records . 
This ;s subject to 
periodic revie and 
alldit by the 
Commission. 

" potentially affected 
parties must re-occur 
when plans are 
updated. 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

; 
that response 
personnel are 
competent in 
emergency response 
~ocedures, including: 
overall plan. roles and 
responsitl ilnies during 
an incident. public 
protection measures 
used during an 
emergency. and 
available 
communication 
melhods 

annual 
i as well as 

tested. 

exe rcise records 
::: ;:'c:; .. "PI fo r inspection 
(Section 6: (3) The person must 
keep with the Plan, a record of 
the results from tile ennuel 
updates and tests for a ptlriod 
not less than fIVe yeaTS 
beginning on Ihe day !he record 
is made. 

Regulations) 
Plans must be updated 
annually. Note no requ iremeot 
10 subm~ Plan unless 
speCifICally requested by EC 
(Sec/jon 6: (1) The persoo 
referred to in subsection 5(1) 
musl update and tflst the , 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requi rements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard NEB Regulatory Standard OGC Regulatory Transpon Albena Regulatory Environment Canada 
Presently exists= Black Standard (pending Canada Standard for 
Proposed = Blue impl6mentation of Regulatory pipelines and 

OGC's emergency Standard (non_ petroleum industry 
manage:nt 

I regulatlOfl 
mari~ 

/ year to ensure tha t it continues 
to meet the ':7~iremenl$ of 
subsections 4 2 and 3 . 

The scope of remediation must Remediation . Alberta ESRD 
include control measures and requirements ar~", requires pipelines 
contingency plans to m~igate outl ined in regulation, operators to clean up 
potential adverse effects to adjacent .; and remediate the 
receptors Such as humans. water s~e 01 any spi_, This 
we lls , surface water. livestock, includes repa iring the 
vegetation. and wildlife. Companies 

'" /) 
s\;\ and any wildl ile 

follow the NEB Remediation Process ~ted by the spill. 
The NEB and the OGC prescribe Guide. Wor!<. is underway to 
requ irements in their regulatIOns. implement the ability to recover non.. 

use value damage aSSOCiated with 
pipeline incidents in the National 
Energy Board Act. 
Certain aspects under conside ration No cu rrent , The Orphan Wei 
by NRCan. contingency funding, Fund Association is 

however. the ~ an industry funded 
Commiss'ion ,.. organizational and 

• maintains a LfabiljIY ) spill fund that is used 
Management ~ating to COlIer the COStS of 
security deP9S~ for all spill cleanup and 
companies Oper'aling remediation should a 

< ~, \ licensee not have the 
The NEB is WOI'k ing on Final1(:ial financial resources to 
Viabil~y and Financial !~;:i{~.~~~Of do so at the time of a 
ResportsibOlity Guidebnes. CEPA- spill . F~nd is 
member companies take 

~ 
' in.,sotvency, etc, In governed by the 

responsibility for all phases of addit ion, the association. 
emergency response, Commission is 
remed~t ion , and reclamation in i nvest~aling a spill-
the event 01 an incident and will speCifIC contingency 
=~'nue to do so. regardless of fund or depos~. 
r ulation. 

Wort< is underway to implement the No cost recovery for No cost recovery for ", 
ability to recover no~use ' vaiue, toss of publ ic use ioss of public use Section 42 of the Fisheries Act 
damage associated w~h pi~ne curtently currently. allows Responsible Part ies to 
incidents in the National Energy be sued for damages to the 
Board Act environment. 
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BC Regula tory Srandard NEB Regulatory Srandard OGC Regulatory Transport Alberta Regulatory Environment Canada 
Presently exists" Black Standard (pending Canada Standard for 
Proposed '" BJue impl6mentation of Regulatory pipelines and 

OGC's emergency Standard (non_ petroleum industry 
mana9ll:nl 
regulation 

marin: ) 

year to ensure thaI il continues 
to meet the ':kiremenlS of 
subsections 4 2 and 3 . 

The scope of remediation must Remediation Alberta ESRD 
incl~de control measures and req~irements are req~ires pipelines 
contingency plans to m~igale outl ined in regulatiao. operators to clean up 
potential adverse effects to adjacent and remediate the 
feceptors such as humans. watef srte 01 any spin. This 
wells , surface water, l i~estock . i~Cludes repa iring the 
vegetation. and wikllife. Companies 

~ h 
sOil and any wildi lle 

follow the NEB Reme-diation Process impacted by the spill. 
The NEB aild the OGC prescribe Guide. WOr!< is underway 10 
requirements in their regulallOOs. implement the ability to reco~er non-

use vatue damage associated with 
pipeline incidents in the National 
Energy Board Ad. 
Certain aspects under consideration Nocurrent~n 

" 
The Orphan WeM 

by NRCan. contingency funding , Fund Association is 

however the ""," 
an industry funded 

Commiss'lon organizational and 
maintains a liability spill fund that is used 
Management Rating to cover the costs of 
sfK:urity dej:l9Sij for all spill cleanup and 

~~"';"' 
remediation should a 
l icensee not have the 

The NEB 1$ WOfI<lng on Financial fInancial reso~roes to 
V!3bil~y and Fifl3noal ,- ~::-i~ ca;e~ of 

do so al the time of a 
Responsibil~y Guodebnes. CEPA- spill . Fund is 
member companlllS take insolvency. eie. In governed by the 
responsibllily for all phases of addition. the association. 
emergency responstl . Commission is 
remediation, aOO reclamation in investigating a spill-
the event of an IneiOent and witl specifIC contingency 
=~inue to do so. regardless of fund or deposrt. 
r ~Iation . 

Wort< is underway to implement the No cost recovery for No cost recovery for ", 
ability to recover no~se'value loss of public use loss of public use Section 42 of the Fisheries Ad 
damage associated wilh p;peline currently . c~rrently . allows Responsible Parties to 
incidents in the National Energy be sued for damages to the 
Board Act . environment 
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BC Regula tory Srandard NEB Regulatory Standard OGC Regulatory Transport Alberta Regulatory Environment Canada 
Presently exists" Black Standard (pending Canada Standard for 
Proposed '" BJue impl6mentation of Regulatory pipelines and 

OGC's emergency Standard (non_ petroleum industry 
mana9ll:nl 
regulation 

marin~'L 

year to ensure that it continues 
to meet the ':kiremenlS of 
subsections 4 2 and 3 . 

The scope of remediation must Remediation Alberta ESRD 
include control measures and requirements are requires pipelines 
cont ingency plans to m~igale outl ined in regulation. operators to clean up 
potential adverse effects to adjacent and remediate the 
receptors such as humans. water srte of any spin. This 
we tls, surface water, livestock , ~~udes repa iring the 
vegetation. and wildlife. Companies 

~ h 
sOil and any wildl ,fe 

follow the NEB Reme-diation Process impacted by the spill. 
The NEB . rod the OGC prescribe Guide. Wor!<. is underway to 
requ irements in their reguiallOOi. implement the ability to recover non-

use value damage associated with 
pipeline incidents in the National 
Energy Board Ad. 
Certain aspects under consideration NO current 

" 
The Orphan We~ 

by NRCan. 

;.'" 
con~ngency funding , Fund Association is 

however the itV" an industry funded 
Commiss'lon organizational and 
maintains a liability spill fund that is used 
Management Rating to cover the costs of 
sKurity deP9!;tt for all sp ill cleanup and 

~~",;"g remediation should a 
l icensee not ha~e the 

The NEB 1$ WQfk'ng on Financial fInancial resources 10 
VlilbH~y and FinanCIal ,- ~::ii~ ca;e': of 

do so at the time of a 
Respon$ibit~y Guo:lebnes. CEPA- spill . Fund is 
member companoes take insolvency, etc. In governed by the 
responsibllily for all pha$es 01 ,addition, the association. 
emergerocy response . Commission is 
remediation , and ~ation In i n~estigating a spill-
the event of.n Ineident.rId witl specifIC contingency 
:,~inue to do so, regardless of fund or deposrt. 
r ulation. 

Wort< is underway 10 implement the No cost recovery for No cost recovery for ", 
ability to recover no~se'value toss of public use loss of public use Section 42 of the Fisheries Ad 
damage associated wilh pipeline currently . currently . allows Responsible Parties to 
incidents in till! National Energy be sued for damages to the 
Board Act. environment 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

I"",,,.muy .. ~'''r''= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

Tile NEB is WOfk irog on f inarlClal 
Viability and Financial 
ResponsilJility Guideli~s . CEPA
member companies take 
respon sibi~1y for aU phases 01 
emergency response, 
remediation. and reclamation in 
the event of an incident and will 
cont~nue to do so. regardless of 

Tile NEB and tile OGC pipeline 
requ irements are clear. Pipe li~ 

companies take responsibility for 
all phases of emergency 
response. 

regulated under the NEB Act. 

=" 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

Orphan Well Fund are 
entirely industry 
funded 
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The NEB IS wOOIing on finan<:lal 
ViabUity and FinancIal 
Responsibolity GUidetiJ'leI . CEPA
me-rnbef compames take 
responsibility lor all phasea 01 
l!fTlefgeocy response , 
reme<! lat.on. and reclamatIon ,n 
the event 01 an incident and will 

W,',"'~ '''", .. regardless 01 

The NEB and the OGC pipeline 
requirements are clear. P;pe~ne 
compallies take re5pollSibility lor 
all phases of emergency 
response. 

regulated under the NEB Act. 

, 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

Orphan Well Fund are 
entirely industry 
funded. 
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The NEB IS wOOIing on financial 
ViabUity and: Fmaoclal 
Responsiblity Guidelines. CEPA.
me-mbef companies take 
IHponsibllity for all phasea of 
emergerIC)' response , 
femed latN>n. and reclamilllOflln 
the event Clf In inCIdent Ind witl 
w,;,,~ '''" • .. regardless 01 

The NEB and the OGC pipeline 
requirements are clear. P;pe~n.e 
companies take fupoflSibility fOf 
atl pl\3s.H of emergency 
response. 

regulated under the NEB Act. 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

Orphan Wett Fund are 
entirely industry 
funded. 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

,.....,".muy .. ~'''r''= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

The NEB and the OGC regulated 
Pipelines generally use risk 
rank ing methods 

The CSA 2662 Standard requires 

analysis of 
pOtential hazards and the evaluation 
and management of rish associated 
with all hazards. The above 
requirements are address in the OPR 
in section 6.5 (c) . (d). (e). and (f). A 
regulated company"s management 
systems are aooited to verity 
compl iance with this requirement. 

el!ldence of leak to be I appropriate. 
investigated promplty. (Clause 
10.3). CEPA-memher companies 
are committed to quick response 
to all incidents. 

'''~''''''~" 
personnel and 
equipment to the 
s~e of an 
emergency 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

immediate steps to 
stop the source of 
release and conta in 
and clean up the spill 
(Pipeline Rules 
Sedion 77) the AER 
does ha~e a series of 
requirements that 
must be fotlowed 
upon a spill being 
detected· 
Licensee must 
immediately orally 
report to the AER. 
The industry operator 
must notify the 
landowner of any 
release that occurs 
off-lease, migrates 
off-lease or occurs on 

or right-

'" 
person must consider the 
following factrxs: . .. (d) the 
polential consequences from 
an envirOf)mental emergency 
Of) the environmen! and on 
human life or health.) 
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Comparison of Exis ti ng and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

The NEB and the OGe regulated 
ptpe~ne5 ~nerally us.e nsk 
ra""ins! methods 

The CSA Z662 Standard 'eqUlre5 

i . analysis of 
potential hazards and the evaluatiOn 
and management of risks associated 
with all hazards. The above 
requirements are address in lhe CPR 
in section 6.5 (cl . (d). (e). and (f) . A 
regulated company' s management 
systerns are alJ(l~ed to verify 
compliance with this requirement. 

I I 

evidence of leak to be appropriate. 
investigated promplly. (Clause 
to.3). CEPA-member companies 
are committed to quid:. response 
to all incidents. 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

~~:~:~,,,,, e to the 
of," 

emergency 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

of 
::;:-.--::.,,-'0.'nt8in 

~~'~~,~iup the spill 
(Pipeline Rules 
Sedion 71) lhe AER 
does have a series of 
requirelOOnls lhal 
must be followed 
upon a spill being 
detected: 
Licensee must 
immediately orally 
report to the AER. 
The industry operator 
must notify the 
landowner of any 
release that OCCUf$ 

off-lease. migrates 
off-lease or occurs on 

or light-

person must consider the 
foliowif19 factrxs: .. . (d) the 
potential consequences from 
an environmental emergency 
on the environmenr and on 
human Ida or health.) 
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The NEB and the OGC regulated 
pipe~nes gel"leral/y use nsk 
ral1l<insI methods 

"'" The CSA Z662 Slandard lequiles 

i . analysis of 
polenlialhazards and the evalualion 
and management of risks associated 
with aU hazards. The above 
requirements are address in the OPR 
in section 6.5 (e). (d) . (e) . and (f). A 
regulated company's management 
syslems ilre alJ(l~ed 10 verify 
compliance with Ihis requirement. 

e~ldence of leak to be appropriate. 
investigated promptly. (Clause 
10.3) . CEPA-member companies 
are committed to quid<. response 
to aH irlClden!$. 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

~~:~:~"", e lolhe 
of," 

emergency 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

of 
::;:- ---::-,,-'o-'nlain 

~~'~~,~iup the spill 
(Pipeline Rules 
Section 71) the AER 
does have a series of 
requirements that 
must be followed 
upon a spill being 
detected: 
Licensee must 
immediately orally 
report 10 the AER. 
The industry operator 
must notify the 
landowner of any 
release that occurs 
off-lease. migrales 
off-lease or occurs on 

or nght-

person must consider the 
foliowin~ factrxs: .. . (d) the 
potential consequences from 
an environmental emergency 
on the envjronmenr and on 
human Ida or health.) 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requi rements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard NEB Regulatory Standard OGC Regulatory Transpon Albena Regulatory Environment Canada 
Presently exists= Black Standard (pending Canada Standard for 
Proposed = Blue impl6mentation of Regulatory pipelines and 

OGC's emergency Standard (non_ petroleum industry 
manage:nt 

I regulallOfl 
mari~ 

/ The Field Operations 
deals with response 
10 ~aks and breaks. 
Ihe inlernal ERP 

/"-.... ~ describes the process 
and timel ines lor 
responding 10 
incidenls and lollow 
up investigation_ 

CSA Z662 is adopted in the aPR and As defined in t~ ~ ERAPs\require a ~ratives Not specifICally , however 
requires a company 10 assess the EMR, requires ·a~is 1" oI}lie mail)ta~,\SPi ll facil~ies subject to the 
need as to whether fireflghling and and descripHon 01 the specialized conHngency plans Environmental Emergency 
other special equipmenl is aPPlicant's or permit e<tuipment thai and strategically Regulations must specify 
necessary. Where such equipment is holder's emergency ~" .. place OSCARS (Oil where l heir equipment is stored 
deemed necessary. the company ~ponse resou~ces. t'ranspqned 10 and Spill Containment and in their plan on a map of thei r 
Shall make lhe equipment available. for deployment in an us~ ai'll1~ site of Recovery un~s) lhat facility. 

The NEB and the OGC have emergency". ~ an emergency. are available to all 
requirements lor spill response The assessment should be based on 'V member companies in 
equipment In Albena most 0I1he the hazard identification as per~ 

~ 
the area 

NEB and AER regulated pipeline requirements 01 me OrR under 
compan ies us.e lhe Western section 6, manag~stem 
Canadian SpHi Servk:es (WCSS) requirements_ 
It is Ihl)' that mosl oIthe 
pipelines in NE Be also use the Placement oI-equipment should be 
WCSS services based on people. property and ~ 

envir~ental conl!.ld8rations t~ 
<!n,mmlZe response times' and r u.ee 
potential impacts 01 inCidenls. II 
equipment resides with mUtual aid 
partne rs. spill eo-operatives~ 

~ government' agencies or othe 
organizations. formal agreements 
should be in p ladi for access tolthe 
equipment by cOl't:!pany personnel. 
Companies should have documented 
procedures and sc~uIes for 
preventative maintenanCe 01 
response equipment. These 
procedures should include regularty 
schedu~ sessions for operational 
testing and inventory control. 
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BC Regula tory Srandard NEB Regulatory Srandard OGC Regulatory Transport Alberta Regulatory Environment Canada 
Presently !lxists" Black Standard (pending Canada Standard for 
Proposed '" BJue impl6mentation of Regulatory pipelines and 

OGC's emergency Standard (non_ petroleum industry 
manage:nt 
regulation 

marin: ) 

The Field Operations 
deals with response 
to leaks and breaks, 
the internal ERP 

....... describes the process 
and timelines for 
responding to 
incidents and follow 
up investigation, 

CSA Z662 is adopted in the OPR and As defined in the ERAPs require a ~ratives Not specifICally , however 
requires a company to assess the EMR, requireS "iI ~~ hsl oftne mainta),\spill facil~ies subject to the 
need as to whether fireflghting and and description of t spec1i. lized conllngency plans Environmental Emergency 
other special equipment is applicant's or permit ~ipment that and strategically Regulations must specify 
necessary , Where such equipment is holder's emergency ~",,,, place OSCARS (Oil where their equipment is stored 
deemed necessary, the company reponse resources , transPQrted to and Spill Containment and in their plan on a map of their 
shall make the equipment available . 101; deployment in an used at the site of Recovery un~s) that facility. 

The NEB and the OGC have emer9l!ncy". an emergency. are available to all 
requirements lor spill response The assessment ShOuld be based on member companies in 
equ ipment. In Aberta m<nt of the the hazard identmcation as per the the area 
NEB and AER regl,llated pipeline requirements of the OfR under 
companies use the Western section 6, manag~stem 
Canadian SpiH Services (WCSS). requirements . 
It is lik&ly that most of the 
plpehnes In NE BC also use the Placement of equipment should be 
WCSS services based o~. proeerty and 

environmental considera tions t~ 
minimize response times arld r uee 
potential impacts of incidents. If 
equipment resides with mtJIual aid 
partners, SI1i11 co-operativeS. 
government agencies or oIhe 
organizations.tormal agreements 
should be in place for access to the 
equipment by cOfT,,!pany per5onnel. 
Companies should have documented 
procedures and sche<luies for 
preventative maintenance of 
response equipment. These 
procedures should include regularty 
scheduled sessions for operational 
testing and inventory control. 
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BC Regula tory Srandard NEB Regulatory Standard OGC Regulatory Transport Alberta Regulatory Environment Canada 
Presently exists" Black Standard (pending Canada Standard for 
Proposed '" BJue impl6mentation of Regulatory pipelines and 

OGC's emergency Standard (non_ petroleum industry 
mana9ll:nl 
regulation 

marin~'L 

The Field Operations 
deals with response 
10 leaks and breaks. 
the internal ERP 

...... describes the process 
and timelines for 
reSponding to 
incidents and fo1low 
up invesHgal ion. 

CSA Z662 is adopted in the OPR and As defined in the ~:t~~eqUire a ~ratives Not specifICally . however 
requires" company to assess the EMR. requires "" list mai~la),\sPili faeil~ies subject to the 
need as to whether fireflghting and and description of the spec1i. lized conllngency plans Environmental Emergency 
other special equipment Is applic.ant's or permit ~ipment that and strategicatly Regulations mU$t specify 
necessary. Where such equipment is holdQr's emergency ~",,,, place OSCARS (Oil where their equipment is stored 
deemed necessary, the company reponse resources , transPQrted to and Spill Containment and in their plan on a map of their 
shall make the equipment available . fa,; deployment in an used at the site of Recovery un~s) thai facility. 

The NEB and the OGC have emergency·. an emergency. are available to all 
requirements for spill response The assessment should be based on member companies In 
equ lpmenL In Albena m<nt of the the hazard identffication as per the,\ the area 
NEB and AER regvlated pipeline requirements of the OfR under 
companies use the Western section 6, manag~stem 
Canadian SpiH Services (WCSS). requirements . 
It is likely tllat most of the 
pipelines m NE SC also use the Placement of equipment should be 
WCSS services based o~. proeerty and 

environmental considerations t~ 
minimize response times arld r U(;8 

potential impacts of incidents. If 
equipment resides with mtJ\ual aid 
partners. SI1i11 co-operaifves, 
government agencies or oIhe 
organizations. formal agreements 
should be in place for access to theJ 
equipment by company personnel. 
Companies should have documented 
procedures and sche<luies for 
preventative maintenance of 
response equipment. These 
procedures should Include regularly 
scheduled sessions for operational 
testing and inventory control. 
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u Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

'"H,,,,,nflY "MSlS" Black 
Proposed '" BJue 

The Alberta Pipeline Safety 
Re~1ew concluOed tllal "industry 
as recogmzed the need lor Ilroog 
emergency response and cri$is 
management competency and 
Ilreparedness, ollen haVIng 
groupS or departments dedicated 
to these lunctlOns: 

The NEB and the OGC have 
requirements lor Slaging 
strateglH. In AIlerta , most of the 
NEB and AER regulated Iliper.ne 
companies use the Weslem 
Canadian SpiN $eMce$ (WCSS). 
It is likely that most of the 
pi!le~nes in NE 9C also use the 
WCSS services 

manual. 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

lines . 

are part 

''''' licensee i$ allowed to 
respond to a spit! in 
the way they fill is 
best. 

Regulations) 
(section 4 (3) The 
environmenriJIemergency plan 
must includtJ. (e) a deswption 
of lhe measUf&S /0 be used 10 
prevenl. prepare for. respond to 
and recover from any 
environmenral emergency 
idenlified under paregruph (b) 

Page 26 0134 

Comparison of Exis ting and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

~;;;;;;;;;, ;';;';;; 8''''' ~ BI~ 

The Alberta Pipeline Safely 
Review concllJOed thaI "industry 
as recognized the need fa/strong 
emergency response and c li$is 
management competency and 
plll!jlaredness, often haVIng 
groups or departmllnts ded!caled 
to lhe5e functtons : 

The NEe and the OGC have 
requirements lor staging 
strategIeS. In AIlerta , most a/the 
NEB and AER 'egulated pipe~ne 
comparnes use the Western 
Canadian SplN SeMCeS (WCSS). 
!t is liI<ety that most oIlt1e 
pipelines in NE 9C also use the 
WCSS services 

" 

equipment on i 
emergency procedures manual. 

Placement of equipment should be 
based on people. propertY and 
environmental considerations to 
minimize response tirnes and reduce 
potential impacts of incidents. 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

l ines i 

are part 

.''''' licensee is allowed to 
respond to a spit! in 
the way they fIll is 
best. 

, , 

T" 
must, 
of the /1IelJSUI&S to be used /0 
prevent. preplJre for. respond /0 
and recoV/Jr from any 
lJnvironmenrai emerglJncy 
identified under paragraph (b) 
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Comparison of Exis ting and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists= Black 
Proposed ~ Blue 

Needs for environmentat 
samphoglmon~oriog depend 00 

the location and severity of the 
lr'looenl; typically , once a 
regulalory ageocy is notlt\ed of 
the incident, iI deterrruoes, io 
coosukiltion Irlh the lICensee and 
the affected stakellok:lers, the 
aPPfopriate enVifonmenlal 
sampllr'lglmon~oring_ 

The NEB and the OGC have 
requirements for staff resources. 
10 Alberta, most of the NEB and 
AER regulated pipeline 
companies use the Western 
Canadian Spill SeMces (WCSS). 
It is likely that most of the 
pipeilnes in NE ec also use the 
WCSS !IfIrvices 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

Remediation Process Guide in the 
event of an incident, and must 
conduct appropriate cleanup to the 
sat isfaction of the NEB. Regulated 
companies are expected to complete 
en~ifonmental site assessment(s) for 
the incklenl as per the Remediation 
Process Guide. What win be included 
in the en~i ronmental s~e investigation 
is incident dependent. 

(NRCan policy work underway) 
Section 6 of the OPR requires a 
company to hal/il a documented 
organizational structure enabling ii to 
determine and cOmmunicate the 
,Ioles ancfresponsibitifies, and 
authoroty of the employees at alt 
'levels of the company and 
demonstrate that the human 
resource" lIllocated to establishing, 
implementa~on and maintain ing the 
manageme"!. System are sufficient to 
meet the com~nY:s ollligation to ~ 
operate In a man'1..er that ensurps ttie 
safety and seCIJrity of people" the 
pipeline and the protection of 
property and the environn:l8nl 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
implflmentation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 

'ulation, 

emergency (e5ROnse 
cae.acity and/or 
resources 

Transpon 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 

mari~ 

ERAP'requires 
the number of 
persons qualified 
to give , by 
telephone, 
technical advice 
about the 
dangerous goods; 

''', the number of 
persons qualified 
and a~ailable to 
give advice and 
assistance at the 
s~e of an 
emergency 

A/belta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroteum i ndustry 

river, creek or a body 
of water with a 
defined bed and bank 
are subject to a Code 
of Practice under the 
Water Act. Alberta 
Fish and Wildl ife 
Management must be 
contacted about any 
t iming constra ints for 
fish ' and wildl ife 
resources . 

AER regulat ~ns 
require alt pipeline 
companies to belong 
to an oil spill co-op in 
each geographic area 
through which their 
pipeline is routed 
(pro~ide specialized 
eqUipment, 
infrastructure, and 
personnel should a 
release occur) 

Environment Canada 

Partiafty (facil~i es subject to 
the Environmenta l Emergency 
Regulations) 
(Section 4: (3) The 
environmental emetgency plan 
mus!include: ... (b) the 
identification of any 
anvironmental 8metgency that 
can reasonably be expac/ed /0 
occur althe place and /hat 
would likaly callsa harm /0 rhe 
environment orconstitute a 
danger /0 fwman life or health, 
and identificatkm of the harm or 
danger: (c) a description of the 
measures to be used /0 
prevent. prepare for, respond to 
and recover from any 
environmental emetgency 
identified under paragraph(b); 
(d) IJ list of the individllals who 
are /0 carry into 9ff1Jctihe plan 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exisls" BlacK 
Proposed = Blue 

Needs for environmental 
sampltngfmonrtoring depend on 
lhe location and seVO!fity of lhe 
IOCtdent; typically , once a 
reguta!OfY agency if; notllied 01 
the Intldent, iI detemllnes, in 
coo5ubtion with the licensee and 
the al'fected staketlolderl, tile 
awollri&te envlronmflnlal 
sampllllglmon~oring. 

The NEB .. nd the OGC have 
requirements !of Ilaff resources, 
tn Alberta, most of the NEB and 
AER regulated pipeline 
companies use the Western 
Canadian Spill SeMCeS (WCSS). 
It is likely that most of the 
ptpehne& In NE Be also Ule the 
WCSS sefVICIIS 

NE.B Regulatory Standard 

Remediation Process Guide in the 
event of an incident, and must 
conduct appropriate cleanup to the 
satisfaction of the NEB. Regulated 
companies are e~peeted to complete 
environmental lite assessmen!(s) for 
the ineldent as per the Remediation 
Process Guide. Whal wiU be included 
in the environmental site investigation 
is incident dependent. 

(NRCan policy work underway) 
Section 6 of the OPR requires a 
company to have a documented 
organlzational structure enabling It to 
determine and communicate the 

J oles and responsibilities and 
authority ofille empillyeH al an 
levels of the company and 
demon,~te Ihalille human 
resourees allocated to establishlflg, 
implementaflon and maintaining the 
management system are sulficientto 
meet the comP!lony's obligation to 
operate in a manner that ensures t~ 
safety and security of people~ the 
pIpeline and the protedion Of 
property and the envi ronment, 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
implementation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 

/Jlalion 

Requires i!dequate 
emergency response 
caeacity and/or 
rasources 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

ERAP requires 
the number of 
persons qualified 
to give, by 
telephone, 
technical advice 
about the 
dangerous goods; 

"'. the number of 
persons qualified 
and available to 
give advice and 
aSSistance at the 
s~e of an 
emergency 

Alberra Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

river, creek or a body 
of water with a 
defined bed and bank 
are subject to a Code 
01 Practice under the 
Water Act. Alberta 
Fish and Wildlife 
Management must be 
contaCled aboul any 
timing constraints for 
fISh and wildl ife 
resources . 

AER regulations 
require an pipeline 
companies to belong 
to an oil spin co-op in 
each geographic area 
through which their 
p<peline is routed 
(provide speciallzed 
equipment, 
infrastructure, and 
personnel should a 
release occur) 

Environment Canada 

Partially (facil~ies subject to 
the Environmental Emergency 
Regulations) 
(Section 4: (3) The 
environmen/ai emetgency plan 
muslinc/ude: ... (b) lhe 
idenlifieation of any 
environmentel emetg8ncy thai 
can reasonebly be expected /0 
occur al the ptace and /hal 
would likely caLIse harm /0 the 
environmen/ or conslitute a 
danger /0 human lila or health. 
and identifiea/ion of the harm or 
danger: (c) a description of the 
measures to be used 10 
preven/, prepare (or, respond 10 
and rBCover from any 
environmen/al emergency 
identified under paragraph(b); 
(d) a lisl of /he individuals who 
are /0 ca inlo Ilffecl the Ian 
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Comparison of Exis ting and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists" BlacK 
Proposed = Blue 

Needs for environmental 
sampl!nglmon~oriog: depe!1Cl on 
the location and severity of the 
onc!dent ; typically , once . 
re:gulalory ageney is nollfle:d 01 
the incident, iI determ,nes, in 
consubtion wilh the hcensee and 
the affected stakelloldera, tile 
aw«lpnate environmental 
s.ampllllgimonitOring. 

The NEB and the OGC have 
requirements lor Itaff rtiOurces. 
In Alberta. mcn;t 01 the NEB and 
AfR re:guiaIM pipeline 
companies use the Western 
Canadian Spill Services (WCSS). 
II is likely lholt most 01 the 
ptpehnes In NE BC also use: the 
WCSS seMC8S 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

Remediation Process Guide in the 
event of an incident, and must 
conduct appropriate cleanup to the 
satisfaction of the: NEB. Regulated 
companies are e~pected to complete 
environmental site assessment,s) for 
the ineldent as per the Remediation 
Process Guide. What win be included 
in the environmental site investigation 
is incident dependent. 

(NRCan peliey work underway) 
SectIon 6 of Ihe OPR requires a 
company to have a documented 
organizational structure enabling It to 
determine and communicate the 

J oles and responsibilitias and 
authority oflhe emplOYBe$ al all 
le:ve:Is of the company and 
demonSUale Ihallhe human 
resources allocated to establishong, 
implementaflon and maintain ing tile 
management system are sufficient to 
meet the comP!lony's obligation to 
operate in a manner that ensures the 
safety and security of people, the 
pIpeline and lhe protedion 01 
property and the environment. 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
implementation of 
OGC's emergency 
managemenr 

ulalion 

Requires i!de:quate 
emergen.cy respense 
capacity and/or 
resources 

Transp on 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

ERAP requires 
the number of 
persons qualified 
to give: . by 
telephone. 
technical advice 
about the 
dangerous goods; 

"". the number of 
persons qualified 
and available 10 
give advice and 
ass istance at the 
s~e of an 
emergen.cy 

Albena Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

river, creek or a body 
of water with a 
defined bed and bank 
are subject to a Code 
01 Practice under the 
Water Act. Alberta 
Fish and W ildlife 
Management must be 
o::mtacted about any 
t iming constra ints for 
fISh and wildl ife 
resources . 

AER regulations 
require all pipel ine 
companies to belong 
to an oil spill co-op in 
each geographic area 
through which their 
p<peline is rouled 
(provide specialized 
equipment. 
infrastructure. and 
personnel should a 
release oceur) 

Environment Canada 

Partially (facil~i es subject to 
the Environmental Emergency 
Regulations) 
(Section 4: (3) The 
environmenllli emetgency plan 
muslincliJde: ... (b) the 
identification of any 
environmenral emergency Ihal 
can reasonably be expected 10 
occur a/ the place and thaI 
would likely cause harm to /he 
environmenl orconslilu/e a 
danger to human life or health. 
and idenlmealion of the harm or 
danger: (c) a description of the 
measures to be used 10 
preve:nl, prepare frN, respond 10 
and recover I'rom any 
environmenral emergency 
identified under paragraph(b); 
(eI) a list Ilf the individualS who 
are to ca into affect the Ian 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

I"",,,.muy .. ~,,,,,,= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

The NEB has requirements for 
response tactICs {strategies, In 
Alberta, most of the NeB and 
AER regulated pipeline 
companies use the Westem 
Canadian SpHi Services (WCSS), 
II is likely that most of the 
pipelines in NE ec also use the 
WCSS services 

The NEB aoothe OGC have 
requirements lor communication 
te<:hnology st rategy. 

thei, 
pipelines. NEB regulated companies 
are expected to include response 
tadics/strategies in the emergency 
procedures manuals. If required, 
add itional s~e spedflC tadics and 
slralegies are typicaty de\'eloped by 
Ihe company during Ihe emergency 
phase of an incident. 

Plan 

'" 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

communications 
equipment for the 
publ ic safety 
coordinator. rovers, 
roadblock and air 
monitoring personnel 

Tho 

must include. -. (c) 
description of tn.. measures 10 
be used to prevent. preP8fe for. 
respond to and recover from 
any environmemal emergency 
identified under paragraptJ(b) 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

The NEB hitS reqwementS!Qr 
response tadlCS IstrategleS. In 
Alberta , most of the NEB and 
AER regulated pipe~ne 
eompanMls use the Western 
Canadian SpiN Services (WCSS). 
II is likely that most 01 till! 
pipe~!'IeS in NE Be also use I lle 
WCSS Ilervices 

Tile NEB and tile OGC have 
requirements lor eommunicatoon 
technology strategy. 

iti i 't their 
pipelines. NEB regulated companies 
are expected to include response 
tad icsJslrateg~ ill the emergency 
procedures manuals. If required. 
additiollal de spe<:iflC tadies and 
strategies are typically de~eklped by 
the company during the emergellCY 
phase of an incident 

; 
the EMR. this must be 
defined in an 

relating Eme{gE!ncy Response 
01 Plall and rogram. ,. 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

eommunicat>ons 
equipment for the 
publiC safety 
coordinator, rovers . 
roadblock and air 
mon~oring personnel 

Regulations ) 
(section 4; (3) The 
environmenriJIemergency plen 
must include . ... (c) e 
description of the meesures to 
be used to prevent. prepere for. 
respond to end recover from 
any environmenrel emergency 
identified under peragreph(b) 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

The NEB has reqwements!ot 
r"pense tactICS IstrategleS. In 
Alberta , most of lhe NEB and 
AER regulated pipelir.e 
companies use the Western 
Canadian Spi_ Services ('NeSS). 
II is likely that most oIlhe 
pipe~nM in NE Be also use lhe 
WCSS services 

The NEB and tile OGC ha~e 
requirements lor eommunieatoon 
technology stralegy. 

iii '1 their 
pipelines. NEB regulaled companies 
a,e expected 10 include ,esponse 
tad icsJstrategies in the emergency 
procedures manuals_ If required. 
additional de specifIC tactics and 
strategies are typically de~eloped by 
the company during the emergency 
phase of an incident. 

,. 

; 
the EMR. th is must be 
defined in an 
Eme{geney Response 
Plan and rogram. 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

communicatklns 
equipment for the 
public safety 
coordinator, rovers . 
roadblock and air 
mon~orin9 personnel 

, 
mus/incl~: ... (c) 
description of the measures /0 
be used /0 prevent. prepere for. 
respond to and recoVIJr from 
any environmen!al emergency 
identified under peragfllp/!(b) 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requi rements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard NEB Regulatory Standard OGC Regulatory Transpon A lbena Regulatory Environment Canada 
Presently exists= Black Standard (pending Canada Standard for 
Proposed = Blue impl6mentation of Regulatory pipelines and 

OGG's emergency Standard (non_ petroleum industry 
manage:nt 

I regulallOfl 
mari~ 

speerr..: plans to inform the / appropriate response 

NEB regulated companies must Yes OGC takes t~ YH Yes (facilities subject to the 
establ ish and implement a process lead role in Environmentat Emergency 
for the internal and external coordinating Regulations) 
communication of information relating communication with 
to safety , security and protection 01 responS~bIe ( ...... 

(Sscoon 4.- (3) The 
the environment. companle~ 

~ 
environmenfal ,,~ency pien 
must include: -. (9) a 

EO Director is \ > description of the meIJsures to 
The NEB and tile OGC have steady be taken by the perscn referred 
requirements lor communication communicati on aoo 10 in subsection (1) to notify 
strategy. wilf bfi[lg in add~ional members of the public wOO 

Communication may be adversely affected by 

\esq~rces as 

" 
an environmental emergency 

reqUited. and to inform lfu!m of thosIJ 

\ measures and of what to do in 
the event of an environmental 
emergency. 

A company shall develop, implement Air mon~oring is Environmental impact 
and mainta in an environmental ~ ~~~~e:n~'~!~~~ assessments are 
protection program that,anlieipates required for large-
prevents .. manages and m~ogates ~Plan-..!'nd soil and scale industrial 
conditi6ns that could adversely affed water sampl ing will be operations. 
the environmenL Tile NEB I( ordered based 00 ~ Operators are 

The NEB and t ile OGC have Remediation Pr~s Guide provideS scenario. required to have 
requirements for environmental quest~ons and expect8t~s I,elated to plans in place to 
sampling. Details of the wllethe(.. or nol a spin has ~ad m inimize the ir effec15 
environmental sampling depend signjfjcant impacts on e<:oIogical on wildlife and other 
on the location and severity 01 the receptors. Environmental Site t>iO(! iversity. ESRD's 
incident ; typically , once a Assessments' are required as part of role is \0 monitor and 
regulatory agency is IIOIlfllld of a thorough Rem'ed ial Action Plan to verify that industry 
the Incident, ~ determines, in assess the local S;1e,spec;fk; undertakes their plans 
consu~ation with the licensee and condit ions. A Board Order can be effectively. 
the affeeted stakeholders. the issued if ~ is tholl9ht .~ts'ry to 
appropriate enVIronmental ensure proper sampling and The Government of 
sampling. delineation 01 all aspects of.Jhe Alberta has 

environment is properly conducted . established Ambient 
Air and Water Quality 

A company shall develop, impiement object ives. These 
and mainta in a safety management objectives are used to 
)rogram that anticoates. prevents . assess com liance 
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Comparison of Existi ng and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

BC Regula tory Srandard NEB Regulatory Srandard OGC Regulatory Transport A lberta Regulatory Environment Canada 
Presently exists" Black Standard (pending Canada Standard /or 
Proposed '" BJue impl6mentation of Regulatory pipelines and 

OGC's emergency Standard (non_ petroleum industry 
manage:nt 
regulation 

marin: ) 

specifIC plans to inform tile 
appropriate response. 

NEB regulated companies must YH OGC takes the YH Ye-s (facilities subject to the 
estilblish and implement a process lead role in Environmental Emergency 
for the internal and external coordinating Regulations) 
communicalion of information relating communication wrtti 
to salely, security and protection of ,espons~bli! ..... (Section 4; (3) The 
the environment. companta$, 

~ 
Imvironmenla/emergency pian 

h 
must include: __ (9)a 

EO Director is in descriplion of It>a measwes /0 

Tile NEe .. rod the OGC have steady be taken by the person referred 
requirements lor commumcatlon communicat ion and 10 in subsection (1) 10 notify 
$\Iategy. will bring in iIdd~ional members 0/ the public wf!o 

communicati on mey be edversely affectad by 

~ources as , an anvironmenla/amergency 

~ 
end to infoml lfu!m of thosa 
measures and of whal /0 do in 
the event of en environmentel 
ameff}IJncy. 

A company shall develop, implement Air mon~oring is Environmental impact 
and mainta in an environmental reqlJired as part of Ihe assessments are 
protection program that anticipates Emergency Response required for large-
prevents,.manages and m~igates Plan .... and soil and scale industrial 
conditiotls that could adversely affect water sampling will be operalions. 
~ environment The NEB ordered based on Operators are 

The NEe and the OGC have Remediation Process Guide provides scen<lrio. required to have 
requirements for elMronmental questions and expectations related to plans in place to 
sampling. Details of the whether.. or nOI a spin has had minimize their effects 
enVilonmantat sampling depend s;gnllicant impacts on ecological on wildlife and oIher 
on the location and severity 01 the receptors. EQvironmental Site biodiversity. ESRD's 
incident , typically , once a Assessments ale requ ired as part of role is to monilor and 
regulatory agency Is nollfled 01 a thorough Remedial Action Plan to verify that induslry 
the incident. ~ determines. in assess the Iocat..s~e specific undertakes their plans 
COflsubtion with the licensee and condit ions. A Board Order can be effectively. 
the , ffeeted stakehoklers, tM issued if ~ is thought necessary to 
appI"OJIfiate enlllronmental ensure proper sampling and The Government of 
sampling. delineation 01 all aspects of the Alberta has 

environment is property conducted. establ ished Ambient 
Air and Water Quality 

A company shall develop, implement objectives. These 
and mainta in a safety management objectives are used to 
)rogram that anticiCales. prevents , assess com lianee 
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Comparison of Existi ng and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

BC Regulatory Srandard NEB Regulatory Standard OGC Regulatory Transport Alberta Regulatory Environment Canada 
Presently exists" Black Standard (pending Canada Standard /or 
Proposed '" BJue impl6mentation of Regulatory pipelines and 

OGC's emergency Standard (non_ petroleum industry 
manage:nt 
regulation 

marin~'L 

specifIC plans to Inform tile 
appropriate response. 

NEB regulated companies must YH OGC taklt'S the YH Ye-s (facilities subject to the 
establish and implement a process lead role in Environmental Emergency 
for the internal and external coordinating Regulations) 
communication 01 information relating communication wrth 
to safety , security and protection of resPOOS~bli! ..... (Section 4; (3) The 
the environment. compantlils_ 

~ 
environmenla/emergancy pian 

h 
must include: . __ (g) iii 

EO Director is in description of It>a measures to 
The NEB ,rod the OGC have steady be taken by the person referred 
requirements lor communication communicat ion and 10 in subsection (1) to notify 
slrategt. will bring in add~ional members 0/ the public wf!o 

communication may be (ldversely affect(ld by 
~ources as , (In environmental emergency 

~ 
and to infomllfulm of Ihos(I 

............. 
mellsures lind 01 whal to do in 
Ihf! even! of 1m environmental 
emeff}fJncy. 

A company shall develop, implement Air mon~oring is Environmental impact 
and mainta in an environmental required as part of lhe assessments are 
protection program that anticipates Emergency Response required for large-
prevents, manages and mrl igates Plan .... and soil and scale industrial 
conditiotls that could adversety affect water sampling will be operations. 
~ environment The NEB ordered based on Operators are 

The NEB and the OGC have Remediation Process Guide provides scenario. reql,lired to have 
requirements for environmental questions and expectations related to plans in place to 
aamplinsl. Detail's of the whether or not a spin has had minimize their effects 
environmental sampling depend significant impacts on ecological on wildlife alld other 
on the location and severity 01 the receptors. EQvironmental Site biodiversity. ESRD's 
incident , typically , once a Assessments are requ ired as part of role is to monitor and 
regulatory agency Is notified of a thorough Remedial Action Plan to verify that industry 
the Incident. ~ detenmne5. in assess the local s~e specific undertakes their plans 
COflsu~ation with the licensee and condit ions. A Soard Order can be effectively. 
the Iffecteu stakeholders. the iSSued if ~ is thought necessary to 
apprOJlriate emlilonmental ensure proper sampling and The Government of 
!lamp/lng. delineation 01 ali aspects of the Albena has 

environment is properly conducted. established Ambient 
Air arod Water Quality 

A company shall develop, implement objeclives. These 
and mainta in a safety management objectives are used to 
)rogram that anticiC.ltes. prevents. assess com liance 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requi rements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

I"",,,.muy .. ~'''r''= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

The NEB h3$ requirements for 
spil l modeling. Details 01 the spil 
modeling depend OIl the location 
and s.everity of the incident ; 
typically, once a regulatory 
agen-ey is noI if>ed 01 the incident. 
it determines, in consultation with 
the licensee and the affected 
stakehokfe~, the appropriate spill 
modeling. 

cond~ions during 
act iv~ies relating to constrlidion, 
operalion, maintenance, 
abandonment and emergency 
situalions. Additional s~e specifIC 
environmental sampling procedures 
(e.g. ambient air monitoring) are 
typically developed by the company 
during the emergency phase of an 
incident to address site specifIC 
environmental sampling in the 
emergency planning lone (EPZ). 
The NEB will ove~~ and evaluate a 
company's immediate response 
during a serious incident on an NEB 
regulated facility. This evaluation 
inCludes the developmel1t ofs ite 

to infohn the 

The NEB will ~e~_and evaluate 
company's immediate responO 
during a serious incident on-an NEB 
regulated facility. This evaluat io~ 
includeS the development"of site 
specifIC plans to inform the 
appropriate response. 

Standard 
p ipelines and 
petroleum industry 

those 
sands region. The 
government holds 
industry accountable 
lor emission$lspills 
through regulations 
and approvals 
Erwironmental 
p{ OIection Or(le~ 
may be issued ,n 
instance! of 
noncompliance. 

" '"' be prepared to 
Pfovide effective 
response capability in 
the event of a spill. 
particularly into 
moving water. 

Page 30 of 34 
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The NEB lias requirements for 
spiM mode~"'iI . DetaIls of the spi. 
modeling depend on the Iocat;on 
lind severity of the incldeot , 
!ypteaft)', once I regulatory .ney is notified of the incPclent, 
~ determines, in consuHation with 
the lieerisee and the affected 
&takeholde~, the 3PPf0p0ate sp~1 
mO(ieling. 

, 
COnd~ions during 

ac~v~ies relating to construction, 
operalion, maintenance, 
abandonment and emergency 
srtuations. Additional s~e specifIC 
environmenlalsampling procedures 
(e·9. ambient air monitoring) are 
typically developed by the company 
during the emergency phase of an 
intident to address sile specifIC 
environmental sampling in the 

" 

, , 

The NEB will 

specific plans to i 
appropriate response. 

, , 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

.' 
those the oil 
sands region. The 
government holds 
industry accountable 
fOf emissions/spills 
through regulations 
and apprOlials. 
Environmental 
Protection Order!! 
may be issued in 
instances of 
noncompliance. 

., 

" i t and 
be prepared to 
pmvide effective 
response capability in 
the event of a spill. 
particulclrty into 
moving water. 

Page 30 0134 
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The NEB lias requirements for 
~~ mode~ng . Det.uls of the spil 
modeling depend on the location 
and severity of the inCldeot, 
typtealt)', once I regulatory .ney is notified of the il'lCPdent, 
~ determines, In consultation with 
the IicefIsee and the affected 
stakeholders, the appfOpflate spill 
mor;ieting. 

, 
cond~iOfls during 

ac~v~ies relating to constrliClion , 
operalion , maintenance, 
abandonment and emergency 
sFtuations. Additional s~e specifIC 
envi ronmenlalsampling procedures 
(e-9. ambient air monitoring) are 
typically developed by the company 
during the emergency phase of an 
inCident to address sile specifIC 
environmental sampling in the 

, 

" 

, , 

The NEB will 

specifIC plans to i 
appropriate response. 

, , 

sFt., 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

.' 
those the oil 
sands region. The 
government holds 
industry accountable 
fOf emissions/spills 
through regulillfons 
and apprOlials. 
Environmental 
Protection Order!! 
may be issued in 
instances of 
noncompliance. 

., 
,,, 

i t and 
be prepared to 
piovide effective 
response capabil ity in 
the event of a spill. 
particulClrly into 
moving water. 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

The NEB has requ~ements for 
injure<:! wildlife management. 
Details of the injured wildlife 
management depend on the 
location and seventy of the 
incident. typically , once a 
regulatO<)l agency is notified of 
the incident, ~ determines, in 
consuHat'on WIth the tieens.ee and 
the affeaed stalo.eOOlde~, the 
appropriate Injured wildlife 
management program. 

The NEB has requirements for 
wiId~fe management plan. Details 
of the wildlife management plan 
depend on the location and 
severity of the Incident: tYPically. 
once a regulatory agency is 
notified of the ir>eident. ~ 
determines, In consukation wilh 
the licensee and the affected 
stakeholders, the aPPfOpfJate 
wildlife managlmlent plan. 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

and mainta in an environmental 
protection program that anticipates, 
prevents, manages and mit igates 
conditions that could adversely affect 
the environment. A Wildlife 
Management Plan is typically 
developed by the compan y during the 
emergency phase of an incident. The 
plan would inctude mrtigation 
measures to be implemented as they 
relate to reporting and rehab<l~ation 
of injured wildlife. 

The NEB will oversee and eva luate a 
company's immediate response 
during a serious incident on an NEB 
regulated facility . This evaluaHon 
incilldes the development of site 
specifIC plans to Inform"the 
appropriate response. 
A company shall develop, implement 
and mainta in an environmental 
protection program that anticipates , 
prevants, manages ana ~~igales 
condiHons thai could adve~ely affect 
the envir~nt. A,VYildl ife 
Management Plan~ typically 
'develOPed by the comPany~during \hoe 
"eme'rgency phase of an incident. The 
plan~k:I include m~igation 
measures to be implemente'cl as they 
relate to wildlife movement, \ 
preventing wildHfe from being 
impacted and pro<:e;dures that 
address impacted wildlife. 

The NEB will ove,.,ee and evatuate a 
company's immediate responset 
during a serious incident on an NEB 
regulated facility . This evaluation 
incilldes the development of site 
specifIC plans to inform the 
appropriate response. 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
implementation of 
OGC's emergency 
managemenf 
regulation, 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marin:) 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

assessments are 
required for large
scale industrial 
opI!rslions. 
Operators are 
required to have 
plans in place to 
m inimize their effects 
on wildlife and other 
bIodivefSity. 

Operators are 
required to have 
plans in place to 
m inimize their effects 
on wildlife and other 
b<od ivefSity. 

Environment Canada 

Page)lol34 

Comparison of Exis ting and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently !lxists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

Tile NEB lias requirements for 
illjure<:! wildlife management. 
Details of the injure<:! wildlife 
management depend on the 
location and seventy 01 the 
inddent, typically , once a 
regulatory agency is notified 01 
the incident, ~ determines, in 
eonsuHat'on with the \io:.ens.ee and 
tile affe<;ted stilke~, tile 
appropriate Injured wildlife 
management program. 

The NEB has requirements 101" 
wiId~fe management plan. Details 
01 tile wildlife management plan 
depend on tile location and 
severity of tile fncident: tYPically. 
once a regulatory agency is 
nOHfied 01 tile iroeident. ~ 
determines, In consuMalion with 
tile licensee and tile affected 
stakeholders, the ~liIte 
wildlife minaglmlent plan. 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

and mainta in an environmental 
protection program that anticipates, 
prevents, manages and mit igates 
conditions thaI could adversely affect 
the environment. A Wildlife 
Management Plan is typically 
developed by the company duri ng lhe 
emergency phase of an incident. The 
plan would include mrtigation 
measures to be implemented as they 
relate to reporting and rehabH~atlon 
of injured wildlife. 

The NEB will oversee and evaluate a 
company's immediate resf)(lnse 
during a serious incident on an NEB 
regu lated facility . This evaluatKln 
includes the development of site 
SpeCifIC plans to Inform the 
a ro riate res nse. 
A company shall develop, implement 
and mainta in an environmental 
protection program that anticipates, 
prevents, manages and ~~ig ates 
condiHons thaI could adversely affect 
the 8nvir~nt. A Wildlife 
Management Plan is typically 
developed by the company during \he 
emergency phase of an incident. The 
ptan would include mrtigation 
measures to be implementeCi as fhey 
relale to wi ldlife movement, 
preventing wildHfe from being 
impacted and procedures thaI 
address impacted wildlife. 

The NEB will oversee and evaluate a 
company's immediate response 
during a serious Incident on an NEB 
regulated facility . This evaluat ion 
includeS the development of site 
speCifIC plans to infonn the 
a ro riate res nse. 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC·s emergency 
management 
re ula/ion 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

assessments are 
required for large
scale industria l 
operations. 
Operators are 
required to have 
plans in place to 
m inimize the ir effects 
on wild life and other 
b!odivers ity. 

Operators are 
required to have 
plans in place to 
m inimize the ir effects 
on wildlife and other 
b<oct ivers ity. 

Environment Canada 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

I"",,,.muy .. ~,,,,,,= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

The NEB is WOfkirog on Financial 
Viability and Financial 
Responsibility Gulde~nes . CEPA
me-mbef companies take 
respOnsibility lor all phases 01 
emergency response. 
remed iation, and reclamation in 
the ~nt 01 an incident and will 
con\ln~ to do so. regardless 01 

The NEB has requirements lor 
waste management plan. Deta ils 
oIthe waste management plan 
depend on the location and 
severity 01 the Incident; typically. 
once a regulatory agency is 
notified of the incident. ~ 
determines. in coosuMation with 
the licensee and the affected 
stakeholde~ , the appl"opriate 
waste management plan. 

O~ 

NRCan. 

"' 

s~e 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

guidel ines. 
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The NEB is W'Ofking on Financial 
Viability and Final'lCial 
Responsibil~y Gude~nes . CEPA· 
membe< tompolnles lake 
rllSponsibl~1y for aH phases 01 
emergency respon~ . 

~iahon . and reclamation In 
the ewnt 01 an incident and w~1 
continue to do so. regardless 01 

The NEB !las requirements for 
waste management plan. Details 
oIthe waste management plan 
depend on tIlIIlocatioo and 
seYerity 01 the incidt!nI; typically, 
once a regulatory agency fs 
not~ of the incident, ~ 
determines, in consublion with 
the licefl$ee and the afleeted 
stakehold&B. the approp.-iate 
waste managllmflnt plan. 

NRCan. 

, , 
i , 

, , 

generated 

" 

be included in 
Emergency 
Procedures manual 

Regulatory 
Standard (non. 
marine) 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

guidel ines. 
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Tile NEB ~ work ing on Financial 
Viability ar'KI Final1Clal 
Responsibil~y Gude~nes . CEPA· 
membel tompclnles lake 
ntsponsibl~'y for aH phases 01 
emergency respon~ , 

remedia.ion, ar'KI reclilmal'O!l ln 
the event of3n inc.dent arid w~1 
cont,nue'o do Sg, regardless 01 

The NEB has requifemenl5 for 
wasle marl3gement plan, Details 
01 tile waste management plan 
cleperld on thI! Iocatioo and 
$IIyer~y 01 the inciclent , typically, 
once. regulatory agency ;s 
ngt~ of the incident, ~ 
cletermines , in coosuMalign with 
the licensee and the atrected 
stakeholder3. the appropriate 
waste management plan. 

NRCan. 

, , 
; , 

, , 

generated 

" 

be included in 
Emergency 
Procedures manual 

Regulatgry 
Standard (non. 
marineL 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

guidel ines . 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requi rements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

I"",,,.muy .. ~,,,,,,= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

,..., 
strong emergency response 

aoo crisis managemenl 
competency and preparedness, 
often having groups or 
departmenls dedicated to these 
functIons: 

Companies should also address 
public safety measures with local 
aulhorrties 10 confirm roles and 
responsib ilrties aoo incorporate that 
in the company's emergency 
procedures manual. 

I prolection 

Clean up assessment depeoos on 
lhe location and severity of lhe 
incident typically , once a 
regulatory agency is notlrled of 
lhe incident, rt delermirle'$, in 
consuhlion with the licensee and 
lhe affected stakelloldel'$, the 
appropriale methods. 

shorfllinfl. 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

all lieenses to 
undergo an 
assessment 
iclenlifying all potential 
risks of a spill and II\e 
total estimated 
reclamation cost to 
recla im a srte, As 
part of Ihis process, 
a ll remediation and 
surface reclamalion 
fssues must be 
iclenlifll!d and initially 
evaluated Ihrough a 
phase environmflntal 
srte assessment 

Page 33 of 34 

Comparison of Existi ng and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulato rs 

, , 
; ..... 

strong emer~ response 
and cnsis management 
competency and prepared~s , 

often havlng groups Of 

clepartmenl$ dedlcaled to these 
functIOns," 

Cillan up 8nftsmenl depends on 
the location and 5e\lel"iI)' of the 
ncident. typically , once II 
regulatory agency Is notrrred of 
the incident. ~ determines. in 
consuhtion WIth the licensee and 
tile affected stakellolders, the 
otpproproate melhods, 

Companies should also address 
public safety measures with local 
authorrties to confirm roles and 
respOnsib ilrties and incorporate that 
in the company's emergency 
procedures manual. 

protection 

it' ,. 

i clean up' post 
emergency phase. The PI~ukl 
include procedures to be ' A'~ 
implemented as they relate to 
ma~imizing the recovery 01 spi lled 
product and resoilrces needed to 
minimile fu r1herimpacts to the 
shoreline. 

The NEB wHi oversee and evaluate a 

'~~~~~(:;~:::'~~~' C,:::esponse 
:; NEB 

il' 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

j i 
all licenses to 
undergo an 
assessment 
identifying all potential 
risks of a spill and the 
tolal estimated 
rectamation cost to 
recta im II srte. As 
part of this process. 
all remediation and 
surface reclamation 
fssues must be 
identified and inrtially 
evaluated through a 
phase environmental 
srte assessment 

Page 33 of 34 
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, , 
'""" strong emergency response 

and clisis management 
competency and preparedness, 
often havlng groups Of 

ctepartments dedICated to these 
functIOnS," 

Clean up assllUlT1enl depends on 
the location .md 5e'llll"ity of the 
incident, typic3lly , once a 
~ulatory agency Is nohlied of 
the incident. rt determines. in 
consuttation WIth the JiceIlSllll and 
till! afflICted slake~l"1 . the 
appropriate methods. 

Companies should also address 
public safety measures with local 
author~ies to confirm roles and 
responsib ilrties and ir\Corporate that 
in the company's emergency 
procedures manual. 

protection 

it' 
i t. 

" 
i clean uR post 

emergency phase. The PI~ WQukl 
include poocedures to be .,. 
implemented as they relate 10 
ma~imiz ing the recovery of spi lled 
product and resollrees needed to 
minimile fu rther irnpacts to the 
shoreline. 

The NEB wHi oversee ai'ld evaluate a 

'~~~~~:(::~.:::'~~~t response 
:; NEB 

Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marineL 

Standard 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

, 
all licenses to 
undergo an 
assessment 
identifying all potential 
risks of II spill and till! 
total estimated 
reclamation cost to 
recla im a srte. As 
part of this process, 
all remediation and 
sUrfaee reclamation 
Issues must be 
identified and in~ially 
evaluated through II 

phase environmental 
srte assessment 
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Comparison of Existing and Proposed Requirements for Be's Spill Preparedness and Response across Regulators 

BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists= Black 
Proposed = Blue 

Environmentat damage 
assessment depends on the 
location and sever~y or the 
incident; typically , once a 
regulatory agency is oohf.ed of 
tile incident, ~ determines. in 
consuftation with tlw!! licensee and 
tile afleeted stakekok:lef$. tile 
appropriate methods. CEPA. 
member c:ompanies take 
respons ibility lor all phases of 
emargenc:y response, 
remediation, and rec lamation In 
the event of an tnelden! and wilt 
c:ontinue to do so, regard less 
of regu lation. 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

appropriate response, 

A company shall develop, implement 
and mainta in an environmental 
protection program that anticipates . 
prevents, manages and m~;gates 
conditions that could adversely affect 
the environment. The NEB will verily 
that a regulated company conducts 
an adequate and appropriate clean. 
up and remediation of any 
environmental effects caused by the 
incident. Contamination is assessed 
using environmental site 
assessments. The approval. by tile 
Board, of the regulated companies 
Remediat Action Plan may stipulate 
mandatory post remediation.,..... 
assessment wor!< ro}.a'Certain criteria 
and potentially for a certain number 
of years 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGG's emergency 
menegement 

rule/ion, 

Transpan 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non. 

mari~ 

Albena Regulatory 
Siandard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

Alberta Ministry or 
Environment and 
Sustainable Resource 
Development require 
pipel ines operators to 
clean up and 
remediate tile s~e of 
any spill , This 
includes repa iring the 
soli and any wildl ife 
impacted by the spill. 

Under Direetive 006, 
companies are 
assessed b.ased on 
a ll identifiable risks 
and tota l estimated 
reclamation costs 
includ ing water or 
land damage. 

Tile AER conducts 
post·incident 
invest;gations for 
serious incidents (e.g. 
reporting . cause 
determination. best 
practices. lessons 
learned). 

Environment Canada 
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BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently exists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

EnV1foomental damage 
auessment depends on the 
location and $evenly of the 
incident , typically , once a 
reguiato/y agency 1$ notified of 
the incident, ~ determines. in 
consuftation WIIh lhe licensee and 
the affected stake~~. the 
aJlPl"09riate methods. CEPA_ 
member c:ompanil/$ tak' 
responsibility lor all ph.llHS of 
emergency ' .. ponse, 
remedlat.ion, and redamallon In 
the event of an Incident and will 
continue to do so, regardless 
of regulat ion. 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

appropriate response. 

A company shan devetop. implement 
and mainta in an environmental 
protection program that anticipates . 
prevents, manages and m~;gates 
conditions that could adversetyaffect 
the environment. The NEB will verify 
that a regulated company conducts 
an adequate and appropriate clean
up and remediation of any 
environmental effects caused by the 
incident. Contamination fs assessed 
using environmentat site 
assessments. The approval, by the 
Board, of the regutated companies 
Remediat Action Plan may stipulate 
mandatory post remediatiOn 
assessment war!<. lor a certain criteria 
and potentially for a certain numb« 
of years 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGG's emergency 
management 
re ulalion 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non_ 
marine) 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroleum industry 

Alberta Ministry of 
Environment and 
Sustainable Resource 
Development require 
pipel ines operators to 
clean up and 
lemediate the s~e of 
any spill . This 
includes repainng the 
sdtt and any Wlldl ile 
impacted by the spill. 

Under Directive 006, 
companies are 
assessed based on 
all identifiable risks 
and total estimated 
reclamation costs 
including water or 
land damage. 

The AER conducts 
post-incident 
invest;gations for 
serious incidents {e.g. 
reponing, cause 
determination. best 
practices. lessons 
leamed . 

Environment Canada 
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BC Regulatory Standard 
Presently IIxists" BIIICk 
Proposed '" BJue 

EnWOf\ITIental damage 
aSSIIssment depends on the 
location and seventy of the 
inciderot , typically , once a 
regulatory agency Is notified of 
the incident, ~ detenmne5, in 
consuftation WIIh lhe licensee and 
the affected stakeholOers, the 
appropriate methods. CEPA. 
member campan;" take 
respons ibility for all phases of 
emergency response, 
remedliltlon, and reclamation In 
the event of an Incident and will 
continue to do so, regardless 
of regulation . 

NEB Regulatory Standard 

appropriate response. 

A company Shall develop, implement 
and mainta in an environmental 
prOlection program thai anticipates , 
prevents, manages and m~;gates 
conditions that could adversely affect 
the erwironment. The NEB will verily 
that a regu lated company conducts 
an adequate and appropriate clean.. 
up and remediation of any 
erwilonmental effects caused by the 
incident. Contamination Is assessed 
using environmental site 
assessments. The approval, by the 
Board, of the regulated companies 
Remedial Action Plan may slipulale 
mandatory post remediation 
assessment work for a certain criteria 
and potentially for a certain number 
of years 

OGC Regulatory 
Standard (pending 
impl6mentation of 
OGC's emergency 
management 
re ula/ion 

Transport 
Canada 
Regulatory 
Standard (non. 
marineL 

Alberta Regulatory 
Standard for 
pipelines and 
petroteum industry 

Alberta Ministry of 
Environment and 
Sustainable Resource 
Development require 
pipelines operators to 
clean up and 
lemediate the site 01 
any spill . This 
in<:ludes repairing the 
so'H and any WIldl ife 
impacted by the spill. 

Under Directive 006, 
companies are 
assessed based on 
all identifiable risks 
and lotal estimated 
reclamation costs 
including water or 
land damage. 

The AER conducts 
post·incident 
inV!!5t;gations for 
serious in<:idents (e.g. 
reponing, cause 
determination. besl 
practices. lessons 
leamed . 

Environment Canada 
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Subject RE: 2nd Intention Paper

From Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

To Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX; Knox, Graham G ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX

Sent Friday, March 14, 2014 10:13 AM

Ben

From: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 9:49 AM
To: Knox, Graham G ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX
Subject: FW: 2nd Intention Paper

From: Amanda Affonso [mailto:aaffonso@cepa.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 9:45 AM
To: Philippe Reicher; Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX
Cc: Ziad Saad
Subject: RE: 2nd Intention Paper

Good morning Jim, 

CEPA has had the opportunity to review the “Comparison of existing regulatory requirements across 
several provincial and federal regulators” document as noted below in Philippe’s email. Our review 
of the documents reflect the pipeline perspective and focus on two questions:

RE: 2nd Intention Paper
Monday, May 26, 2014
12:05 PM
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        From an NEB pipeline perspective are there any items our federally regulated pipes not doing as 
suggested with the Blue font that BC would like to propose?

        From a BC OGC pipeline perspective are there any items our provincially regulated pipes not 
doing as suggested with the Blue font that BC would like to propose?

We wanted to share this in advance of our meeting next week as there is a lot of information to 
review.

If you have any questions feel free to contact me or we can discuss at our meeting next week.

Regards, 

Amanda Affonso
Director, Regulatory & Financial

Canadian Energy Pipeline Association

Suite 200, 505–3rd St. SW

Calgary, Alberta T2P 3E6

Phone 403.221.8756
Cell 403.585.6933

Fax 403.221.8760

aaffonso@cepa.com

aboutpipelines.com

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential 

and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking any action in reliance upon, this 

information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact 

the sender and delete. 

From: Philippe Reicher 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:31 PM
To: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX (Jim.Hofweber@gov.bc.ca)
Cc: Amanda Affonso
Subject: 2nd Intention Paper
Importance: High

Hello Jim

Thank you for the discussion this morning. We will take you on the offer that you can make yourself 
available for a meeting in Calgary next week. What about Tuesday from 11 to 1 PM (lunch will be 
provided)? It will allow us to go over the paper with our comments, present to you the analysis we 
have conducted of existing regulatory requirements across several provincial and federal regulators. 

Please advise if the proposed time is convenient to you. 

Regards,

Philippe Reicher, MEDes
Vice President, External Relations

Canadian Energy Pipeline Association

Suite 200, 505–3rd St. SW

Calgary, Alberta T2P 3E6

Phone 403.221.8778

Cell 403.863.2453

Fax 403.221.8760

preicher@cepa.com
aboutpipelines.com
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The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential 

and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking any action in reliance upon, this 

information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact 

the sender and delete.
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Subject RE: 2nd Intention Paper

From Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

To Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX

Sent Friday, March 14, 2014 10:48 AM

Actually Jim, the answer to your question you just came to see me about is in our table Amanda 
attached to the email she sent you. What they’ve done is simply add their comments in to our 
table. Remember, that table we fact checked with NEB, so it’s got the NEB requirements in it 
already. We can go over it if you have time, but yeah, def best to do with the team.

From: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 9:49 AM
To: Knox, Graham G ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX
Subject: FW: 2nd Intention Paper

From: Amanda Affonso [mailto:aaffonso@cepa.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 9:45 AM
To: Philippe Reicher; Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX
Cc: Ziad Saad
Subject: RE: 2nd Intention Paper

Good morning Jim, 

CEPA has had the opportunity to review the “Comparison of existing regulatory requirements across 
several provincial and federal regulators” document as noted below in Philippe’s email. Our review 
of the documents reflect the pipeline perspective and focus on two questions:

        From an NEB pipeline perspective are there any items our federally regulated pipes not doing as 
suggested with the Blue font that BC would like to propose?

        From a BC OGC pipeline perspective are there any items our provincially regulated pipes not 
doing as suggested with the Blue font that BC would like to propose?

We wanted to share this in advance of our meeting next week as there is a lot of information to 
review.

If you have any questions feel free to contact me or we can discuss at our meeting next week.

Regards, 

Amanda Affonso
Director, Regulatory & Financial

Canadian Energy Pipeline Association
Suite 200, 505–3rd St. SW

Calgary, Alberta T2P 3E6

Phone 403.221.8756

Cell 403.585.6933
Fax 403.221.8760

aaffonso@cepa.com

RE: 2nd Intention Paper
Monday, May 26, 2014
12:05 PM
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aaffonso@cepa.com

aboutpipelines.com

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential 

and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking any action in reliance upon, this 

information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact 

the sender and delete. 

From: Philippe Reicher 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:31 PM
To: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX (Jim.Hofweber@gov.bc.ca)
Cc: Amanda Affonso
Subject: 2nd Intention Paper
Importance: High

Hello Jim

Thank you for the discussion this morning. We will take you on the offer that you can make yourself 
available for a meeting in Calgary next week. What about Tuesday from 11 to 1 PM (lunch will be 
provided)? It will allow us to go over the paper with our comments, present to you the analysis we 
have conducted of existing regulatory requirements across several provincial and federal regulators. 

Please advise if the proposed time is convenient to you. 

Regards,

Philippe Reicher, MEDes
Vice President, External Relations

Canadian Energy Pipeline Association

Suite 200, 505–3rd St. SW

Calgary, Alberta T2P 3E6

Phone 403.221.8778
Cell 403.863.2453

Fax 403.221.8760

preicher@cepa.com

aboutpipelines.com

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential 

and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking any action in reliance upon, this 

information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact 

the sender and delete.
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Subject CEPA letter Response bullets

From Knox, Graham G ENV:EX

To Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX

Cc Poss, Angie ENV:EX; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

Sent Tuesday, March 11, 2014 4:49 PM

Attachments

CEPA
response 

Greetings,

I have drafted some bullets in the attached document for consideration in 
responding to CEPA or for advising Steve Carr / Wes Shoemaker regarding the 
points CEPA has raised.

Thanks,

Graham Knox
Director, Environmental Emergency Program
2975 Jutland Rd, Victoria, BC V8T 9M1
Phone: (250) 356-8383
Website: http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/eemp/

CEPA letter Response bullets
Monday, May 26, 2014
12:04 PM
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Dear Mr. Carr, 

Thank you for taking the time to speak with us regarding the Land Based Spill Response initiative and the 
upeoming release of the second intentions paper. As we discussed on the call, CEPA (the Canadian 
Energy Pipeline Association) has some pressi ng concerns regarding the proposed clements of the paper 
and its release anticipated the fi rst week of April. CEPA has been heavily cngaged in this me since the 
first intentions paper was released; ltIcluding our President, Brenda Kenny standing beside Minister Lakc 
at the time in support of the initiative, involvement on the Advisory committee for all the governance and 
fund ing di scussions, and participation in all three working groups and throughout the initial symposium. 
CEPA supports BC's Five Conditions and remains committed to working collaboratively and 
transparently with the Ministry of Environment on the land based spill initiative. 

AI this time, CEPA is challenged to support the upcoming intentions paper due 10 the following clements: 

1. The gap analysis, which was intended to idenlify the specific standards and regulations that would 
constitute a "world class regime" according 10 the MoE, was sent to the Advisory Committee 
yesterday evening following our call. This is a very important issue. As we mentioned, industry is 
unable to support any mechanism to address a perceived gap when these "gaps" have not been clearly 
articulated and industry has had no opportunity to identify how they may already be addressing these 
gaps. It is also unknown how recommendations can be developed - including fWlding implications -
until this gap analysis is complete. We are pressing for a delay in the intentions paper until such 
time the gap analysis is completed and validated by industry and other stakeholders. Now that we 
have the documcnt, we will rcquire time to review and validate the information. 

• The goal of the ministry is to identify the measures necessary to implement and maintain a 

world leading spill response regime for land based spills. The Ministry has spent the past 18 

months working with industry, local governments, federal government agencies, First 

Nations and other stakeholders to identify world leading elements (including a ministry 

hosted symposium that brought experts together from around the world) from jurisdictions 

around the world and address gaps that have been identified through the ministry's 

experiences in dealing with the 3500 spills reported annually in the province, lessons 

learned from other major incidents around the world, and through participation in various 

workshops, conferences and cross-jurisdictional forums the ministry participates in. There 

has been strong agreement in the working groups that the options and measures included in 

the Intentions Paper are not currently in place across all sectors, and that if implemented 

would improve the regime. 

• The ministry review team has throughout the process of working with the working groups 

and the advisory committee, welcomed and encouraged industry to provide any information 

demonstrating why the measures proposed are either not needed or are already in place in 

a manner that meets the objectives of the ministry. To date industry has yet to put forward 

any such materials for the ministry's consideration and review . 

• The Intentions Paper in and of itself is intended to provide industry, First Nations, other 

levels of government, stakeholders and the public the opportunity to review the options 

developed to implement a world leading regime in British Columbia. The review period (45 

- 90 days) for the IP is in fact industry's (as well as any other interested party) opportunity 

Dear Mr. Carr, 

Thank you for taking the time to speak with us regarding the Land Based Spill Response initiative and the 
upcoming release of the second intentions paper. As we discussed on the call , CE PA (thc Canadian 
Encrgy Pipeline Association) has some pressing concerns regarding thc proposed clements of the papcr 
and ils release anticipated the fi rst week of Apri l. CE PA has been heavily engaged in this file since the 
first intentions paper was released; including our President, Brenda Kenny standing beside Minister Lake 
at the time in support of the initiative, involvement on the Advisory committec for all the govcrnanee and 
funding di scussions, and participation in all three working groups and throughout the initial symposium. 
CEPA supports Bes Five Conditions ,llld remains committed to working collabomti\'ely and 
transparcntly with Ihe Min istry of Environment on the land based spill initiative. 

At this time, CEPA is challenged to support the upcoming Intentions paper due to the following clements: 

1. The gap analysis, which was intended 10 identify the specific standards and regulations that would 
constitute a "world class regime" according to the MoE, was sent to the Advisory Commil\ee 
yesterday evening following our call. This is a very important issue. As we mentioned, industry is 
unable to support any mechanism to address a perceived gap when these "gaps" have not been elearly 
articulated and industry has had no opportunity to identify how they may already be addressing these 
gaps. It is also unknown how recommendations can be developed - including fWlding implieations 
until this gap analysis is complete. We are pressing for a delay in the intentions paper until sueh 
time the gap analysis is completed and validated by industry and other stakeholders. Now that we 
have the documcnt, we will rcquire timc to review and validatc the informntion. 

• The goal of the ministry is to identify the measures necessary to implement and maintain a 
world leading spill response regime for land based spills. The Ministry has spent the past 18 

months working with industry, local governments, federal government agencies, First 
Nations and other stakeholders to identify world leading elements (including a ministry 

hosted symposium that brought experts together from around the world) from jurisdictions 

around the world and address gaps that have been identified through the ministry's 

experiences in dealing with the 3500 spills reported annually in the province, lessons 

learned from other major incidents around the world, and through participation in various 
workshops, conferences and cross·jurisdictional forums the ministry participates in. There 

has been strong agreement in the working groups that the options and measures included in 

the Intentions Paper are not currently in place across all sectors, and that if implemented 
would improve the regime. 

• The ministry review team has throughout the process of working with the working groups 

and the adviSOry committee, welcomed and encouraged industry to provide any information 

demonstrating why the measures proposed are either not needed or are already in place in 

a manner that meets the objectives of the ministry. To date industry has yet to put forward 

any such materials for the ministry's consideration and review. 

• The Intentions Paper in and of itself is intended to provide industry, First Nations, other 
levels of government, stakeholders and the public the opportunity to review the options 

developed to implement a world leading regime in British Columbia . The review period (45 

- 90 days) for the IP is in fact industry's (as well as any other interested party) opportunity 

Dellr Mr. C:m, 

Thllnk you for taking the time to speak with us regarding the Land Based Spill Response initintive and the 
upeoming release of the second intentions paper. As we discussed on the call, CE PA (thc Canadian 
Encrgy Pipeline Association) has some pressing concerns regarding thc proposed clements of the paper 
lind ils release anticipated the fi rst week of Apri l. CE PA hlls been he~l\'ily engaged in this file since the 
first intentions paper was released; including our Presidcnt, Brenda Kenny st:mding beside Minister Lake 
lit the time in support of the initilltive, involvement on the Advisory committee for all the governance and 
funding discussions, and part icipation in all three working )goups and throughout the initial symposium. 
CEPA supports BC's Five Conditions ,ll1d remllins committed \0 working collabomti\'ely and 
transparcntly with the Ministry of Environment on the land based spill initiative. 

At this time, CEPA is ehnllenged to support the upcoming intentions paper due to the following clements: 

1. The gap analysis, which was intended to identify the specific stllndards lind regulations tlmt would 
constitute 1I "world class regime" according to the MoE, was sent to the Advisory Commi\tee 
yesterday evening following our call. This is a very important issue. As we mentioned, industry is 
unable to support any mechanism to addrcss a perceived gap whcn thesc "gaps" have not been clearly 
artieulntcd nnd industry has hnd no opportunity to identify hmv they may alrendy be addressing these 
gllps. It is also unknown how recommendations can be developed - including fWlding implications 
until Ih is gap analysis is complete. Wc are pressing for a delay in the intentions paper until such 
time the gap analysis is completed and validated by industry and other stakcholders. Now that we 
hnve the document, we will require ti llle to revicw and validate the informntion . 

• The goal of the ministry is to identify the measures necessary to implement and maintain a 
world leading spill response regime for land based spills. The Ministry has spent the past 18 

months working with industry, local governments, federal government agencies, First 
Nations and other stakeholders to identify world leading elements (including a ministry 

hosted symposium that brought experts together from around the world) from jurisdictions 

around the world and address gaps that have been identified through the ministry's 

experiences in dealing with the 3500 spills reported annually in the province, lessons 

learned from other major incidents around the world, and through participation in various 
workshops, conferences and cross·jurisdictional forums the ministry participates in. There 

has been strong agreement in the working groups that the options and measures included in 

the Intentions Paper are not currently in place across all sectors, and that if implemented 
would improve the regime. 

• The ministry review team has throughout the process of working with the working groups 

and the adviSOry committee, welcomed and encouraged industry to provide any information 

demonstrating why the measures proposed are either not needed or are already in place in 

a manner that meets the objectives of the ministry. To date industry has yet to put forward 

any such materials for the ministry's consideration and review. 

• The Intentions Paper in and of itself is intended to provide industry, First Nations, other 
levels of government, stakeholders and the public the opportunity to review the options 

developed to implement a world leading regime in British Columbia . The review period (45 

- 90 days) for the IP is in fact industry's (as well as any other interested party) opportunity 
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to comment, provide alternative options, suggest modifications to the options, or explain 

why the measures are not needed to achieve a world leading spill regime. A delay therefore 
is unwarranted and will only delay the province's ability to make decisions around its 

conditions fo r the transport of heavy oil (in particular the condition #3 that lays our a 

requirement for world leading regime for land based spills). 

• At this time the ministry does not believe further assessment or definition of the problem 
would provide any added value in assessing the required components necessary to establish 

a world leading spill regime for land based spills. 

2. As mentioned, the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA), the Rail Association of Canada 
(RAC), the Western Canada Marine Response Corporation (WCMRC) and the Western Canadian 
Spill Services Ltd. (WCSS) arc currently completing a report that identifies potential enhancements to 
the current system. We believe this informa tion is a critical clement that the BC government should 
consider when developing its second Intention paper. It is our intention to share this information as 
soon as possible so it can be used as part of the development of the second intention paper. 

• The submission of this type of information is precisely what the 45 - 90 day comment period 
is for once the IP has been publicly released. It therefore does not warrant a delay in the 

issuance of the IP. 

• The ministry review team is aware of the discussions industry is having with WCMRC (and in 
fact encouraged industry to meet with WCMRC). 

• Once the comment period fo r the IP closes the ministry will be reviewing all submissions 
and evaluating them against the government's objectives of establishing a world leading 

spill regime. 

• At the outset of this review the ministry clearly stated to concerned First Nations, local 

Government, UBCM, and other stakeholders that were unable to participate in the working 

groups and advisory committee over the last 18 months that no options would be taken off 
the table during our consultations with industry. The ministry has continued to honor this 

commitment and believes it must continue to do so to maintain our credibility and trust 

with these key stakeholder groups. 

3. Oil pipelines in British Columbill lire interprovineilll pipelines and therefore fedem lly reguilltcd. The 
federal government will be releasing new regulatory mechanisms, meluding spill response fu nding 
guidelines, in June of 2014. These regulations wi ll impact any contingency fund and regulatory 
regime requirements set by the BC provincial governmcnt. CEPA is concerncd that there is not 
enough collaboration between the Federal and Provincial governments to ensure that the two levels of 
government complement their respective lletions as opposed to potentially duplicate efforts and create 
unnecessary process and cost burden on our industry. By pushing the BC intentions paper ahead of 
the new Federal regime will likely create confusion among government, industry and the public. We 
strongly recommend then the BC government postpone the release of its intentions paper unt il the 

to comment, provide alternative options, suggest modifications to the options, or explain 

why the measures are not needed to achieve a world leading spill regime. A delay therefore 

is unwarranted and will only delay the province's ability to make decisions around its 

conditions for the transport of heavy oil (in particular the condition #3 that lays our a 

requirement for world leading regime for land based spills). 

• At this time the ministry does not believe further assessment or definit ion of the problem 

would provide any added value in assessing the required components necessary to establish 

a world leading spill regime for land based spills. 

2. As mentioned, the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CE PA), the Rail Association of Canada 
(RAC), the Western Canada Marine Response Corporation (WCMRC) and the Western Canadian 

Spill Services Ltd. (WCSS) arc currently completing a report tha! identifies potential enhancements to 
the current system. We believe this information is a critical clement thm the BC government should 

consider when developing its second Intention paper. It is our intention to share this infomlUtion as 
soon as possible so it can be used as pan of the development of the second intention paper. 

• The submission of this type of information is precisely what the 45 - 90 day comment period 

is for once the IP has been publicly released . It therefore does not warrant a delay in the 

issuance of the IP. 

• The ministry review team is aware of the discussions industry is having with WCMRC (and in 

fact encouraged industry to meet with WCMRC) . 

• Once the comment period for the IP closes the ministry will be reviewing all submissions 

and evaluating them against the government's objectives of establishing a world leading 

spill regime. 

• At the outset of this review the ministry clearly stated to concerned First Nations, local 

Government, UBCM, and other stakeholders that were unable to participate in the working 

groups and adviSOry cammittee over the last 18 months that no options would be taken off 

the table during our consultations with industry. The ministry has continued to honor this 

commitment and believes it must continue to do so to maintain our credibility and trust 

with these key stakeholder groups. 

3. Oil pipelines in British Columbia arc interprovincial pipelines and therefore federa lly regulated. The 
federa l government will be releasing new rcgultltory meehtlnisms, including spi ll response flmding 
guidelines, in June of 2014. These regulations wi ll impact any contingency fund and regulatory 
regime requi remelJ\s set by the BC provincial government. CEPA is concerned that there is not 

enough collaboration between the Federal and Provincial governments 10 ensure that the two levcls of 
government complementlheir respective actions as opposed to potentially duplicate efforts and create 
unnecessary process and cost burden on our industry. By pushing the Be intentions paper ahead of 
the new Federal regime will likely erente confusion among government, industry and the public. We 

strongly recommend that the BC government postpone the release of its intcntions paper until the 

to comment, provide alternative options, suggest modifications to the options, or explain 

why the measures are not needed to achieve a world leading spill regime. A delay therefore 

is unwarranted and will only delay the province's ability to make decisions around its 

conditions for the transport of heavy oil (in particular the condition #3 that lays our a 

requirement for world leading regime for land based spills). 

• At this time the ministry does not believe further assessment or definit ion of the problem 

would provide any added value in assessing the required components necessary to establish 

a world leading spill regime for land based spills. 

2. As mentioned, the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA), the Rail Association of Canada 
(RAC), the Western Canada Marine Response Corporation (WCMRC) and the Western Canadian 

Spill Services Ltd. (WCSS) arc currently completing a report that identifies potential enhancements to 
the current system. We believe this information is a critical clement that the BC government should 

consider when developing its second Intention paper. It is our intention to share Ihis infornlntion as 
soon as possible so it can be used as part of the development of the second intention paper. 

• The submission of this type of information is precisely what the 45 - 90 day comment period 

is for once the IP has been publicly released. It therefore does not warrant a delay in the 

issuance of the IP. 

• The ministry review team is aware of the discussions industry is having with WCMRC (and in 

fact encouraged industry to meet with WCMRC). 

• Once the comment period for the IP closes the ministry will be reviewing all submissions 

and eValuating them against the government's objectives of establishing a world leading 

spill regime. 

• At the outset of this review the ministry clearly stated to concerned First Nations, local 

Government, UBCM, and other stakeholders that were unable to participate in the working 

groups and adviSOry committee over the last 18 months that no options would be taken off 

the table during our consultations with industry. The ministry has continued to honor this 

commitment and believes it must continue to do so to maintain our credibility and trust 

with these key stakeholder groups. 

3. Oil pipelines in British Co lumbia arc inlerprovincinl pipelincs and thcrefore federa lly regulated. The 
federal government will be releasing new regulatory mechanisms, including spi ll response flmding 
guidelines, in June of 2014. These regulations wi ll impact any contingency fund and regulatory 
regime requiremelJ\s set by the BC provincial government. CEPA is concerned that there is nol 

enough collaboration between the Federal and Provincial governmcnts to ensure that the two levcls of 
government complement their respective nctions as opposed to potentially duplicate efforts and create 
unnecessary process and cost burden on our industry. By pushing the BC intentions paper ahead of 
the new Federal regime wi ll likely create confusion among government, industry and Ihe public. We 

sirongly rceommend that the BC government postpone the release of its intentions paper until the 
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Federal framework is fully reve31ed so tlmt the two jurisdictions e3n work together to est3blish 3 
comprehensive "world-cl3ss" regul3tory regime and standards. 

• The ministry is fully engaged with federal agencies and aware of the types of measures they are 

currently considering. This engagement and awareness is acknowledged and reflected in the 

draft IP and the option (example: the province is not seeking to establish a fund as large would 

be required if the federal government had not communicated to us that they are looking at 

establishing significant liability requirements) being put forward for a provincial spill response 

and recovery fund . 

• A federal fund or liability requirements may not meet all the needs of the province and 

therefore the establishment of a federal fund or liability requirements may not be sufficient in 

and of itself (this point is discussed in the draft IP). Examples include: 

o The federal mechanism may not cover the full range of act ivities or product types that 

the province wishes to ensure funding is available for. 

o Assurance of Provincial access is also a critical issue in determining whether the 

mechanism will meet the province's needs. 

o The federal mechanism may not provide instantaneous access to funds at the time of 

the spill and therefore would not meet the province's object ive of immediate access to 

funds to ensure response activities proceed in a timely manner. 

• Based on the above concerns the ministry cannot fully assess whether or not any potential 

federal mechanisms wi ll actually meet the province's needs and objectives until the full details 

are available and actual legislation has been passed. As the details and legislation could be 

months or years ahead it does not make sense to delay the release of the IP for this reason. 

• Note also that not all oil pipelines in B.C. are federally regulated inter-provincial pipelines 

(example: Pembina pipeline). 

4. CEPA was disappointed to see that presentations made by the MoE to communities, ENGOs and 
First Nations included clements of the intentions paper not shared with the advisory commillee. For 

ext"lmple, these presentt"llions mentioned tht"lt the province is seeking a contingency fund and the 
development of a NERDA -like framework for environmental recovery in lieu of a spill. Selling these 

public expectations prior 10 the rele3se o f the second intentions paper 3nd without 3ny notific3tion to 
all the stakeholders who have been involved to dt"lle is neither transparent nor collaborative. In 

3ddi tion it sets expcct3tions publicly th3t h3ve not been properly assessed. CEPA is requesting a fully 
briefing on 311 the clements of the intentions papcr and thcir potential finanei3 1 and opemtional 
imp3cts for the pipcline industry prior to the release of the second intentions paper. It is critiC3l that 
we understand the ful l scope of recommendations by the province in order to (I) support publicly the 
intentions pt"lper t"l nd (2) identify to our members t"lnd mdustry stakeholder the implications of the 

proposed regime. 

• All presentation, materials and information being shared by the ministry with other stakeholders 

has been identical to that shared with the advisory committee and has been discussed in great 

detai l in the working groups. 

Federal framework is fully revealed so that the two jurisdictions can work togethcr to establish a 
comprehensive "world-class" regulatory regi me and standards. 

• The ministry is fully engaged with federal agencies and aware of the types of measures they are 

currently considering. This engagement and awareness is acknowledged and reflected in the 

draft IP and the option (example : the province is not seeking to establish a fund as large would 

be required if the federal government had not communicated to us that they are looking at 

establishing significant liability requirements) being put forward for a provincial spill response 

and recovery fund . 

• A federal fund or liability requirements may not meet all the needs of the province and 

therefore the establishment of a federal fund or liability requirements may not be sufficient in 

and of itself (this point is discussed in the draft [Pl. Examples include: 

o The federal mechanism may not cover the full range of activities or product types that 

the province wishes to ensure funding is available for . 

o Assurance of Provincial access is also a critical issue in determining whether the 

mechanism will meet the province's needs. 

o The federal mechanism may not provide instantaneous access to funds at the time of 

the spill and therefore would not meet the province's objective of immediate access to 

funds to ensure response activities proceed in a timely manner. 

• Based on the above concerns the ministry cannot fully assess whether or not any potential 

federal mechanisms will actually meet the province's needs and objectives until the full details 

are available and actual legislation has been passed. As the details and legislation could be 

months or years ahead it does not make sense to delay the release of the IP for this reason. 

• Note also that not all oil pipelines in B.C. are federally regulated inter-provincial pipelines 

(example: Pembina pipeline). 

4. CEPA was disappointed to sec that presentations made by the MoE to communities. ENGOs and 
First Nations included clements of the intentions paper not shared with the advisory eommillee. For 
example, thesc presentations mcntioncd that the province is seeking a contingcney fund and the 
development of rt NERDA-like framework for environmental recovery in lieu of a spill. Selling these 
public expectations prior to the release o f the second intentions paper and without any notification to 
all the stakeholders who have been involved to date is neither transparent nor collaborative. In 
addition it sets e; .. pcctations publicly that have not been properly assessed. CErA is requesting a fully 
briefing on all the clements of the intentions paper and their potential financia l and operational 
impacts for the pipeline industry prior to the release of the second intentions paper. It is critical that 
we understand the full scope of recommendations by the province in order to (I) support publicly the 
mtentions prtper ,lIld (2) identify to our members and industry stakeholder the implications of the 
proposed regime. 

• All presentation, materials and information being shared by the ministry with other stakeholders 

has been identical to that shared with the advisory committee and has been discussed in great 

detail in the working groups. 

Federal framework is fully revealed so that the two jurisdictions can work together to establish a 
comprehensive "world-class" regulatory regime and standards. 

• The ministry is fully engaged with federal agencies and aware of the types of measures they are 

currently considering. This engagement and awareness is acknowledged and reflected in the 

draft IP and the option (example : the province is not seeking to establish a fund as large would 

be required if the federal government had not communicated to us that they are looking at 

establishing significant liability requirements) being put forward for a provincial spill response 
and recovery fund . 

• A federal fund or liability requirements may not meet all the needs of the province and 
therefore the establishment of a federal fund or liability requirements may not be sufficient in 

and of itself (this point is discussed in the draft [Pl. Examples include: 

o The federal mechanism may not cover the full range of activities or product types that 

the province wishes to ensure funding is available for . 

o Assurance of Provincial access is also a critical issue in determining whether the 

mechanism will meet the province's needs. 

o The federal mechanism may not provide instantaneous access to funds at the time of 
the spill and therefore would not meet the province's objective of immediate access to 

funds to ensure response activities proceed in a timely manner. 

• Based on the above concerns the ministry cannot fully assess whether or not any potential 
federal mechanisms will actually meet the province's needs and objectives until the full details 

are available and actual legislation has been passed. As the details and legislation could be 

months or years ahead it does not make sense to delay the release of the IP for this reason. 

• Note also that not all oil pipelines in S.c. are federally regulated inter-provincial pipelines 

(example : Pembina pipeline). 

4. CEPA was disappointed to sec that presentations made by Ihe MoE 10 communities. ENGOs and 
First Nations included clements of the intentions paper not shared with the advisory committee. For 
example, these presentations mentioned that the province is seeking a contingency fnnd and the 
developntcnt of a NERDA-like framework for environmental rccovery in licu of a spill. Setting thcse 
public expectations prior to the release of the second intentions paper and without any notification to 
all the stakeholders who have been involved to date is neither transparent nor collaborative. In 
addition it sets e; .. pcctations publicly that have not been properly assessed. CErA is requesting a fully 
briefing on all the clements of the intentions paper and their potential financia l and operational 
impacts for the pipeline industry prior 10 the release of the second intentions paper. It is critical Ihat 
we understand the full scope of recommendations by the province in order to (I) support publicly the 
Intentions paper and (2) identify to our members and industry stakeholder the implications of the 
proposed regime. 

• All presentation, materials and information being shared by the ministry with other stakeholders 
has been identical to that shared with the advisory committee and has been discussed in great 

detail in the working groups. 
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• The concept of both a contingency fund and environmental restoration (commonly referred to 

as NRDA - natural resource damage assessments) were both included in the first IP released in 

December of 2012. They have also been the subject of significant discussions at both the 

working group and advisory committee meetings, all of which have included a number of CEPA 

representatives. 

• The ministry has been very clear that the process would be open and transpa rent which is why 

all stakeholders are being provided with opportunities to meet with the ministry and are being 

kept apprised of the unfolding of the process and the options as they have been developed. All 

presentations have clearly stated that these are options being developed for public and 

stakeholder feedback and that ultimately it will be up to government to determine which 

options will move forward . 

• Industry, including CEPA have been fully engaged and informed throughout the process and 

ministry staff have clearly communicated that we are able to schedule any additional meetings 

or sessions they require to discuss their concerns or share information. 

In summary CErA would like to see greater transparency rrom government on its intentions regarding 
this initiative: including a clearer understanding of how the province is defining "world-class" and in 
what ways industry is not meeting these stand:uds through the gap analysis. It is also critica l that the 
federal regulations be considered and that public consultations include factual information. 

• The ministry is operating with a working definition of world leading that takes the following into 

consideration: 

o 8est practices in place in other jurisdictions are considered and applied as appropriate in 

B.C. 

o There will be an effective and timely response to all spills regardless of location or sector 

involved to protect public safety, the environment, economy and social and cultural 

fabric of the province 

o Provision of timely information to the public and stakeholders when spills occur to 

ensure they have the information they require concerning public safety and impacts to 

the environment 

o The environment is restored and loss of public use is compensated for 

o Polluter pay principle is fully implemented and taxpayers are protected from the cost 

and impact of spills 

o All four pillars of emergency management are addressed in the regime : 

Prevention, Preparedness, Response and Recovery 

o The components of the regime combine to cumulatively place British Columbia amongst 

the leading jurisdictions in the world 

We greatly appreeiatcd your timc on this issuc and look forward to working with you and your colleagues 
towards meeting the five conditions lind developing a robust, practical lind cost-effective land based spill 
response regime in the province. 

Sincerely, 

• The concept of both a contingency fund and environmental restoration (commonly referred to 

as NRDA - natural resource damage assessments) were both included in the first IP released in 

December of 2012. They haye also been the subject of significant discussions at both the 

working group and advisory committee meetings, all of which have included a number of CEPA 

representatives. 

• The ministry has been very clear that the process would be open and transparent which is why 

all stakeholders are being provided with opportunities to meet with the ministry and are being 

kept apprised of the unfolding of the process and the options as they have been developed. All 

presentations haye clearly stated that these are options being deyeloped for public and 

stakeholder feedback and that ultimately it will be up to government to determine which 

options will move forward. 

• Industry, including CEPA have been fully engaged and informed throughout the process and 

ministry staff have clearly communicated that we are able to schedule any additional meetings 

or sessions they require to discuss their concerns or share information. 

In summary CEPA would like to see greater transparency [rom government on its intentions regarding 
this initiative: includ ing a clearer understanding of how the province is defining "world-class" and in 
wh:1I ways industry is not meeting these standards through the gap analysis. It is also critical that the 
federal regulations be considered :md that public consultations include factual information . 

• The ministry is operating with a working definition of world leading that takes the following into 

consideration: 

o Best practices in place in other jurisdictions are considered and applied as appropriate in 

B.C. 

o There will be an effective and timely response to all spills regardless of location or sector 

inyolved to protect public safety, the environment, economy and social and cultural 

fabric of the province 

o Provision of timely information to the public and stakeholders when spills occur to 

ensure they have the information they require concerning public safety and impacts to 

the environment 

o The environment is restored and loss of public use is compensated for 

o Polluter pay principle is fully implemented and taxpayers are protected from the cost 

and impact of spills 

o All four pillars of emergency management are addressed in the regime: 

Prevention, Preparedness, Response and Recovery 

o The components of the regime combine to cumulatively place British Columbia amongst 

the leading jurisdictions in the world 

We grently appreciated your time on this issue and look forward to working with you and your colleagues 
towards meeting the fi ve conditions and developing a robust. practical and cost-effective land based spill 
response regime in the pro\'inee. 

Sincerely, 

• The concept of both a contingency fund and environmental restoration (commonly referred to 

as NRDA - natural resource damage assessments) were both included in the first IP released in 

December of 2012. They halle also been the subject of significant discussions at both the 

working group and advisory committee meetings, all of which have included a number of CEPA 

representatives. 

• The ministry has been very clear that the process would be open and transparent which is why 

all stakeholders are being provided with opportunities to meet with the ministry and are being 

kept apprised of the unfolding of the process and the options as they have been developed . All 

presentations have clearly stated that these are options being delleloped for publiC and 

stakeholder feedback and that ultimately it will be up to government to determine which 

options will mOlle forward. 

• Industry, including CEPA have been fully engaged and informed throughout the process and 

ministry staff have clearly communicated that we are able to schedule any additional meetings 

or sessions they require to discuss their concerns or share information . 

In summary CEPA would like to see greater transparency from government on its intentions regarding 
this initiative: including a clearer understanding of how the province is defining "world-c lass" and in 
wh;:11 ways industry is not meeting these standards through the gap analysis. 11 is also critical that the 
federal regulations be considered and that public consultations include factual information. 

• The ministry is operating with a working definition of world leading that takes the following into 

consideration: 

o Best practices in place in other jurisdictions are considered and applied as appropriate in 

B.C. 

o There will be an effective and timely response to all spills regardless of location or sector 

inllolved to protect public safety, the environment, economy and social and cultural 

fabric of the province 

o Provision of timely information to the public and stakeholders when spills occur to 

ensure they have the information they require concerning public safety and impacts to 

the environment 

o The environment is restored and loss of public use is compensated for 

o Polluter pay principle is fully implemented and taxpayers are protected from the cost 

and impact of spills 

o All four pillars of emergency management are addressed in the regime : 

Prevention, Preparedness, Response and Recovery 

o The components of the regime combine to cumulatively place British Columbia amongst 

the leading jurisdictions in the world 

We greatly appreciated your time on this issue and look forward to working with you and your colleagues 
towards meeting the five conditions and developing a robust. pmetieal and cost-effective land based spill 
response regime in the pro\'ince. 

Sincerely, 
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Philippe Reicher, MEOes Philippe Reicher, MEDes Philippe Reicher, MEDes 
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Subject Re: CEPA and the Land-Based Spill Response Initiative

From Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

To Poss, Angie ENV:EX

Cc Paterson, Kellie ENV:EX; Knox, Graham G ENV:EX; Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX

Sent Monday, March 10, 2014 9:01 AM

Howdy, but if things are crazy I would be happy to do some work and defer some 
hours to another time. Let me know

Sent from my iPhone

Kellie – can you add this to our meeting agenda for discussion?
Thanks!

From: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX 
Sent: March-10-14 7:29 AM
To: Knox, Graham G ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX
Subject: Fw: Fwd: CEPA and the Land-Based Spill Response Initiative

Let's draft a response to this for Wes asap. 

From: Shoemaker, Wes ENV:EX 
Sent: Sunday, March 09, 2014 07:33 PM Pacific Standard Time
To: Standen, Jim ENV:EX; Zacharias, Mark ENV:EX; Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX 
Subject: Fwd: CEPA and the Land-Based Spill Response Initiative 

Wes

W.H. (Wes) Shoemaker, MBA
Deputy Minister
Ministry of Environment
5th Floor, 2975 Jutland Road
Victoria, BC
Tel: 250.387.5429 | Fax: 250.387.6003
E-mail: wes.shoemaker@gov.bc.ca

**Please note: This email is intended for the addressee(s) only and may contain legally 
privileged information. Any unauthorized use, disclosure or reproduction is strictly prohibited.
**

Sent from my iPhone

From: "Carr, Steve MNGD:EX" <Steve.Carr@gov.bc.ca>

Date: March 8, 2014 at 2:03:59 AM GMT+7

Begin forwarded message:

On Mar 10, 2014, at 8:57 AM, "Poss, Angie ENV:EX" <Angie.Poss@gov.bc.ca> wrote:

Re: CEPA and the Land-Based Spill Response Initiative
Monday, May 26, 2014
12:03 PM
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To: "Shoemaker, Wes ENV:EX" <Wes.Shoemaker@gov.bc.ca>

Cc: "Standen, Jim ENV:EX" <Jim.Standen@gov.bc.ca>, "Mihlar, Fazil MNGD:EX" 
<Fazil.Mihlar@gov.bc.ca>

Subject: Fwd: CEPA and the Land-Based Spill Response Initiative

FYI

Steve Carr
Deputy Minister Natural Gas Development

From: Philippe Reicher <preicher@cepa.com>

Date: 7 March, 2014 9:44:35 AM PST

To: "Carr, Steve MNGD:EX" <Steve.Carr@gov.bc.ca>

Cc: Amanda Affonso <aaffonso@cepa.com>

Subject: CEPA and the Land-Based Spill Response Initiative

Dear Mr. Carr,

Thank you for taking the time to speak with us regarding the Land Based Spill 
Response initiative and the upcoming release of the second intentions paper. As we 
discussed on the call, CEPA (the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association) has some 
pressing concerns regarding the proposed elements of the paper and its release 
anticipated the first week of April. CEPA has been heavily engaged in this file 
since the first intentions paper was released; including our President, Brenda Kenny 
standing beside Minister Lake at the time in support of the initiative, involvement 
on the Advisory committee for all the governance and funding discussions, and 
participation in all three working groups and throughout the initial symposium. 
CEPA supports BC’s Five Conditions and remains committed to working 
collaboratively and transparently with the Ministry of Environment on the land 
based spill initiative. 

At this time, CEPA is challenged to support the upcoming intentions paper due to 
the following elements:

The gap analysis, which was intended to identify the specific standards and 
regulations that would constitute a “world class regime” according to the MoE, was 
sent to the Advisory Committee yesterday evening following our call. This is a 
very important issue. As we mentioned, industry is unable to support any 
mechanism to address a perceived gap when these “gaps” have not been clearly 
articulated and industry has had no opportunity to identify how they may already be 
addressing these gaps. It is also unknown how recommendations can be 
developed – including funding implications – until this gap analysis is complete. 
We are pressing for a delay in the intentions paper until such time the gap analysis 
is completed and validated by industry and other stakeholders. Now that we have 
the document, we will require time to review and validate the information. 

1.

As mentioned, the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA), the Rail 
Association of Canada (RAC), the Western Canada Marine Response Corporation 
(WCMRC) and the Western Canadian Spill Services Ltd. (WCSS) are currently 
completing a report that identifies potential enhancements to the current system. 
We believe this information is a critical element that the BC government should 
consider when developing its second Intention paper. It is our intention to share this 
information as soon as possible so it can be used as part of the development of the 
second intention paper.

2.

Begin forwarded message:
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second intention paper.

Oil pipelines in British Columbia are interprovincial pipelines and therefore 
federally regulated. The federal government will be releasing new regulatory 
mechanisms, including spill response funding guidelines, in June of 2014. These 
regulations will impact any contingency fund and regulatory regime requirements 
set by the BC provincial government. CEPA is concerned that there is not enough 
collaboration between the Federal and Provincial governments to ensure that the 
two levels of government complement their respective actions as opposed to 
potentially duplicate efforts and create unnecessary process and cost burden on our 
industry. By pushing the BC intentions paper ahead of the new Federal regime will 
likely create confusion among government, industry and the public. We strongly 
recommend that the BC government postpone the release of its intentions paper 
until the Federal framework is fully revealed so that the two jurisdictions can work 
together to establish a comprehensive “world-class” regulatory regime and 
standards. 

3.

CEPA was disappointed to see that presentations made by the MoE to 
communities , ENGOs and First Nations included elements of the intentions paper 
not shared with the advisory committee. For example, these presentations 
mentioned that the province is seeking a contingency fund and the development of 
a NERDA-like framework for environmental recovery in lieu of a spill. Setting 
these public expectations prior to the release of the second intentions paper and 
without any notification to all the stakeholders who have been involved to date is 
neither transparent nor collaborative. In addition it sets expectations publicly that 
have not been properly assessed. CEPA is requesting a fully briefing on all the 
elements of the intentions paper and their potential financial and operational 
impacts for the pipeline industry prior to the release of the second intentions 
paper. It is critical that we understand the full scope of recommendations by the 
province in order to (1) support publicly the intentions paper and (2) identify to our 
members and industry stakeholder the implications of the proposed regime.

4.

In summary CEPA would like to see greater transparency from government on its 
intentions regarding this initiative; including a clearer understanding of how the 
province is defining “world-class” and in what ways industry is not meeting these 
standards through the gap analysis. It is also critical that the federal regulations be 
considered and that public consultations include factual information. 

We greatly appreciated your time on this issue and look forward to working with 
you and your colleagues towards meeting the five conditions and developing a 
robust, practical and cost-effective land based spill response regime in the province. 

Sincerely,

Philippe Reicher, MEDes
Vice President, External Relations

Canadian Energy Pipeline Association

Suite 200, 505–3rd St. SW

Calgary, Alberta T2P 3E6

Phone 403.221.8778

Cell 403.863.2453

Fax 403.221.8760

preicher@cepa.com

aboutpipelines.com

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use 

of or taking any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended 

recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete.
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Denis, Alexandra ENV:EX

From: Paterson, Kellie ENV:EX

Sent: Tuesday, May 6, 2014 3:23 PM

To: XT:Fedoruk, Claudette FLNR:IN

Subject: RE: Second Intentions Paper for Land Based Spill Preparedness & Response in BC 

To be safe, I would book for 2.5 hours (1 -3:30pm). 

 

Jim Hofweber and his staff will probably stop along the way into Calgary for a bite to eat before the meeting but I’ll let 

them know that they can go to the meeting room early, if they like. 

 

Can you please send me a CAPP members list. 

 

Thanks, Claudette. 

 

Kellie Paterson 

Sr. Administrative Assistant 

Environmental Emergencies and Land Remediation Branch 

Environmental Protection Division 

Ministry of Environment 

Tel:  250-387-9971 

 

From: Fedoruk, Claudette [mailto:claudette.fedoruk@capp.ca]  

Sent: May-06-14 3:16 PM 

To: Paterson, Kellie ENV:EX 
Subject: RE: Second Intentions Paper for Land Based Spill Preparedness & Response in BC  

 
HI Kellie, 

 

For how long should I book the meeting? For 2 hours, so 1-3pm? 

 

Location:  

CAPP Offices, Main Boardroom 

21
st

 floor, 350  7
th

 Ave. SW, Calgary 

 

*Note: The room is empty from 11:30am – 1pm, if they come a bit early.  

 

Cheers, 

Claudette 

 

From: Paterson, Kellie ENV:EX [mailto:Kellie.Paterson@gov.bc.ca]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 4:08 PM 
To: Fedoruk, Claudette 

Subject: RE: Second Intentions Paper for Land Based Spill Preparedness & Response in BC  

 
Yes, that will work……1pm on Tuesday, May 27

th
. 

 

Should they come to: 

2100 – 350  7
th

 Ave. SW, Calgary? 
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Kellie Paterson 

Sr. Administrative Assistant 

Environmental Emergencies and Land Remediation Branch 

Environmental Protection Division 

Ministry of Environment 

Tel:  250-387-9971 

 

From: Fedoruk, Claudette [mailto:claudette.fedoruk@capp.ca]  

Sent: May-06-14 2:53 PM 

To: Paterson, Kellie ENV:EX 
Subject: RE: Second Intentions Paper for Land Based Spill Preparedness & Response in BC  

 
HI Kellie, 

 

Can we arrange for 1pm, instead of 10am on Tuesday, May 27
th

? 

 

Claudette 

 

From: Paterson, Kellie ENV:EX [mailto:Kellie.Paterson@gov.bc.ca]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 2:48 PM 

To: Fedoruk, Claudette 
Subject: RE: Second Intentions Paper for Land Based Spill Preparedness & Response in BC  

 
Sorry for the confusion.  The 2

nd
 date is Tuesday, May 27. 

 

 

 

Kellie Paterson 

Sr. Administrative Assistant 

Environmental Emergencies and Land Remediation Branch 

Environmental Protection Division 

Ministry of Environment 

Tel:  250-387-9971 

 

From: Fedoruk, Claudette [mailto:claudette.fedoruk@capp.ca]  

Sent: May-06-14 1:46 PM 
To: Paterson, Kellie ENV:EX 

Subject: RE: Second Intentions Paper for Land Based Spill Preparedness & Response in BC  
Importance: High 

 
HI Kellie, 

 

Is that second date Tuesday May 20 or Friday May 23? 

 

Cheers, 

Claudette 

 

From: Paterson, Kellie ENV:EX [mailto:Kellie.Paterson@gov.bc.ca]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 2:44 PM 

To: Fedoruk, Claudette 
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Cc: Paterson, Kellie ENV:EX 

Subject: RE: Second Intentions Paper for Land Based Spill Preparedness & Response in BC  

 
The Project Team (Jim Hofweber, Graham Knox and Angie Poss) would be available to come to Calgary on either Friday, 

May 16 or  Tuesday, May 23 for a 10am meeting with CAPP members.   

 

Can you please confirm which date works best for the CAPP members and please advise who would be in attendance. 

 

Thanks. 

 

Kellie Paterson 

Sr. Administrative Assistant 

Environmental Emergencies and Land Remediation Branch 

Environmental Protection Division 

Ministry of Environment 

Tel:  250-387-9971 

 

From: Fedoruk, Claudette [mailto:claudette.fedoruk@capp.ca]  

Sent: April-29-14 1:12 PM 
To: Paterson, Kellie ENV:EX 

Cc: s.tate@capp.ca 
Subject: FW: Second Intentions Paper for Land Based Spill Preparedness & Response in BC  

 
HI Kellie, 

 

We would like to schedule a meeting on the Second Intentions Paper with the MOE and our members for the end of 

May here in Calgary. Can you please let me know what days/times work for you? 

 

Cheers, 

Claudette 

 

From: Poss, Angie ENV:EX [mailto:Angie.Poss@gov.bc.ca]  

Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2014 12:49 PM 

To: Morrison, Geoff 
Cc: Fedoruk, Claudette; Tate, Shirley; Paterson, Kellie ENV:EX 

Subject: RE: Second Intentions Paper for Land Based Spill Preparedness & Response in BC  

 
Hi Geoff, 

Happy to oblige. Please work with Kellie to schedule a time to meet. 

Best, 

Angie 

 

From: Morrison, Geoff [mailto:geoff.morrison@capp.ca]  

Sent: April-28-14 4:39 PM 
To: Poss, Angie ENV:EX 

Cc: XT:Fedoruk, Claudette FLNR:IN; Tate, Shirley 

Subject: FW: Second Intentions Paper for Land Based Spill Preparedness & Response in BC  

 
Hi Angie 

 

CAPP would very much like an chance to meet to review the intentions paper and discuss next steps.  
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Claudette and/or Shirley can you work to identify a mutually workable time? 

 

Geoff  

 

 

From: Cindy Bertram [mailto:cindybertram@shaw.ca]  
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 12:51 PM 

To: Spill Preparedness & Response BC Consultation 

Subject: Second Intentions Paper for Land Based Spill Preparedness & Response in BC (3) 

 
April 25, 2014  

 

Re: Second Intentions Paper for Land Based Spill Preparedness and Response in BC 

 

Dear Stakeholder, 

 

The Ministry of Environment (The Ministry) is committed to creating a world leading land based spill preparedness and 

response regime. As part of this process, the Ministry is presenting our second intentions paper for your review. This 

second paper has built upon the concepts from the first intentions paper (released fall 2012) and has included over a 

year of consultation with various industry, First Nations, local government and environmental non-governmental 

organization representatives. The purpose of this intentions paper is to describe the Ministry’s proposed policy direction 

and seek input on enhancing spill preparedness and response in BC. We invite you to review the proposed intentions 

and provide comment. 

 

The intentions paper will be available for review on our website. Comments can be submitted by email, letter, or by 

completing the applicable response form. The consultation period will be open until June 26
th

, 2014. All submissions will 

be reviewed for inclusion in a consultation summary report.  The Ministry has contracted Cindy Bertram of C. Rankin & 

Associates to manage the consultation process. If you have any questions regarding the consultation process, check the 

Ministry website or contact Cindy Bertram by: 

Email: cindybertram@shaw.ca   

Fax: 250 598-9948  

 

As a key stakeholder we would also like to offer the opportunity to meet with you at your convenience to both review 

the intentions paper and discuss next steps. Should your organization be interested, please contact Angie Poss 

(Angie.Poss@gov.bc.ca) at the Ministry to make meeting arrangements. 

 

We sincerely appreciate your time and consideration on this matter. The Ministry looks forward to ongoing dialogue 

with you as we further develop the model that will ensure BC’s preparedness and response capacity is world leading. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jim Hofweber 

Executive Director 

Environmental Emergencies and Land Remediation Branch 

 

Circulated by: 

Cindy Bertram 

 
 
----------------------------------------- 
Please Note / Veuillez noter: This communication is intended for the person or entity to which it is addressed 
and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you have received this communication in error, 
please contact the sender immediately and delete all copies. 
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Cette communication est reservee a l'usage de la personne a qui elle est adressee et peut contenir de 
l'information confidentielle et privilegee. Si vous avez recu cette communication par erreur, veuillez 
immediatement communiquer avec son expediteur et detruire toutes les copies. 
------------------------------------------  
----------------------------------------- 
Please Note / Veuillez noter: This communication is intended for the person or entity to which it is addressed 
and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you have received this communication in error, 
please contact the sender immediately and delete all copies. 
Cette communication est reservee a l'usage de la personne a qui elle est adressee et peut contenir de 
l'information confidentielle et privilegee. Si vous avez recu cette communication par erreur, veuillez 
immediatement communiquer avec son expediteur et detruire toutes les copies. 
------------------------------------------  
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Subject RE: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2

From Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

To 'Dorit Mason'

Cc 'Angela Negenman'; Knox, Graham G ENV:EX

Sent Thursday, March 6, 2014 1:24 PM

Alright, thank you kindly. And, just so you know Maria is unfortunately on holidays next week so will 
be unable to join us - expect just Graham and I.

Thanks,
Ben

-----Original Message-----
From: Dorit Mason [mailto:dmason@cnv.org]
Sent: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 12:06 PM
To: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX
Cc: Angela Negenman; Knox, Graham G ENV:EX
Subject: RE: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2

Great. We will have screen and computer for you. Dorit

-----Original Message-----
From: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX [mailto:Benjamin.VanderSteen@gov.bc.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 11:59 AM
To: Dorit Mason; Poss, Angie ENV:EX
Cc: 'Julie Pavey'; 'Michelle Weston'; Angela Negenman; 'Richard Boase'; Knox, Graham G ENV:EX
Subject: RE: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2

Super, I'll let Maria know she is welcome to join us, and we look forward to seeing you then. We'll 
have a powerpoint presentation. Do you have a project set-up, and if so shall we send our 
presentation in advance? If not, we can bring the equipment needed to display our presentation.

Cheers
Ben

_____________________________________________
Ben Vander Steen
Senior Policy Advisor, Strategic Policy Branch Ministry of Environment | Government of British 
Columbia
Landline: 250 387-3929 | Mobile: 250 812-9341 benjamin.vandersteen@gov.bc.ca

-----Original Message-----
From: Dorit Mason [mailto:dmason@cnv.org]
Sent: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 11:19 AM
To: Poss, Angie ENV:EX
Cc: 'Julie Pavey'; 'Michelle Weston'; Angela Negenman; 'Richard Boase'; Vander Steen, Benjamin 
ENV:EX; Knox, Graham G ENV:EX

RE: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2
Monday, May 26, 2014
12:01 PM
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ENV:EX; Knox, Graham G ENV:EX
Subject: RE: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2

Thanks Angie for organizing.
Ben, Graham, please let Maria know she is welcome to attend.
See you next week.
Dorit

Dorit Mason, M.Sc., A.B.C.P.
Director
t: 604.969.7001 | e: dmason@cnv.org

North Shore Emergency Management Office
147 East 14th Street (2nd floor), North Vancouver, BC V7L 2N4
Reception: 604.969.7000 
           
       
~ A Disaster Resilient North Shore ~
Emergency Management for the City and District of North Vancouver and the District of West 
Vancouver

-----Original Message-----
From: Poss, Angie ENV:EX [mailto:Angie.Poss@gov.bc.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 10:42 AM
To: Dorit Mason
Cc: 'Julie Pavey'; 'Michelle Weston'; Angela Negenman; 'Richard Boase'; Vander Steen, Benjamin 
ENV:EX; Knox, Graham G ENV:EX
Subject: RE: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2

Hi Dorit,

That sounds good. We will make a presentation on how the spill response regime is evolving and 
then leave plenty of time for discussion and questions. I won't be there, but am CCing my colleagues 
Ben and Graham, who will be coming over to speak with you. I'll turn it over to Ben and Graham to 
work with you on any logistics between now and then. 

Maria Stanborough from UBCM, who is on our provincial Advisory Committee, had asked if she could 
attend the meeting. Please let Ben or Graham know if you have any concerns with that. 

Thanks for your interest and feel free to contact myself or Ben or Graham at any point if you have 
questions, Best, Angie

-----Original Message-----
From: Dorit Mason [mailto:dmason@cnv.org]
Sent: March-04-14 6:30 PM
To: Poss, Angie ENV:EX
Cc: Julie Pavey; Michelle Weston; Angela Negenman; Richard Boase
Subject: Re: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2

Angie, that sounds great. How about we plan for 1 hour and with questions it will likely evolve into 
the rest of the time. We will be meeting at the North Shore Emergency Management Office - 2nd 
floor, 147 east 14th, North Vancouver. 
Dorit

On 2014-03-04, at 4:25 PM, "Poss, Angie ENV:EX" <Angie.Poss@gov.bc.ca> wrote:
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> Hi Julie,
> March 13 works well for us. Let me know how much time we will have during the meeting - we 
could easily fill 90 minutes but I'm sure you have other items you need to discuss. 
> Best,
> Angie
> ________________________________________
> From: Julie Pavey [PaveyJ@dnv.org]
> Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 7:46 PM
> To: Poss, Angie ENV:EX
> Cc: 'Dorit Mason'; Michelle Weston; 'Angela Negenman'; Richard Boase
> Subject: RE: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2
> 
> Hi Angie,
> 
> We are having our next meeting tentatively on March 13th 930-1100 hrs at the North Shore 
Emergency Operations. Would that date work for you ?
> 
> Thanks
> 
> 
> Julie Pavey, R.P. Bio.
> Section Manager – Environmental Sustainability District of North 
> Vancouver
> Phone: 604-990-2445
> Email: PaveyJ@dnv.org<mailto:PaveyJ@dnv.org>
> 
> 
> 
> From: Poss, Angie ENV:EX [mailto:Angie.Poss@gov.bc.ca]
> Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 1:11 PM
> To: Julie Pavey
> Cc: 'Dorit Mason'; Michelle Weston
> Subject: RE: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2
> 
> Hi Julie,
> 
> Thanks for getting in touch. I’m happy to meet with you and/or the working group whenever it 
suits you. Our team is in the Vancouver area in the third week of March and has some time on the 
morning of March 20, if that works for you. Otherwise, just send me a couple of date options and 
we’ll go from there. We’re certainly available before March 20 if you prefer.
> 
> Best,
> Angie
> 
> Angie Poss
> Project Lead, Land Based Spill Preparedness and Response BC Ministry 
> of Environment
> O: 250 356-9833
> C: 250 812-0114
> 
> 
> 
> From: Julie Pavey [mailto:PaveyJ@dnv.org]
> Sent: February-26-14 1:04 PM
> To: Poss, Angie ENV:EX
> Cc: 'Dorit Mason'; Michelle Weston
> Subject: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2
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> Subject: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2
> 
> Hi Angie,
> 
> We am interested in having a presentation on this item; we are currently working on an updated 
spill response plan with two other munis and have a working group that meets regularly.
> 
> Regards
> 
> Julie Pavey, R.P. Bio.
> Section Manager – Environmental Sustainability District of North 
> Vancouver
> Phone: 604-990-2445
> Email: PaveyJ@dnv.org<mailto:PaveyJ@dnv.org>
> 
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Subject RE: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2

From Julie Pavey

To Poss, Angie ENV:EX

Cc 'Dorit Mason'; Michelle Weston; 'Angela Negenman'; Richard Boase

Sent Monday, March 3, 2014 7:46 PM

Hi Angie, 

We are having our next meeting tentatively on March 13th 930-1100 hrs at the North Shore 
Emergency Operations. Would that date work for you ?

Thanks 

Julie Pavey, R.P. Bio.
Section Manager – Environmental Sustainability
District of North Vancouver
Phone: 604-990-2445
Email: PaveyJ@dnv.org

From: Poss, Angie ENV:EX [mailto:Angie.Poss@gov.bc.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 1:11 PM
To: Julie Pavey
Cc: 'Dorit Mason'; Michelle Weston
Subject: RE: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2

Hi Julie,

Thanks for getting in touch. I’m happy to meet with you and/or the working group whenever it suits 
you. Our team is in the Vancouver area in the third week of March and has some time on the 
morning of March 20, if that works for you. Otherwise, just send me a couple of date options and 
we’ll go from there. We’re certainly available before March 20 if you prefer. 

Best,
Angie

Angie Poss
Project Lead, Land Based Spill Preparedness and Response
BC Ministry of Environment
O: 250 356-9833
C: 250 812-0114

From: Julie Pavey [mailto:PaveyJ@dnv.org] 
Sent: February-26-14 1:04 PM
To: Poss, Angie ENV:EX
Cc: 'Dorit Mason'; Michelle Weston
Subject: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2

RE: Presentation on land based spill policy paper #2
Thursday, May 22, 2014
4:24 PM
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Hi Angie, 

We am interested in having a presentation on this item; we are currently working on an updated 
spill response plan with two other munis and have a working group that meets regularly.

Regards

Julie Pavey, R.P. Bio.
Section Manager – Environmental Sustainability
District of North Vancouver
Phone: 604-990-2445
Email: PaveyJ@dnv.org
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Cc: Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX; Knox, Graham G ENV:EX; Denis, Alexandra ENV:EX; Paterson, 

Kellie ENV:EX; Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX 
Subject: Mtg with Haisla re Land based Spill Response & Preparedness Project 

 

Jim Hofweber requested that I propose some meeting times for the Ministry’s Project Team to meet with yourself and 

Haisla representatives on the status of the Land based Spill Preparedness and Response project.  Would one of the 

following dates work for you and the Haisla reps to meet in Vancouver? 

 

Friday, April 11                  1:00 – 3:30pm 

Thursday, April 24            1:00 – 3:30pm 

Friday, April 25                  9:00 – 11:30am 

 

Thanks. 

 

Kellie Paterson 

Sr. Administrative Assistant 

Environmental Emergencies and Land Remediation Branch 

Environmental Protection Division 

Ministry of Environment 

Tel:  250-387-9971 
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Denis, Alexandra ENV:EX

From: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX

Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 11:25 AM

To: Knox, Graham G ENV:EX

Subject: Re: P&P World Leading Spill Preparedness and Response_mar 12 2014

Thx Graham 
  

From: Knox, Graham G ENV:EX  

Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 11:16 AM Pacific Standard Time 
To: Shoemaker, Wes ENV:EX  

Cc: Poss, Angie ENV:EX; Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX; Standen, Jim ENV:EX; Jackson, Vickie ENV:EX; Lee, Bonnie ENV:EX  

Subject: RE: P&P World Leading Spill Preparedness and Response_mar 12 2014  

  
Greetings, 

 

I have attempted to provide the information you are looking for below in red text adjacent to your questions / 

comments.  Please let me know if you require further clarification or additional information? 

 

Immediately below is a very small sampling of examples of existing gaps or deficiencies

 We could point to hundreds of spills on 

annual basis where gaps occurred or improvements are needed.  Compiling such a report however would involve 

significant staff resources, that we currently do not have,

 

• Spill Reporting – CN rail advises ministry of small spill at rail yard in lower mainland.  Ministry staff subsequently 

discover their was actually a collision between locomotives and substantially more fuel released then reported 

and that the spilled materials were moving offsite. 

• Capability and Capacity –

• Training and Certification of Responders – Tulameen coal mine tailings release resulted in coal sediments being 

washed down the Tulameen River.  The company was directed to conduct an assessment of the materials 

deposited in and along the river.  The contractor hired claimed their were trained in “Shoreline Cleanup and 

Assessment Techniques” but based on the work they completed it became apparent to the ministry that this 

contractor did not have sufficient training to complete the work appropriately.  The failure to conduct this work 

in a timely manner resulted increased public and local government pressure and concerns with a response the 

characterised as slow and incompetent. 

• Data Collection and Monitoring – Spillers and existing requirements (by federal agencies) do not ensure 

important activities are planned and prepared for to ensure the data and sample can be done in a timely 

manner to protect public health and determine environmental impacts.  Both the Kinder Morgan Pipeline spill 

at their Sumas Tank farm and the recent rail spill of coal into a creek in Burnaby showed the lack of 

preparedness.  In the Kinder Morgan example no air monitoring or sampling was done to determine what the 

concentrations of chemicals in the air were to assure the public and provide scientific basis for the company’s 

claims that there were no health impacts and the surrounding community members and elementary school 

children were safe (even though they were reporting nausea, headaches, strong odours, etc.).  In the rail coal 
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spill incident the company did not undertake environmental sampling and monitoring for days.  This is 

problematic as the data is ephemeral and needs be collected immediately.  In this incident both the public and 

local government expressed their concerns of the incompetence of the response by the railway. 

• Restoration – the Goldstream fuel tank truck incident exemplifies the current lack of process or requirements of 

restoration of the environment after a spill.  The ministry continues to work with Columbia Fuels and numerous 

stakeholders on a restoration plan but without clear rules and guidelines the process has continued on and the 

responsible party could ultimately walk away if it so chose leaving either restoration undone or the province to 

identify funds and undertake the required restoration planning and work. 

• Compensation of loss of public use – Kinder Morgan pipeline rupture in Burnaby resulted in oil travelling to the 

marine environment and the closure or numerous parks and beaches for a significant time period.  The public 

was not compensated for the loss of use to these public lands and resources.  If a spill were to occur that 

effected both Washington state and BC (example: A Teck Cominco spill into Columbia River in Trail) the public 

on the U.S. would be entitled to compensation for loss of public use for its lands / resources while British 

Columbians would be entitled to no compensation (even though the spill occurred here and involves a BC based 

company). 

 

 

> ----- Original Message ----- 

> From: Shoemaker, Wes ENV:EX 

> Sent: Sunday, March 30, 2014 11:14 AM Pacific Standard Time 

> To: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX; Standen, Jim ENV:EX; Jackson, Vickie ENV:EX; Lee, Bonnie ENV:EX; Poss, Angie ENV:EX 
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Subject RE: Follow-up on CEPA information

From Poss, Angie ENV:EX

To 'Amanda Affonso'; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX

Cc Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX

Sent Thursday, February 27, 2014 4:14 PM

Hi Amanda,

Thanks for sharing this information, particularly the document on CEPA’s safety program. This will be 
useful reading for our team. You should have examples of the stakeholder presentations in your 
inbox now, along with a summary of our last call and a request for your preferred dates for our next 
conference call. Let me know if you haven’t received this. 

We are expecting content from one last federal agency to complete the regulatory matrix. If this 
doesn’t arrive in the next few days we will share the draft with the Advisory Committee on the 
understanding that more information may be forthcoming. 

I hope this helps. Happy to chat if you have further questions.

Angie

From: Amanda Affonso [mailto:aaffonso@cepa.com] 
Sent: February-27-14 2:57 PM
To: Poss, Angie ENV:EX; Vander Steen, Benjamin ENV:EX
Cc: Hofweber, Jim E ENV:EX
Subject: FW: Follow-up on CEPA information

Angie/Ben/Jim,

Fazil Mihlar attended an education workshop I organized in the fall on the federal financial 
responsibility crude oil pipelines are expected to have. I believe this information was shared with 
MoE.

When will we receive the MoE matrix to review? This was to be shared with the Advisory 
Committee members. 

1.

MoE committed to sending the Advisory members copies of the presentation to the 
communities, ENGO’s , First Nations who have been consulted. Can we please receive these no 
later than March 6th? 

2.

I wanted to follow-up on our conference call last week –

Look forward to the information.

Amanda Affonso
Director, Regulatory & Financial

Canadian Energy Pipeline Association

Suite 200, 505–3rd St. SW

Calgary, Alberta T2P 3E6

Phone 403.221.8756

Cell 403.585.6933

RE: Follow-up on CEPA information
Monday, May 26, 2014
12:01 PM
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Cell 403.585.6933

Fax 403.221.8760

aaffonso@cepa.com

aboutpipelines.com

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential 

and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking any action in reliance upon, this 

information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact 

the sender and delete. 
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